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ABSTRACT

A competency-based, introductory social sciencecourse for.college students is described. Objectives of the manual
are twofold first, to present the complete set of materials which
have served asthe basis of a one semester social sciences course at
the University of Louisville over three years, and, second, to'offe
suggestions regarding objectives, research methods, evaluation, and
teaching methods to college teachers as they develop and implement
social ',science courses. Nineteen activities are described, incluiing
defining social sciences, identifying major questions and research
interests, learning basic descriptive; statistics, constructing and
Administering-a survey, and evaluating a research experience. For
each activity, a variety of materials is presented, including tests,
objectives, student handouts, lesson plans, and evaluation criteria.
Specific inquiry skills which the learning activities are intended to
enhance include acquiring information (learning sources.for research
in the field, learning vocabulary and key ideas, and learning
principal investigators in each social science discipline), producing
thematic organization and methods appropriate for research
4(articulating problem statements, practicing data Collection and
analysis, and practicing theory development), and utilizing research
findings in cultural projects and institutions. The document
concludes with a bibliography, a student evaluation inventory, and a
glossary of terms. (Dm,
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'CY-1V SED, DEVELOPMENTAL INTRO UCTION TO THE SOCIAL S IEZ
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-ES:

TEACHER'S NA UAL

This manual provides the social sciences instructor with a complete
set of materials for the competency-based, introductory course (one
semester) to the social sciences which has been taught at the University
which is
of Louisville over the past three years. Included in the
plans
of each
designed, to 6.-1,ide replication of te course, are the lesson
and
research,
class activity, the worksheets which guide student study
objective tests, and evaluation criteria for determining the mastery of
each competency practiced.
The manual consists of nineteen units, each a distinct activity which
trains one or more competencies in social science inquiry. A glossary
index of course concepts enables the teacher 'to track the development of
specific competencies over the nineteen units, allowing for greater flexibility in the use of the materials.
I.

THE COMPETENCY-BASED, DEVELOPMENTAL APPROACH TO COLLEGE INSTRUCTION

Competency-based education in the liberal arts college is a recent
response of undergraduate educators to meet the modern demand that the
goals, methods, and outcomes of any educational experience be explicit
and assessable Woditsch, 1977; Blum and Spangehl, 197S; Grant et. al.,
1979).

Transforming traditional courses in academic-ideas and inquiry in the
humanities, natural-sciences, and social sciences into explicit competencyThe first stage is a rational analysis
based courses is a two-stage process.
of what is taught in the major divisions of knowledge at the general education
and advanced undergraduate levels and articulating this content into a
schema of competency objectives and measures which can guide course design.
The second-stage is to teach such a course and to see how the rationally
posited competencies. fare in the reality of practice: do they indeed exist?
are they assessable? and, what competencies have we forgotten in the design
of the course?
This course intrf.ducing the social sciences has passed through, these
two stages of development and the identified competencies have been tracked
and assessed in their practice.

,Before reviewing the specific competencies trained in this course, it is
important to discuss briefly the theoretical framework which led to our
particular definition of competencies, i.e., the first stage of rational
analysis which made possible the initial course design. The competencies
of academic inquiry can be viewed as occurring within three broad procedural
knowledge acquisition, knowledge production, and knowledge utilization.
domains:
The cALkisition of knowledge in the social sciences, humanities, or
natural sciences includes procedures which are common to each of these major
divisions of human knowledge. Acquiring knowledge involves the methods of
inquiry developed by the human species over its history of experience in the
The human make-up of abilities and faculties has determined the
world.
essential elements of the acquisition stage of knowledge developmdnt; man
uses_language'to frame questions, man uses his senses and motility in the
conduct of inquiry to establish facts, man has a memory and other storehouses
ipf Information which provide a background of knowledge acquiSition which are

part ofLevery domain of science. The list of ccuisitiou methods on the following
page can be seen as belonging to any adequate education in the natural sciences,
humanities, or social sciences. These methods of knowledge acquisition are
the backbone of a developmental education within the discipline in which they
are practiced.

The production of knowledge in the major scientific fields, which
includes humanities, involves again, those methods which mankind has
developed to suit his organic makeup and the conditions of life on earth.
Many must be able to use an individual set of cognitive and physical tools
in any personal search for the .solution to a problem and in the establishment
of a solution to a problem.
Man must learn to translate information about
things which he has learned from others into viable tools and procedures
which enable him to conduct his search in his immediate surroundings. Moreover,
whatever he discovers is evidence or fact only to him until he is able to
communicate his results to-another in a form that is not only convincing', but
capable of being demonstrated yet again to a third party. Objectivity,
Teplicability, cultural utility all depend upon an individual learning how to
package and communicate the facts -established- in a -personal search.
The
truths involved in the human act of producing knowledge now known before are
part of the human condition. The imperatives involved in knowledge production,
and the methods individuals have developed in culture to establish 'knowledge
and production, as in knowledge acquisition, rely on the nature of the human
mind, the human senses, and the contingencies of human motility and life in the
world.
The list of production methods below may not exhaust the particular
methods in any discipline or field, but they suggest the many considerations
developmental education brings to the human conduct of knowledge production.
The utilization of knowledge in the social sciences, humanities, and
natural sciences varies according to the cultural state of the world in the
given epoch.
Some fields of knowledge go about making discoveries and are not
called upon by the social world to contribute with their knowledge to effecting
improvement in the society. I suspect that if we talk about individual
investigators in any field, we will see that every person wants to make use of
his discoveries, and that this has been true in every epoch. Some men never
learn how to implement what they_ discover in a cultural application that works.
The survey below of utilization methods by which knowledge 'can be implemented
for cultural gain is a list of methods which are relevant to the sciences in
every discipline;
The methods are required, again, because of the nature of
the human being and the conditions of life in the world.
Certain bases must
be touched in any attempt by a science to implement its discoveries in
existing cultural.systems.
Certain skills must be learned by an individual
if he would effect use of his discovery among the on -going operations of his
fellows.
Examples of the skills which occur within these three broad procedural
domains of academic inquiry are:
Acquisition--

Acquiring existing information:
...learning sources for research in the field
*,
...learning vocabulary of the field
...learning principle investigators within the field
...learning key ideas within the field
...learning the history of ideas, sources for research, and principle
investigators in the field

Acqui!ition (Cont'd.)

.learning the parameters of the field historically and presently
.learning the forms and styles in which hypotheses, theories, and
laws are expressed in the field.
Acquiring the methods for individual search in the field:
..learning the existing perspectives and approaches for developing
facts in the field
...learning the forms for articulating problems, hypotheses, theories,
and laws appropriate for one's area of research
.learning how to establish a scope of search
reviewing personal assumptions and search criteria
...learning evaluation methods relevant to search
...learning the methods of data collection, classification, and other
organizational modes adequate for actual investigation.

Acquiring the methods of knowledge application and communication (utilization
...learning how ideas, theories, and laws in the field have been
historically used in cultural projects
...learning the current methodological utility of ideas, theories, and
laws in the field to present cultural problems
.reviewing the interdisciplinary cooperation of the field with other
fields in cultural projects in terms of ideas, methods, and
technologies
;isolating tools (methods of inquiry, methods to effect changes, methods
to establish purposes) of the discipline which can be used in
cultural projects
.learning the customary formats of communication used by the field.
-

Production

Producing thematic organization for focusing individual search in a field:
...learning to identify thematic interests in a field
...learning to articulate problem statements which will guide and
facilitate personal search
...learning how to construct hypotheses which may be evaluated
...learning how to select existing methods of inquiry and data collection,
and how to plan an augmentation and innovation in the conduct of inquiry
and data collection to accomodate personal search problems
...learning the existing criteria in the field for valid and reliable
experimentation.

Producing methods Appropriate for the conduct of an individual search:
...practicing the psycho-physical steps in the conduct of experimentation
...practicing the application of data collection categories, measures
and other criteria in the midst of experimentation.
...learning the models in one's field for theory development and the
expression of laws
-practicing theory development on the basis of verified hypotheses.

Producing personal methods of knowledge application and cormoni cat ion
(utilization)
...practicine, the written and oral communication of facts,
hypotheses, theories, and laws in one's field
.develop a genre of expression appropriate and effective=for communicating one's area of search and discovery
...practicing demonstration to laymen and professionals in various
fields
...identifying areas of culture (people, technology, institutional
organization) which might benefit from knowledge of the facts or
application of the procedures in your discovery
.refining problem statements and applications of your discoveries
adequate for solving the problem statements
.developing plans for implementing solutions in the environment that
you wish to affect.

Utilization

Acquiring the established methodsand history of cultural implementation of
the discoveries of the field and the forms in which knowledge in the field
has been communicated:
...surveyofthe field's history of technologies and its applications
...survey of the individual scientists in the field in terms of their
method and style of communicating and demonstrating discoveries.
Producing culturally useful tools and applications based on the discoveries
of your Search:
...learning to develop tools and applications of experimental discoveries
in pilot tests and extensive fild tests
...learning the group dynamics and \interpersonal skills requisite for
adapting personal discoveries to\existing systems
...developing the training methods required for schooling others in the
use of your tools and knowledgeJ

Utilizing your discovery in cultural projects and on-going institutions:
- ..developing a monitoring system for identifying the career of your
discovery (took; procedure, conduct) in its use in the project or
institution
.developing a modification system for reestablishing the integrity
or modifying the integrity of your discovery in its use in the project
or institution
...establishing an informational system. by which others who use your
discovery can inform you of its utility in a language that AlloWs
you to refine the'existing discovery to meet new problems.

The undergraduate academic experience, as'it is currently structured, only
emphasizes the procedural skills of knowledge acquisition, and to some degree,
The refined training in knowledge production is,
knowledge production.
reserved for specialized graduate training and the competencies of knoWledge
utilization are usually developed in professional practice. This temporal
staggering of training in the three procedural domains results from the

traditional system of post-secondary education, which begins with an introduction to the eneral ideas of academic knowledge, then gradually guides the
student into a highly specialized field in which he will later act as a
professional. Developmental education at the post-secondary 7evel seeks
a more holistic approach to the acquisition, production, and utilization
of knowledge, integrating skills from each procedural domain in the learning
process. Developmental approaches rely on experiential learning, which uses
projects in the environment to call upon the student's reasoning, Aecisionmaking, and implementing abilities, from the outset of his education.
Developmentally, the young adult of 17 is ready for the independent inquiry
which relies on knowledge acquisition and production. (For more mature
students, a growing population in colleges, exercising the competencies of
knowledge acquisition, production, and utilization is even more germane to
the undergraduate curricula.
These adults already use this trichotomy of
inquiry procedures in their livelihoods. One must appropriately identify the
skills so that the adult can transfer the mental and psycho-physical practices
if the academic inquiry is guided,
of the world of work to academic pursuits.)
and kept simple in its goals and procedbres, the stuount can quickly become
a self-motivated seeker of knowledge. Delaying such activity until the junior
or senior years, when in a departmental major, has no developmental rationale,
only a rationale derived from the traditional practice of generalized lecture
courses which lead to honors seminars. We have found that the student does best
in the academic world when he begips with the actual conduct of inquiry, and then
expands his vocabulary, ideas, and knowledge of the history of a field to
complement his initial interest and:activity in answering personally foxillulated
problems. By doing research,'in simple, guided projects, the student develops
a respect and thirst for knowledge that listening solely to lectures, or
simply reading, would never give. The educational principle at work is that
what you -can do well you have an interest in developing more knowledge about.
We give the student the chance to succeed at simple research projects, and
as a result, the student values academic inquiry and seeks out books, lectures,
and further experience in the academic world.
II.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INTRODUCTION TO THE SOCIAL SCIENCES COURSE

The social sciences introduction. begins with critical readings of case
studies in research so that the student begins to see the major concerns,
methods, and specialized vocabulary of sociologists and psychologists. The
critical reading is guided by worksheets that focus the student's thinking and
Research studies which involVe both psychologists and sociologists
response.
(or other social science fields) on a common problem is preferable; in this
manner, one can begin to point out the shared methods among social science
disciplines and. the differences in interest and procedure." In our materials,
This first phase of the course includes six
we use a study of human crowding.
units of activity (approximately 7 to 9 fifty-minute class sessions). ,

The second phase of the course is the modelling of inquiry methods-generic
toall social science disciplines. The student-is presented with models of
each inquiry method and is given simulated practice in the use of the method.
The methods include behavioral observation, survey, culturalanalysis,
performance testing, physical/artifactual testing, and statistical analysis.
Then, the student is given simulated exercise in the formulation of a
researchable question And development of a research design that could answer the
This second phase of the course includes eight units of activity
question.
(approximately 9 to 12 , fifty-minute class sessions).

The third and final phase of the course is the conduct of an i
research project and cor4nunication of the results of the project. This
phase of the course allows the student to demonstrate mastery of the concepts
and procedures he has already learned. The theme offered the students is to
investigate some question that involves the "learning situation." The
subject matter is one addressed by educational psychology, but also of
interest to sociologists.
The "learning situation" is defined as any
situation in which a teacher or teachers instruct students.
The learning
situation can be found among students of any age. The choice of this theme
has several benefits:
(1)

The student can visit acollege classroom in the Pursuit of his
"learning situation;" this overcomes.logistic difficulties that often
occur with working people when quasi-experimental projects are recommended.

(2)

The theme allows the student to consider his own educational experiences
and encourages him to bring a critical- eye to the present class.

The theme enables the student to incorpoate-the six major social
science methods of investigation into a manageable, individual
project: behavioral obsdf-vation, surveys, performance testing, physical/
artifactual testing, cultural analysis, and statistical analysis can all
be used in the study of the "learning'situation."
(4)

The predictable elements of this theme assure that although each student
may have a-different question or proposition regarding the learning
situation, enough elements will be held in common to stimulate comparisons
in class discussion while the outside project'is in progregs, and allow
group sharing-of methodological insights and factual disc6Veries.
*4

The outside project is guided byworksheets-and these same worksheets allow
the teacher to monitor and intervene in the independent project.
Class time
is spent reviewing the progress of the students in each phase of the research.
'The final paper by each student=which presents,resultS is -also structured with
the help of a' worksheet guide.

Students review their research design and analyze their results in the final
paper. They will present their project results` orally to the class in time
made available for this purpose.

This last phase of the course includes five units,o_ activity which are
extended over approximately 14 fifty minute periods.
III.

COMPETENCY( OBJECTIVE

OF THE INTRODUCTION TO THE SOCIAL SCIENCES COURSE

The competencies are discussed by procedural domain.` There-are -only two
major domains --acquisition and production--in the course. Utilization as a
set of competencies must await-several semesters of'reSearch,
development
ideas, even in an experientially oriented curriculum. The exception to this
postponement of utilization practice is with mature students who could begin,
to think of implementing findings even after such a course as this one..
We call "generic" competencies those generalized inquiry skills- that4can be
practiced in any field of knowledge, especially in the disciplines that
.

The specific skill practiced In
constitute the social Sciences.
within the actual
class iii''il manifestation of that generic competency
might
read:
situation. Thus, a generic competency
guide and
Learning to articulate problem statements which will
facilitate a personal search.

and, the specific skill practiced will read:

which can
Develop a question concerning. the "learning situation"
inquiry.
be researched with several methods of social science
production competencies which
Below is a partial list of.acquisition and
Additional
cmpetenci.,:,s
occur within aunit;
are included in this course.
the course.
and, it is possible you will discover more as you replicate
discrete, systematic
Skills are as infinite as our ability to recognize a
identified in a
Each
specific
skill
procedure in the conduct of inquiry.
its
unit is provided with measurement criteria so that you can assess
development.
A.

Acquisition Competencies
Students learn to identify:
1.

and parameters 'of a
Generic: The existing perspectives
division of knoWledge.

The fundamental goals of the social sciences, in
particular, those of psychology and sociology.
Specific:

problems, hypo he es
Generic: The forms for articulating
and laws appropriate in a field of knowledge.

theories,

the
The characteristics of a researchable 'question in
Specific:
_disciplines of psychology and sociology.

for evidence in a field of
Generic: The criteria for fact and
knowledge.

Several of the criteria for fact and evidence in
training in the
psychology and sociology (as well as more generic
distinction between opinion and factual statements.)
Specific:

The methods of data collection, classification, and other
organizational modes by which knowledge is developed in the course
Generic:

ofinquiry.
the
The basic inquiry methods used to collect data in
practiced'in
social sciences, anaseveral methods to organize data
the social sciences.

Specific:

The basic vocabulary which directs the discovery and
classification of knowledge'in a field of knowledge.

Generic:

The basic vocabulary used in behavioral sciences, such
Specific:
behavior.
as, psychology and sociology in the study of human

6.

The reporting practices
Generic:
inquiry in a field of knowledge.

e the results of

Reporting practices common to behavioral sciences, such
Specific:
as psychology and sociology.
7.

Generic: The kinds of application, and kinds of technology,
that result from the research_of-a field of knowledge.
Specific: Kinds of application and new technology that result
from research into crowding and into learning situations,
conducted by psychologists and sociologists.

B.

Production Competencies
dents learn to:
1.

Generic: Articulate peersonal assumptions concerning issues to
be researched-in a field of knowledge.
State personal assumptions_ about teacher - student
Specific:
situations within settings they have exp- erienced.

2.

Formulate questions andjrcipositAons which can guide
Generic:
thorough and' efficient research in a field of knowledge.
Specific: Construct two variable questions about a "learning situation"
which a're -researchable, i.e., suggest areas of inquiry, types of
evidence needed for an answer, methods of investigation, and
Criteria by.which the evidence may be evaluated.

3.

Design a logical search strategy, combining several
inquiry methods, that can economically generate sufficient data
to satisfy the question or propositicn.

Generic:

Design a research strategy which combines behavioral
observation, survey, cultural analysis, and statistical analysis
in answering a question concerning -a "learning situation."
Specific:

Construct research instruments. capable of recording
data that is necessary and sufficient fo, answering a question in
a field of knowledge.
Generic:

Construct behavioral observation and survey instruments
Specific:
that can create the data needed for beginning to answer your
research question on the "learning situation" ,(a -cultural analysis
and statistical analysis of the data will aid in determining
whether the question canbe,adequately answered).
The
These are several of the competencies developed in the course.
lesson plan for each activity. will lit each competency in the activity
will be measured.

h,

-9IV.

PEDAGOGICAL

IODS!

The course is built on &pedagogical model designed to reinforce
conceptual learning with actual practice. Care is taken in the selection
of individual and group activities to provide the varied experiences-vital
to a holistic assimilation of the learning objectives. Learning methods must
provide studentsVithan adequate balance of reflection, oral and written,
expression, group sharing of thought and activity, and problem.solvTts.-Why? Experience.and.research have shown that the more.the classroom approaches
in its forms'of learning the 'forms of everyday social participation, the more
the ideas, values, and procedures that'are the learning objectives of the
class will_be maintained in the-practice of the student beyond the classroom..
Moreover, the sequencing of the varied activities lends to student
The acquisition
integration of the learning objectives into his everyday life.
of inforMation, Must be followedith time for reflection; ideas-and values
must be bonded through practice and'tested through shared activity.
The distinctive methods we have incorporated
course are:
a.

into the pedagogy of.the

The Lecture Discussion

The traditional form of lecture will be followed at the very beginning
Of the course in order,ta intradime the major concepts and methods of the
As the course shoU14.be limited to 25-30 students, discussion:
sacial -sciences.
will be possible within the lecture mode.
In -Class Writing Intervals

At certain points of a lecture or discussion, we have found it
beneficial to give students three to'five minutes to write-their thoughts on the
This break in the talk enables the individual to reflect
Concept in question.
and carefully articulate a response. Then, the discussion coptinues
c.

The Guided,'Inductive Method-of Reading

The readings we assign are all accompanied by worksheets which direct
questions to particular pages and paragraphs. This guided mode of reading,
homework has been found effective with freshmen, especially "open admissions"
gtudents, as they are-made certain of what is important to read and their
answers are formed in response to specific questions.
-For the case studies in research that are assigned, we actually number
This allows us to refer to particular paragraphs, and through
the paragraphs.
inductive analysis,A.nfer the purposes and methods of the contributing
researchers.

The Modelling of Research'rocedures in Guided Simulation
The simulation of research methods enables the student to validate'
his understanding of instrument construction and application in common with
the other Students in the class. YAN Shared-question and the same research
method ispracticrii by all, and then iscussed as-a_group.
/

The modelling of a simulated Activi_Tlis a necessary a
-learning a procedure well enough to use it independently.

,

The Guided, independent Res arch T17211mqdelling simulation helps the student absorb the proper
research ptoject
techniques/and responSaS to situations, the independent
everits'andehalleriges
them
to
formulate
a research design
places them in real
responsible
conclusion (even
caPable of gathering evidence and airiving at a
evidence).
if it is that no answer can\be made, giVen the available
Whereas- =tb

.

the student develop
It is a guided inquiry for worksheets that help
project,
the
student develops
the research design. -In the social science
which
the teacher approves
hisown behavioral observation and survey instruments
in order to accurately-and responsibly gather evidence.

self-dftectedness, mastery of the previousl
The student can demonstrate
learned techniques and.cOncepts in this independent project.
Sdall.ltona Discussion and-Sharing of Work

f.

other their
Time S provided in css for small groups to show each

(both in the simulation add-in the independent research
research de
aeriL:among the students
is form ot communication creates rk
project). This
possible a wider success
peertutoring
which-makes
towards,t_e
hflwork and allows
simply to acquire the
within the class. : As the purpose of the simulation is
indepeAent research project
techniques-6i
research,
and.
since
the
concepts and
individual student, the sharing of
is always a unique hypothilsis pursued by the
the project mode.,
answers does notobvistethe performance tests presented, by
g.

Individual Presentation of Research'Results

the question
The class Fill,give each student an opportunity to present
of his independent
or proposition;'xeSearch design, and research results
,

.

f

p-roject.
help,him compile his results also
The outline given the student to
may serve as a guide to presentation.
.

ASSESSING COMYETENCIES'
A.- Introduction:

Coal- Oriented Competencies

development
The attempts to design an evaluation schema for competency
of
skills:
must consider two major facts concerning the nature
.
.
.

...--

1.
2.

Skills, by.definitio , are learned and imply development.

,Skilli are used witin'goal-oriented activity.,..

essential
Placing skill assessment within the locus of 'these
of
an
evaluation
design:
'characteristics suggest the, directiod
seek to. accomplish
Skills are tracked within the actual projects they
light
of its
a:ind,each skill's deVelopment is determined in the
exercise
of a
adequacy, and 'accuracy in achieving the goal; repeated
estimation of its developtent.
skill in various,projeets,enable

We will call-this criterion PERFORMANCE. A fuller definition of
_Its nature and use in the assessment system appears in B.

.

- The rationale of a project helps to shed light on the selection and
use of skills. The conscious purpose with vhiCh any act is,
performed has been called by philosopherS of action, such,as
Merleau -Ponty (1961), the distinctive human:trait which '
The higher the
differentiates us from other forms of life.
consciousness of one's, purpose, the more freedom one has to seek
skills that will be effective in achieving the purpose.

.

A fuller definition
We will call this criterion PURPOSIVENESS.
of its anture and use in the assessment system appears in L

c - The self-directed choice exhibited in meeting the challenge of
'goal-oriented activity is crucial in personal skill development.
Individuality is furthered by each person's developmentof an
assortment of skills that helps them pursue interests and achieve
goals. Originality in one's choices, suitability of choice to
goal, and the economy of selection aid effective individualit- in
oskill development. A conscious, sure-willed person is one
has practice in self-directed sele-ction of actions that satisfy
goals.
A fuller defirfi
We will call this criterion SELF- DIRECTEDNESS.
Of its nature and use in the assessment system appears in-B

on

B- Defining Goal - Oriented Competency Criteria

Two types of definition will be:given the goal-oriented competency
criteria of PERFORMANCE, PURPOSIVENESS, AND SELF-DIRECTEDNESS in this
introduction: a nominal and an operational definition The nominal
definitionwilr allow "a general understanding of how these criteria and their
sub-indicators, can be applied to any goal-oriented skill, in this course
or elsewhere. The operational definitions of the criteria will fit each
particular skill application and thus, will be found in the19 unit activities
to allow accurate assessment of the skills necessary for that unit activity.
An operational,definition explains the meaning of the term in
A nominal definition is an explanation of a term that
the context of its usage.
isifree of any particular context.

A thorough nominalset of definitions appears in this section.
A representative set of operational definitions of the goal- oriented
competency criteria appears after. the nominal, but, the complete span of
operational,definitions mutt be found with each particular unit activity. As
you will see, not every measurement concept is used for a purposeful activity;,
an objective test will use only one or two critera,1whereas_a search in a
library for some text necessary for a personal project will Lse all critera.
The scope of the goal-priented,activity, the room for originality, and the.
personal responsibility involved for all the parts of the activity, will
determine how many of the goal-oriented competencies will be used in assessing
skilled behavior.
Nominal Definitions of

Purposiveness

oal-Oriented Measurement Principles

-121.1

Clarity (in_concept, statement, definition)

Ait is the quality of
The clarity of concept, definition, or stat
word selection and complete though used to state idea.

(tor example, in academic research, it includes the formulation of
clear questions or propositions to guide research; the formulation of
operational definitions, etc..)
.

1.2

Coherence (in rationale),

The coherence'in, rationale is t_i logical appropriateness of the
statement in the context of the problem or
proposition, question,
issue under consideration.

(For example, in academic,research, it includes the designation of
behavioral indicators-that can guide the collection of evidence; the
appositeness of a hypothesis, given the original claim, etc..)
2.

Performance

2.1 Adequacy (thoroughness and sufficiency of skill application)
The adequacy of performance is the fulfillment of necessary steps
to satisfy the goal with thoroughness in each step of the performance
and sufficient activity in the total scope of the project to realize the
goal.

(For example, in academic research, an adequate performance would be
one that completed the research design with quality results in each
phase.)
2.2

Accuracy (correctness and fidelity)

The accuracy of performance is consideration of the errors of
judgment and execution in each of the procedures and estimation,of judgment
and execution of each step in light of the total' plan.
(For example, in academic-research, an accurate performance would be
adherence. to the total research desigk.and freedom from prOcedural
errorsiin the carrying out of each step.
3.

Self-Directedness
3.1

Economy (minimum necessary to fulfill purpose
\,1

The economy in a selection of response, among alternatives, satisfies
the purpose in the least complex.way
(For example, in academic research, the choice(s) vidence the minimum
possible metholSof, inquiry to afford necessary and sufficient results.)

3.2

Origival_ Y (sign of individuality)

The originality shown in the selection of response, among alternativ
is evidenced by choices not formerly identified as-possible ones for
this purpose.
(For example, in academic research, methods of inquiry, and research
settings are used not previously stressed as alternatives for the
Particularlproblem.)
_3-3

Suitability---(selectidn-a-skiIled response fits purpose)

The suitability of a response, selected from alternatives, is
determined by its logical appropriateness to the terms of the problem.
(For example, in academic research, selection of inquiry methods and
settings should offer promise of the kind of evidence needed for proof.)

Operational Definitions of Goal-Oriented Measurement Principles
An-operational definition of each measurement principle will be made
on a four point continuum that allows a judge ofAthe activity to determine
superior, satisfactory, and inadequate performance.
The numbers refer to distinct qualities which an operational de_
specify.
The judge will locate characteristics in setting up the schema which
are grouped as (4-good), (3-satisfactory), (2- improvement needed), and
1- inadequate -given task, tutorial intervention required).
On,the following Pages, the evaluation. criteria will be applied to a
worksheet used in Introduction to the Social Sciences to help the student
formulate a researchable question or claim.

Rotice how the worksheets are designed to enable each part, to be
evaluated according to one or more of the seven criteria.
Also,, note that the two criteria of performance are not used in this
worksheet for it does not call upon actual inquiry activities by the student,
only on cognitive planning.

Operational definitions for each of the five applicable criteria are
given in the range of adequate to,inadequate fulfillment. This complete
set of definitions is made for each worksheet so ghat the scorer,cany
assess work exactly, and that other scorers can come to, agreement about what
is expected and what accord the work has with these expectations.
Referende to operational definitions, rather than the generic, "nominal"
definitions of the criteria, allow exactitude that permits a claim of
validity across a panel of judges.
The worksheet used to direct skilled
followed by the operationally defined.ass

ivity appears as Exhibit 1,
ent criteria,Exhibit 2.

Exhibit3 is a scoring: sheet which will be used for this and all other)
unit activities. Exhibit:4 is a completed worksheet by a student, and Exhib
is the score etthis worksheet completed by a-udg: according to the.
operational definitions.-

I

UNIT 13

WORKSHEET L2_

Formulatin

a Researchable

on arid. De

Concep':s

Write your question:

-Cive names t

the two quesions involved in your hypothesis:

Concept I.
Concept 2:
2:

ite nominal and operational definitions for each concept:

L6ii . ..... 66.66666666 .....
Concept 1:
a

nominal

b

operational:

COncept 2:
c

nominal:

d,d operational :

666616#66 066 66-6 6666.

66i . 6606666 . 6#6666 .......... 666.6 OOO

Provide three-(3) indicators for each concept:
Cor_ctp
Concept 2

Next to each numberwrite-A short
explanationof.how and why each of your indicators reflects one
of your two concepts. Each statement can begin "Indicator #1 can
be used to measure Concept1 because.'.."
Number 1 -6 an the reverse side.

AI5ILL34.

EXAMPLE UI= 1IiASURINC COAL-DIRECTED ACTIVITY 1U ACADEMIC
RESEARCH WITH.TRE AFUREMENTIOHKD MEASUREMENT PRINC 'LES:

A WORKSHEET USED FOR STATING A RESEARCHABLE QUESTION IN
INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL SCIENCES-

APPROPRIATE

A

:CIPLES FOR 40RESI

Purposiveness

Self-directedness

Cicarity
b. . Coherence

G 1Rcamain_
Originality
b.

- a.

c.

ERATI ONAL .DE
1.

T

Performance is
not-applicable
to this worksheet
task.

Suitability,

QUALITY FOR MEASU_

T PRINCIPLES

Purposiv n
Clarity of concept

ion, statement

- The concept is stated in no more. than threewo. S it
o erational
suggests behavioral indicators; the nominal_
definitions are clearly stated and'aufficient in" e lanatory
power.
Errors'in clarity and thoioughness of concept definition,
and statement occur, but the meanings' are clear enough to
allow correction of basic ideas presented.
- Some major conceptual or definitional eleben-- m-st be added
in order to allow for further Work.'
(1) r- The response is inadeqUate to a degree which calls for
tutorial' intervention and arill...(in_the formulation of
questionsuconcepts, etc.).
b.

Coherence in rationale

(4) - The meaning of the answer ii logically related to-the purpose
of the question.

- The meaning of-the answ r is semewhatsvagne given the
purpose of the question.
The meaning of the answer is not directed to the question;
confusion of the question's purpose or meaning may be
present in the-student.

The'response is inadequate to a degree which calls for
tutorial intervention concerning\the nature of the projectits goals, methods, etc..

EXHIBIT 2 (Cont'd.)
2.

Self-direct

n.-0

(4)'- The selection of response .Makes its point with a minimum
is-not redundant, and is sufficient to satisfy
of words,
the purpose.

The selection of.r sponse may be.redundant, wordy, and
incomplete, but it does point towards a satisfactory
fulfillment of the purpose.

(3)

The response must be limited both in length and kind in order
to make further work possible.

The response is inadequate.tja degree which calls for
tutorial intervention to help the-practice of brevity and
clarity in statement; and, in the critical thinking skills
of inference and judgement.
Originality
(4) - The selection of response shows originality in the statement
of ideas to'be studied, and in the indicators which will
allow collection of evidence to support claim tm'answer
quespicins.

The selection Of response reflects previous model answers
given to class, but is -adequate in light of question being
.

.asked.

- The seleCtion of response is stereotyped to a.
reflects a lack of 'seriousness-in the attempt,
questions in an independent manner.

egree that
o answer-

- The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for
tutorial intervention to help individual think of personally
meaningful responses.
Suitability (to purpose)

(4) - The selection of response is appropriate
question.

the, nature of the,

(3) - The selection of response is not exactly suited to the-nature
attempt to logically
of the question, but it demonstrates
pn
respond.
- The selection ofdresponse is unsuitable to question posed, in
a degree that shows misunderstanding of the question.

c.

bility, (Cont'd.)

1) - The response is inndcquete to a degree which calls for
comprehension of
tutorial intervention to review stiicien
in. critical
also,
to
provide
drill
excrclsi
project goals
and
judgement.
tfiinking Skills of analogy, inference,

WORKSHEET
QUES
TIONS/
PROCEDURES

PURPOSIVENESS

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS

PERFORMANCE

SCO
$

Cn liezenta

4 - Good
3 - Sat-

iaadtory

.

2 - It-.
proveAent

Needed
1

adequate
NA - Not
applicable
H ere.

AP - Actual Points
PP - P03'.

sible
Point

4

W

dIEET 12

Forthulating a Researchob

itnd .r ?e fining Concepts

Write your question:

2.

Give nom

two questions

Concept
Concept 2:

involve

in your hypothesis:

rcrdwdine
'Learning situation

Write nemiloh _definitions. for each concept:

Concept 1:
a.- nominal:

Overcrowding. -too many persons, places or things.

operational ;

alarger,umber of 'people Whet 05g-ether but

whose learning' suffers because they're uncomfortable.

w 6.. .. .0 . 0. .. .06.0

W06

...

0 .6

0066

**

6

a 7, nomina3.4..;Sitarion --being in a particular
spot to obtain

ad4itional ghowlodge

operationhI:
a eol1ege classroom where SO people gather together
to seek. knowledge.
.

.00

.

. 4.... 6 .**.a. . ... 6 . .. 6.

Provide three (3) indicators fbr each concept:
Concent 1
©verr -ri
Concept 2
(1)

Too many people standin
no more seats are left-

r

90.

.

r

-,,

up when

cachet- talking loud
e heard.

People gathered together in
,a clasStoom..

.

;,'-

People asking questioas in
a, classroom.
,

----Instructor writing i struct
very large on the blackboard

s

-_

Studedts'taking notes
classroom.

Numb 2r 1--6 on the- everseside.
Next to
number write a shor
explanation of fihow and why each of your indicators sefleecs-one
of your two concepts. Each statement 'can begin "Indicator
ill can
be used ta m asure Concept !!1 because;.."

-20Indicator #1 can be used Lo measure concept number 1 because
left standing, it means that there'is no more' room left in th
Lnerefore, the class is too overcrowded.

hen people are
classroom;

talks
can be used to measure concept number 1 because when a each
large
and
therefore,
the-instructor
loud 1- must mean the classroom must be very
must be talking to a very large number of people.

Indicators
i

Indicator #3 can be used to measexeconcept number 3 because when an instructor
writes large letters on the board, it means the people in the rear must have
must be many
to look very far Op-_front -to see-the board; therefore, the
people in the class.

can be used to measure concept number 4 because when people
Indicato
themselves
together in a classroom, the first impression you. get
assemble
is that they are in the classroom to learn.
Indicator #5 can be used to measure concept 5 because people usually'ask
instructors, questions because they don't understand And wish to learn.
Indicator #6 can be used to measure concept number fi because students taking
notes gives you the impression they are taking those notes to.study so they
can learn the given

ial.

EXHIBIT 5

SNEZT
QUES
TIONS/

FRO
MURES
01

03a

Coherence
4

3

PERFORMANCE

SELFDIRECTEDNESS

OSIVENES§

PL

Originality

Economy

Suitability

AdeqUacy

4
NA,

NA

NA
NA

3

4

4

4

NA

NA

NA

NA,

NA

4

NA

4

NA

NA

NA

NA
NA

C3b

NA

,3

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

4

NA

NA

NA

4

NA

3

NA

NA

4

4

4

4

NA

04.1

NA

.4

4

4

NA

04.2

4

NA

NA

NA

NA

4.3

3

4

3

3

NA

NA

NA

04.4

4

3

4

4

NA

NA

4

NA

4

4

4

04.5

NA

4

4

4

4

NA

04.6

NA

NA

05.1

NA

NA

4

NA

4

NA

NA

NA

NA

In-

adequate

NA 7 Not
applicable
Here

ActuAP
al Points
PP

05.2

4

NA

NA

4

NA'

NA

4

NA

.05.3

NA

NA

05.4

NA

NA

4

NA

4

NA

NA

NA

4

NA

4

NA

05.5

-NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

4

05.6

Needed

.

NA

,NA

rirovment

1

03d

4

isfac
2

NA

.

Good

3 - Sat-

NA

4

.4

KEY

Fl

Accufac

NA

4

SCORE

8

Fes

slble
Points'

UNIT

EL

IDEAS AND RESEARCH IN SOCIAL SCIENCE

1

UNIT TITLE:

_

ANGEHL

What are the Social Sciences?

Generic skill objectives:
Identifying the basic goals and ways research is organized
(disciplines), in a major approach to knowledge.

Prerequisite procedural skills:

Procedural skill objectives:
1.

2.

Ability to identify, paraphrasei
and recall the purposes of social
science.
Ability to identify, paraphrase,
and recall the basic goals of the
disciplines included within the
sdcial sciences.

2.
3.
4.
5.

The ability to paraphrase.

2.

Dictionary skills.

3.

A basic vocabulary concerning human
thought, behavior, and emotions.

Prerequisite concepts:

Concepts developed:
1.

1.

knowledge/to know
social science
human behavior
discipline
civilization

Readings and/or required supplemental materials:
The Encyclopedia Americana (Social Sciences)
The Encyclopedia Eritannica (Social Sciences, History

of)-

A dictionary that lists social science disciplines.
General description of--_

activity

(_

what the student does):

Worksheet A.
The student prepares for unit L1 activity by completing
homework.
'In the
He will consult a dictionary and an encyclopedia in his
use their completed
class which deals with unit 11 activity, the students
worksheet as a basis for discussion.

Teacher repo:

_bilities and suggestions

in.;truetor:

Do not dwell too.long on
Worksheet A should be thoroughly surveyed.
The semester long activity will achieve the depth
special issues.
understanding of the study of human behavior which is only introduced in
this lesson.
;dent understanding of the concept definitions
Concentrate on
(knowledge, social science, human behavior, discipline(s), and civilization
The concepts empirical and evidence will be more fully considered in a
later activity.

Don't be afraid of a little didacticism in this first activity. Refer the
student to the paragraphs on the worksheet as you cover the work (i.e.
inductive reading).
k to be handed in evaluated:

Worksheet A
The worksheet will be scored only according to the criteria of
Explain this
SELF-DIRECTEDNESS (economy, priginality, and suitability).
grading system to the students when you hand back their corrected work.
The students will use their worksheet during unit activity l collect it at
the end of the class.

TIME FOR CLASSROOM PRESENTATION /EXPLANATIONS:

TIME FOR STUDENT COMPLETION OF WORK:

Homework before class.

TIME FOR CLASSROOM REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF WORK:

How does this unit relate

Explain Worksheet Answers.

Entire claSs.

to previous and future work:

PREVIOUS: This unit introduces the goals and distinctive characteristics of the
-social sciences. `In your first meeting where the syllabus was explained,

and the course goals and projects diScussed, you gave your own brief
account of the Social sciences. This activity establishes the broad,
parameters of social science, and should help organize the student's
existing generalizations concerning the study of human behavior.
At the beginning of the next class, before you review Worksheet
give the students a pop quiz on the goals of social science and
As
several of the disciplines, especially sociology and. psychology.
the course progresses, the distinctive inquiry methods and sources 'of
evidence that make up the social sciences will be derived from the
broad goals considered in Unit 1.

LINIT 1

1.

Par. 1

a.

b.

WOEKSHEET A

WHAT ARE THE SOCIAL SC EWES?

Read this introductory statement that depicts the social sciences, and
answer the questions that follow:
"The social sciences, which deal with human behavior in its social
economics,
and cultural aspects, include the following disciplines:
political science, and sociology; social and cultural anthropology,
social psychology, and social and economic geography; and those areas
of education that deal with the social contexts of learning and the
relation of the school to the social order."
(Encyclopedia Britannica)

Look up the words'human and behavior in a dictionary and write out
each definition below:
(l)

human

(2)

behavior

Now, write a definition of human behavior in your own words:

What is a discipline?

(Use your dictionary

d.

List and define (using a dictionary ) the disciplines mentioned above
which make up the social sciences:

e.

List and define at least 3_ disciplines not iueiiLiuiied in the-excerpt above
which-also are part of the social sciences (use an encyclopedia to find
the additional disciplines; look under the social sciences):

UNIT 1

2.

Par.

WORKS1iEE1 A (CONll

LJIED)

Read this further explanation of the goals of social science, and answer.
the quest ons that follow:

"A primary goal of the social sciences is to help man
understand and control his emotions, prejudices, and
fears.
With greater attention to the social sciences,
man may also find the bases-of a strengthened value system
and the means whereby he can achieve thoe ends that will
provide for the 'progress of civilization."
(Enc- clo edia tritannica)

a.

Do you think it is important for one to understand and control
emotions, prejudices, and fears? Write several sentences explaining
why you think the Way you do:

b.

Describe one way in which social sciences has helped individuals
achieve the above goal:

c.

What is a value system

d.

How can the social sciences help humans strcnthen their value systems
(Look up strengthen,
so that progress can be achieved in civilization?
progress, and civilization in a dictionary before you answer this question.

your dictionary for help.)

UNIT 1

WORKS!

A

(CONTINUED)

Finally, read this explanation of rect_.it devclopn
sciences, and answer the question!. that follow:

Par. 3

the nocial

cionces
"Beginning in the 1950's the terrl behavioral
It wag applied to a grouping
came into widespread use.
within the social sciences generally understood to
encompass xithropology, sociology, and psychology,
except for certain nonbehavioral or nonscientific aspects
The term also embraces certain behavioral
of these fields.
aspects of other social and biological sciences, such as
biology, economics, history, geography, law, psychiatry,
and political science. Two criteria are used in determining
whether a discipline is a behavioral science: Dees it deal
with human behavior? Does it gather and study its material
in a scientific manner? The aim of behavioral science is to
establish generali:zaticins about human behavior that.can be
supported by empirical evidence."
(The Encyclopedia Americana)

What are the two criteria used in determining whether a discipline
is-a behavioral science?
(1)

b.

Using a dictionary, define:
(1) empirical
(2) evidence

(3) generalization
c.

Explain why empirical evidence is necessary for generalized knowledge
about human behavior:

UNIT 1

WHAT ARE THE SOCIAL SCIENCE

WOLKSH

PRINCIPLES FOR WORvSHEET

APPROPRJATE
Self-directedness:

economy, originality, suit. hility

OPERATIONAL )EFINITIONS

1.

ES

MEASU

Economy (lb, le; 2a, b, c, d; 3a(1),

2))

The selection of response makes its point with a pinimum of words,
is not redundant, and is sufficient to satisfy the purpose.
- The selection of response may be redundant, wordy, and-incomplete,
but it does point towards a satisfactory fulfillment of the purpose.
(2) - The response must be limited both in length and kind in order to
make further work possible.
- The response is inadequate to a degree-which-calls for tutorial
intervention to help the practice of brevity and clarity in statement.
2.

Originality (le; 2a, b, c, d--3o)

(4) - Originality is shown in the ideas discussed, and in the examples
chosen.
- The response_ reflects answers offered as model in class by teacher,

or discussed by other students, but is adequate in light of question
being asked.
(2) - The response is stereotypic to a degree that reflects a lack of
seriousness in the attempt to answer question in a creative, independent
manner.
(1) - The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to help individual think of meaningful responses.
3.

Suitability (all answers on worksheet)
- The selection of response is appropriate for the nature of the-question.

- The selection of response is not exactly suited to the nature of the
question, but it demonstrates an attempt to logically respond.
(2) - The selection of response is unsuitable to question posed in a degree
that shows misunderstanding of the question.
(1) - The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to test student's understanding of the unit activi
worksheet.

nd

WORKSHEET A

UNIT 1

WORKSHEET

WHAT ARE THE SOCIAL SCIENCES?

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS

PROCEDURES

KEY

SCORE

QUESTIONS/
Originality

Economy

Suitability

AP P?

4 - Good

!

lila

1)

NA

NA

3 - Satisfactory

2

NA

NA
2 - im-

provement

.

Needed
NA

NA.
1

NA

NA

in-

adequate

NA - Not

Applicable
Here

#2a

A? - Actu-

o

al Points
d

PP - Possible

NA

"3a

Points

NA

b

(a

NA

N

NA

NA

NA

NA

cj

UNIT

IDEAS AND RESEARCH IN SOCIAL SCIL.CE

2

LILUMWAN

rk?

UNIT TITLE:'

Generic skill objectives:

Identifying the existing perspectives and approaChes for developing
facts in a field of knowledge

Procedural skill objectives:
1.

Ability to state the significance
of research in human society, and
to cite some of the difficulties
that face social science research.

Prerequisite procedural -k
1.

Dictionary skills.

2.

Inferring from data.

3. .Sorting, classifying skills.
2.

Ability to list several tools
and techniques used by Social
scientists in gathering data.

Concepts developed:

i

Prerequisite concepts:

1.

research

1.

knowledge; to know

2.

law

2.

civilization

3.

prediction

4.

data
objectivity

Readings and/or required supplemental materials:

A dictionary

what the student does):

General description of unit activity (i.

The student prepares for unit #2 activity by completing Worksheet B.
He rill read the paragraphs on the worksheet closely, and use a dictionary
when neeed in his homework. The students use their completed worksheets
as a basis for unit #2 activity in the classroom.
The. student should be able to defend his answers on Worksheet B by
referring to specific sentences in the paragraphs which are the bases for
the answer. This "inductive reading" activity will be used throughout the
semester.

For students who are new, or not prepared, you may want to provide time
during the class to allow'them'to rea&the paragraphs and complete the answer.
During suchan "in-class writing interval" you may allow prepared students
to discuss their answers with each other.
The-class for the unit #2 activity is begun with the pop quiz on the
disciplines of social science (see Unit 1 directions for.future activity).
Then, it will follow the group discussion! inclass writing interval, and
small group sharing based on Worksheet B.
.

Teacher responsibilities and suggestions fo

n

u

br:

Workshee't B is the basis of several concepts you will develop over tile
1) cultural analys=is,
Foremost among them are:
course of the semester.
Cultural
analysis
is
the
type
of
discussion made by
and-2) objectivity.
Wright Mills, i.e., placing the specific phenomenon in its cultural con
When yOu deal with the teaching-learning project, especially, the ability to
(Begin to use the
make a cultural analysis of what is studied is critical.

tem)
Objectivity is a goal in the learning .outcomes of the course. The various
social-scientific methods that are practiced will bring a respect for objectivity,
i.e., a commonly understood world.
.

Mork to be-banded in/evaluated:

Stress group discussion ,the airing-of viewpoints
and wide participation in this unit activity.

Pop Quiz - Grade in terms of SELF-DIRECTEDNESS criterion of suitability.
Worksheet B - Grade in terms of SELF-DIRECTEDNESS criteria only.
The students will use their worksheet during.unit #2 activity;
collect.it at the end of the class.
TIME FOR CLASSROOM PRESENTATION/EXPLANATIONS: Discuss worksheet answers.
TIME FOR STUDENT COMPLETION OF WORK: Allow 15 minutes for pop quiz.

TIME FOR CLASSROOM REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF WORK:

Approximately 35 minutes.

How does this unit relate to previouS and future work:
PREVIOUS:

FUTURE:

This unit introduces the perspectives and methods of the social
scientist, building upon the definitions of its disciplines, and
discussion of its broad objectives in unit #1. You needn't dwell
too deeply on specific methodologies here; they will be taken up in
Stress the objectivity of a scientific approach,
a later unit.
its difference from common-sense, etc..
The unit will prepare the student for his own tools and techniques.
He will see the need of recording data for others, replicating
experiments, using a shared language, and being more systematic and
rigorous than a simple common-sense judgment. On the other band, he
will be aware that he must broaden his vocabulary and make critical
analyses of his own experience it culture.
The unit-furthers the concepts of knowing and civilization from un
#1, and its concepts of research, law, piplIstyla, data, and
Objectivity will be the bases for future research activity by:the
student himself.
Briefly
Hand out the next worksheet (C1 and C2) at the end of class.
go over part A of Cl with the class. Tell them that the next class
will be used for helping with this activity, and to do as much as
.possible at home before the class. These .self-instructional worksheets
have been tested in individualized labs; they should be selfwho do not fathom the
explanatory. You will be)able to help those
assignment in the next class period.

uNIT 2

t:01

13

qin-!stions

Par. 1

Par. 2

a.

re

Par.

Read the f
ty:
Clr, t refer to !Alum:

7
'

and ,,nnwer the

wing

"The social sciences are designed to servo men as
In One sense, achievements
individuals and social beings.
in these fields may never equal those in natural sciences,
However,
where workers depend on predictable outcomes.
even physical scientists cannot be sure of their universe
and its laws. Meanwhile, in the study of human relationships,
more precise instruments of research are bringing social
scientists closer to plotting accurate trends and making
correct predictions about human behavior in the mass.
It has been stated many times that man as a developer
of power and technology stands close to God, but as a
social animal he ranks much further- down the scale. Even
lower animals do not kill fof the sheer purpose of killjng.
The gap threatens to grow wider between man's scientific
progress and his arrangements to regulate his changing
social climate and interrelationships. As modern man surveys
the innumerable problems with which he is faced, he is struck
by the fact that the bulk of them are in the social realm."
(Encyc o-edia Americana)

Define research, prerliction

1\rh

2.

DO socin SCIENTISM W

and law (Far. 1)

is it hard for social scientists
(Par. 1 and 2)
tionships?

predict outcomes of human

The tools and techniques of behavioral scientists: Read the foil_
paragraphs and answer the questions that refer to them:
"Behavioral scientists seek to research and collect
data in an objective, scientific way, rather than to
rely on the documentary practices generally employed
The behavioral disciplines
by economists and historians.
have acquired a wide array of tools and techniques,
ranging from electrical devices to measure and record
brain activity, to psychological tests of attitudes and
personality, tests of learning and social interaction,
interview surveys and polls, statistical procedures, and
the application of instruments such as recording devicesand computers."
(The Encyclo edict Americana)

Somme

Par. 4

spec'ts`

of society are .well !-!.nown to must people,

and almcfst everyone has some specialized knowledge of a
a family, a work netting, or alifesocial situation:
The
sociologist
is respectful of this commonstyle.
sense knowledge, and he often depends upon it--for instauce,
by interviewing people to learn about their experiences and
'However, common-sense understandings are
interpretations.
eh-tries
S ciologicel re
often fragmentary and uncritical....
r.
to be more critical and more systeMatic than common-sense,

(Broom and Selzniek, Socioloa)
Define data, objective, anti common -sense (with help of a dictionary)

b.

List the tools and techniques mentioned-inPar. 3 used to research
and collect data in an objective, scientific way:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

c.

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

(10)
(11)

How does:knowledge based on common-sense differ from the knowledge
gained through social scientifiC methods? (Par. 4)

The imagination of the social scientist: Read the following paragraphs
and answer the questions that refer to them:

Par. 5

Par.

"Nowadays men often feel that their private lives
area series of traps. They sense that within their
everyday worlds, they cannot overcome their troubles,
and in this feeling, they are often quite correct: What
ordinary men arc directly aware of and what they.try to
do are bounded by the private orbits in which they live;
their visions and their powers are limited to the close-up
scenes of job, family, neighborhood; in other milieux,
they move vicariously and remain spectators. And the more
awar=e they become, however vaguely, of ambitions and of
threats which transcend their immediate locales, the more
trapped they seem to feel.
...The sociological imagination 'enables its possessor
to understand the larger historical scene in'terms of
its meaning for the inner life and the external
It enables
career of a variety of individuals.
him to take into account how individuals, in the
welterPof their daily experience, often become
falsely conscious of their social positions. Within

UNIT 2
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that welter, the framework of modern society is
sought;' and within fhat'framcwork the, psychologies
of a variety of men and women are formulated.....

Par. 7

The first fruit of this.imagination--and the
first lesson of the social science that embodies it-is'the idea that the. individual can underStand his
owdexperiencefand-gauge his own fatd only by locating
himself within his period, that he can know his own
chanCes in life only by becoming aware of those of all
individuals in his circumstances. In many ways it is
a terrible lesson; in-many ways amagnificent one.
We do not know the limits of man's capacity IA supreme'
effort- or willing degradation, for agony or...glee, for
pleasurable brutality. or the sweetness of reason. But in
our time we have come to know that the liMits of 'human
We have come to know
nature' are frighteningly broad.
that every individual lives, from one generation to the
next, in some societyt-.thathe lives out a biography, and
that he lives it out within some bistorical sequence. By thefact of bis living he contributes,. however minutely, to the
shaping of this society and to the course of its history,
even as-he is made by-society and by its historical push
and shove."
(C. Wright Mills,-The Sociologirsl Imagination)

In yank own words, explain:what the sociological imagination allows
its possessor to understand:

How can knowledge gained from social science help you live more
effectively in history?____CLoak-Up effective in dictionary.
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APPROPRIATE gEASUREMENT PRINC1PLESFOR-WORKSUEEY
Self-directe4ness:

economy, originality, suitability

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES
1.

(4)

Economy -(1a:b;'2a(1), (2), (3); 2c; 3a b)
The selection of,response makes its point with a minimum
of words,
is not redundant, and is sufficient to satisfy
the purpoSe.
The Selection of response may be redundant, wordy, and
incomplete, but it does point towards a satisfactory
fulfillment of the purpose.

\
\

The response must be limited both it length and kind In order
to make further work possible.
1

The reSponse is inadequate to a degree which calls for
tutorial intervention to help the practice of brevity and
clarity in statement.
Originality (3b)
(4)

The selection of response shows originality
of ideas-and examples given.

the statement

The selection of. response reflects previous model answers
given to class, but is adequate in light of question being
asked.

The solection_of response is stereotyped to a degree that
reflects a lack of seriousness in the attempt to answer.
questions in an independent manner.
(1)

The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for
tutorial intervention to help individual think of
meaningful responses.
Suitability (all answers on worksheet

(4)

The selection of response'is appropriate for the nature
question.

the

The selection of response is not exactly suited to the'nature
of the question, but it demonstrates an attempt to logically
respond.
(2)

The .selection of response is unsuitable to question posed in
a degree that shows misunderstanding of the question.

(1)

The respons6 is inadequate to a degree which calls for
tutorial intervention to review student's comprehension of
the unit activity and. worksheets.

UNIT 2
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WORKSHEET B

SCORE

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS

WORKSHEET
QUESTIONS/
PROCEDURES

la

.Ori inalit

Economy

Suiabilty

PP

NA

NA
KEY

4- Good

3-

it-

isfaLcOry

NA

b(1)

2

Im-

provement

NA

b(2)

N

7

Needed

1- In-

b(3)

adequate
NA

NA
NA - Not

b(5)

NA

NA

Applicable
Here

b(6)

NA

b(7)

NA

NA
AP - Actu-

NA

NA

al Points

NA

NA

PP - Po=
Bible

NA

NA

b(11)

NA

NA.

C

NA

3a

NA

Points

UNIT TITLE:

Determiniaj Fact and Establishing Evidence

Generic skill objectives
1.
2.

Learning to distinguish between fact and opinion.
Learning to determine facts that will serve as evidence to
validate a claim.

Procedural skill objectives:

Above

Concepts developed:
fact
evidence
opinion

Prerequisite procedural skill
1.

Inferring from data.

2.

Ability to relate personal fife
experience in written form.

Prerequisite concepts:
1.
2.

data
objective

Readings and/or required supplemental materials:
Only Worksheets .Cl and C2

General description of Unit activity (i.e., what the student does):
The purpose of unit kactivity is to focus the student on the nature
of fact, and what establi0 ng evidence means. The best approach we have
11 activity. Review the Worksheets Cl and C2
found is this preliminary
in class; allow students w o aven't finished to complete their worksheets
q estions frOm Cl and C2 with the class as a group.
while you so over individ

Ask individual students,to share their answers and their reasoning
which led to the answer.
.

Teacher responsibilities aru1suggestions for instructor:
Stress the role of factual statements and evidence in developing an
objectivity that can be shared in common. Yet, remind the students that
cultural analysis has room for opinion statements, if these opinions grow
from careful inferences derived from facts that could be found by another
person.
This activity is the foundation for the articulation of reasoned judgments
that will be made by students as they develop their own research project and,
defend the results they feel they have achieved. rue more you can bring the
reasoning of each student to an in -class articulation, the better results you
will see from them later.

Work to be handed in/evaluated:
Worksheets Cl and C2. These worksheets have objective answers in
some cases (i.e., is, the statement factual or opinion?), but Part C
of Cl, and the whole of:C2 will be graded according to one of the criteria
of Self-Directedness, that of mis2141ily.

TIME FOR CLASSROOM PRESENTATION/EXP
TIME FOR STUDENT COMPLETION OF WORK:

Introduction to next assignment
at end of clads.
Allow Most of period for studentt to
complete worksheets in class, or correct
ATIONS:

them.

TIME FOR CLASSROOM REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF WORK:

How does this unit relate
PREVIOUS:

Direct attention of all students,
even those not finished, to
sample reviews. Use entire class
for review, except for introduction

to previous and future Work;

to next assignment.

This unit involves the student in the thinking processes of social
scientists as they observe phenomena and make descriptive, statemente 9
and judgments. It builds on the previous units in its contd.nuation,
in a more active manner, of the discussion of objectivity and- data
gathering.
The process of making informed, objective judgments is begun here
as ,a formal class activity, for which the student is accountable.
this will help him perform these operations more responsibly
when he is doing his independent project.
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objectively. statements feeling verify cannot they but
statements, feeling. with disagree or agree can People something. about
feel we is'how Opinion opinion. of statements are 4 and 1 Statements

experiments. proper the with, disproven or verified be can 3 anyone,
factual. are 3 and 2 Statements
by'' objectively verified be can 2

In the list which follows, some of the sentences site ,statements of fact,
and others are statements of o inion. Indicate to which class you think
each statement belongs by plac ng _ for fact or an 0 for opinion in
the space provided.
0 or -F
1.

moon has a surface of brittle rock.
The space-race between the U.S. and Russia will cause World War III.

The wirer of the Miss U.S.A. contest was beautiful.
4.

The Indians are better off today than they were before the white men
came to America..
The average height of persons in -China has increased several inches
since 1800.

Bread tastes better in 1978 than it did in 1970.
Jimmy Carter has been a good president.
Julius Caesar wrote a book about his wars in Gaul.
9.

She has more endurance in cross - country running than he does.

10.

Crises often bring out the quality of caring for others4ri people.

11.

All communists in the United States are traitors to this country.

12.

JoeMorgan of the Cincinnati Reds is a better fielder at second base
than David Cash of the Montreal Expos.

13.

No one has ever played tennis as well as Jimmy Connors.

14.

Movies are better thAn,ever.

15.

SoMe voters would like to see the terms in office of congressmen
lengthened.

C.

Making descriptive factual statements.

A fact is something that can be objectively verified by anyone through
their senses.
If we want someone to accept a statement we make as a factual statement,
siitive.so that he can experience it as a fact.
we must be (14.?i
Question 1:
a.

What is a better factual statement?

He was fai==r to all his students? or

He gave each student the opportunity to write what each knew
about the subject?.

'can be objecdescribes a, situation t
b:iS the answer'becailse
tively verified -(whether an opportunity was or was not 'provided each
student to write what he knew about the subject.)

An

Question 2:

What is a better factual statement?

He was well-dressed? or
He wore a plain blue shirt and blue-and-white- striftd pants?
Answer:

b is.the answer because it describes what he wore. This Can be
objectively verified, and then-a judgment of -taste can be made by.
another:person.
a does not -allow the other, person to see the facts, thus m ke his

own judgment of taste.-

D.

Indicate below which of the two statements of-A situation provide the best
description to allow another person to judge whether the statement is factual.
Place the letter x.next to the sentence with-the best descriptiOn.
The students seemed relaxed as they studied outside under trees on
the large-lawnlb.

The students all Sat on the lawn, under trees, with books in front
of them.

2a.

The art complex is made of reinforced concrete, with skylights of
unbreakable glass-.

2b.

\ 3a.

lb.
4a.

The art complex appears to be a permanent':

-ucture.

The:library casts a knowledgeable sh-dow.
When I pass-the library it makes me/think of:'knowledge.

The campus is planned so that the trees, shrubs, and open grassy
'spaces provide students with a view of- nature and places to rest

4b.

le campus is a lesson in harmony- between man and his natural surroUndings.

5a.

His voice resonanted with maturity and sophistication rarely foUnd

in stuents.
_5

.

_6a.

His voiceNirew the attention o 'many students and what he said many
agreed with.
/
He admitted: that he only 'was inhis'office as,an advisor four hours
a week.

6b.

He was ffink about his duties.-

7a.

She gazed out the-window at her dead garden.

.7b.

She seemed depressed and distracted at the inevitability of death in
nature.

8a.

He is-a large. man.

Bb.

He is 6 feet tall and weighs -210 pounds./

9a.

No appeared unprepare'

9b.

-Me came to fiX the lea

the occasion.

sink without any tools.

10a. he interrupted the speec' by stating the speaker had exceeded his
five minute limit.
10b. lie immediately took control of the situation.
E.

Describing facts in a personal experience.

When you relate a factual experience rom your own life to -someone, he will
gee your experience as factual if you an 'be adequately descrlptive'in your
report,
1.

Think of a personal achievement from your east and give a
report of it to someone.
(The achievement can be in sports, school,
work, art, helping at home, facing situatio
with courage, anything
you feel proud of having done.)

For example:

l am proud of having finished a long distance race.

What was your personal achievement (answer below

Personal achievement:

Now, reflect on your past personal-achivement.
2.

Write fiye descriptive factual statements about your personal achivement
(below

(d)
(e)

Visualize yourself doing it

:fAN5WW'
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entences are states eutt. of fact,
Indicate
to which, class you think
and others are statements of opinion.
0 for opinion in
each statement belongs by placing any for fact or an
the. space provided.
In -thy list which follows, some of the

(Dorf'
The moon has_a surface of brittle rock.

1.

0

The space-race between the U.$

a

.

and Russia will cause World War III,

The winner of the Miss U.S.A. contest was beautiful.

0

before the white men
The Indians are better off today than they were
came to America.

4.

several inches
Thp,average height of persons in China has increased
(frice 1800.

0
6.

Bread tastes better in 1978 than it did. in 197

0

Jimmy Carter has been a good president.
-Julius Caeser.-wrote'a book about his wars in Gaul.
f

-

9.

She has more endurance in cros

country running than he does.

for others in-people.
Crises often bring out the quality of caring
to Chis country.
All communists in,the United States are traitors

0
f

fielder at second base
'JoeMorgan of the,Cininnati Reds is a bett? r

12

0

than David Cash of the Montreal Expos.
-op

f

13.

Jimmy Connors.
No one has ever played tennis as well as

14.

Movies are better than ever.

15.

offide of Congressmen
Some voters would like to see the terms in
lengthened.

Making descriptive
A fact is somethin
their senses.

fuel statements.
throe
can 'be objectively verified by anyone

make -as a factual statement
If.we want someone to accept. a statement we
experience it as a fact.
we must be descriptive so that he can

Question 3:
a.

b.

What is a better

actual. statement?

He was fair to all his- students? or
write what each
He, gave each student the opportunity to

knew about the subject?

be el'
b is the answer because it describes a S tuation.that can
provided caa
opportunity
was
or
was
not
Lively verified (whether z,n'
student to write what he knewaloo_ t the subject.)

Answer:

n

1: What is a better factual

ent?

a.

He was well-dressed? or

b.,

He wore a plain blue shirt and blue - and -white striped pan
_

_

This can be
b'is the answer because it describes what he wore,
judgment
of
taste
can
be. made by
objectively verified, and then a
another person.

Answer:

,

the facts, thus make his
a does not allow the other person to see
own judgment of taste.

provide the be
Indicate below which of the two statements of a situation
persont%,judge"whether the statement is factual.
descr4ption to allow another
Place the-letter x next to the sentence with the best descripilon.
la.

outside under trees on
The students seemed relaxed as they studied
the large lawn.
with books in front
The students all sat on the lawn, under trees,
of them.

x
_

2a.
2b.
3a.
3b.

4a.

4b.

h skylights of.
The art complex is made of reinforced concrete,
unbreakable glass.
The art complex appears to be a permanent structure.

The library casts a knowledgeable shadow.'
When I pass the library it makes me think of knowledge.

open grassy
The campus is planned so that the trees, shrubs, and
places
to rest.
spac6s prOvide students with a view of nature, and
lesson in harmony between man and hig natural surThe campus is
roundings.
His voice resoanted wi
in students.

.5h.

maturity and sophistication rarely found

what he said
His voice drew the attention of many students, and
agreed with.

ny

6a.

advisor four hours
He, admitted that he only was in his offiec as an
a week.

6b.

He was frank about

duties,

7a.

She gazed

7b.

She seems
nature.

window at her dead garden..

pressed and distracted at the-ineviiability

deg iEh in

He is a large man..

x

8b.

Be is 6 feet tall and weighs 210 pounds.

9a.

He appeared unprepared for the occasion.

9b.

He came to fix the leaky sink without any tools.

10a. Be interrupted the speech by stating the speaker had exceeded his
five minute limit.
10b. He immediately took control bf the situation..

Describing facts

E.

a personal experienCe.

When you relate a factual experience from your on life to .someone, he will
see your experience as factual if you can be adequately descritive in your
report.
Question 5. Think of a personal achievement from your past, and give.a
(The achievement can be in sports, .school
report of it to someone.
work, art, helping at home, facing situations with courage, anything
you feel proud of having done.)

For

am proud of having finished a long distance race.

xample:

What

personal

you

personal achievement (answer below

achievement:

achievement.
Nov, reflect on your past
it. Try to picture yourself doing it.
2.

Remember yourself doing

Write five descriptive factual statements about your personal achievement.
(below):

a.
b.

e.

UNIT 3
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ESTABLISHING EVIDENCE

Evidence is defined as the facts b
established.

which 21221 or 212h±1121111.Y.m=

(The American Heritage Dictionary)

People search for evidence to prove notions they have about things.
1.

2.
3.
.4.

A lawyer seeks evidence to prove his client innocent of tax evasion.
A biologist seeks evidence to prove cancer is caused by a virus.
A historian seeks evidence to prove that Germany started World War I.
An archaeologist seeks evidence to prove `that the pot he found belongs
to the Greek culture.
An anthropologist seeks evidence to prove that the skeleton he found
comes from the Paleozoic Age.

Evidence is a fact that proves or makes probable the idea you seek to
establish. Thus, evidence means that: 1) you must have an idea that -you
wish to demonstrate to yourself and/or other people; and 2) you have to
find facts that help you prove the idea.
Facts are just facts; evidence is a fact used to support an idea.
A.

Four facts are,listed under
Below are ideas that a person wishes to prove.
each idea. Select the fact or facts which can serve as evidence of the
Then explain why they can serve as evidence to proveAheidea.
idea.

Example

The eggs in the refrigerator are rotten.

Idea #1:

I became ill after eating one.7;
Fact 2:. When broken open, a sulfur smell comes out.
Fact 3: The refrigerator was not working for two days while
the eggs were inside.
Fact 4: The eggs when scrambled and cooked, do not have the
consistency they usually have.
Fact 1:

Answer:

Facto 2 and 4 are the facts thatmakt the idea the eggs
are rotten probable.

Reason:

Past experience by many people shows that a sulfur smell
comes out. of rotten eggs. Bad eggs do not cook with the same
consistency as a-good'egg, experience shows.
Something else may.have caused your sickness. You cannot
be sure the eggs- are bad, ust because the refrigerator did not
work. You must test the'eggs themselves.

Idea #2
Fact
Fact
Fact
Fact

The electric light bulb in the hall%ay is burnt out.
1:
2:
3:
4:

Answer:

When I throw the switch onjt does not light.
There is a wire corning out of the wall near the switch.
When I try the bulb in another socket it does not work.
The. bulb's glass is discolored and its filament is melted.

Reason(for #2):

Idea #3

The -store axe I found In the mud along
Indians.

Fact 1:
Pact 2:
Fact 3:
Pact 4:

Writing
Indians
The axe
The axe

e lakeside was made by

on the handle is in a language used by Indians.
lived on this land in the past.
was found by a skeleton.
is large and heavy enough to be used for a weapon.

Ans e

Reason:

Idea #4

The dance Mary did at her Uncle's wedding was an ancient dance
from Poland.

Pact 1:
Fact 2:
Fact 3:
Fact 4:

Mary and her uncle are Polish.
I asked the woman sitting next to me who said it waS an
anciert Polish dance.
At Polish weddings the ancient dances of Poland are often
performed.
I had never seen such a dance before.

Answer:

Reason:

Idea- #5

The physics book I just bought has the mo =t authoritative information
in nuclear physics.

Fact 1:
Fact 2:
Fact 3:

Fact 4:

Answer:

Reason:

There are chapters on Einstein, Neils Bohr,
Bohr, and other modern
physicists. The book was published by Harvard 'University last year.
The leading magazine on science wrote a review of it which
said _it contains the most recent knowledge about nuclear physics.
The chapters on nuclear physics are by the foremost,
scientists in the field.
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Fact 1:
Fart 2:
Fact 3:

She was driven to and from the test by her father.
She ran into a stop sign while taking the test.
She had only driven a car by herself once before taking

Fact 4:

She failed every part of the test except starting the engine.

the test.

Answer:

Reason:

Idea 117

Marilyn Monroe was married to Arthur Miller, the playwrig

Fact 1:
Fact-2:

The marriage was described in a Movie Fan Magazine.
Joe DiMaggio spoke of the marriage during a television talk

Fact 3:
Fact 4:

A copy of the marriage certificateis on file in the archives.,
Arthur Miller wrote of the marriage in his autobiography.

show.

Ans er

Reason:

Idea (/8

The football game was played more roughly, and with more unspor -manlike conduct, than any game this year.

Fact 1:
Fact 2:

Fact 3:
Fact 4:

The coach said this was the case.
More personal fouls (unsportsmanlike conduct) were called
than any game this year.
Movies of the game showed numerous fights after each play.
I had my arm broken in it.

Answei

Reason:

Idea 119

``'he pared

Fact 1:
Fact 2:

had fifteen floats

ith clowns on each.

Th= morning paper described the parade.
-Te Association of Clowns held a dinner last night where
his vas mentioned.
I witnessed this at the parade.
The plans for the parade listed the personnel on each float.
,

Fact 3:
Fact 4:
Answ-
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ES-ADLISHING EVIDENCE

Evidence is definA as the facts

which proof

: probahl_

y may he

led.

a

(The American Heritage Dictionary)

People search for evidence to prove notions they have about things.
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

A lawyer seeks evidence to prove his client innocent of tax evasion.
A biologist- seeks evidence to prove cancer is caused by a virus.
A historian seekS evidence to prove that-Cermany startedWorldWar I.
An archaeologist seeks evidence to prove that the pot he found belongs
to the Creek culture.
An anthropologist seeks evidence to prove that the skeleton he found
comes from the Paleozoic Age.

Evidence is a fact that proves or makes probable the idea you seek to
1) you must have an idea that you
establish. Thus, evidence means that:
wish to demonstrate to yourself and/or other people; and 2) you have to
find facts that help you prove the idea.
Facts are just facts; evidence is a fact used to support an idea.
A.

Below are ideas that a person wishes to prove. -Four facts are listed under
Select the fact or facts which can serve as evidence of the
each idea.
Then
explain why they can serve as evidence to prove the idea.
idea.

Example

The eggs in the refrigerator are rotten.

Idea #
Fact
Fact
Fact

1:
2:
3:

Fact 4:

ting one.
I became ill after
When broken Open, a sulfur smell comes out.
The refrigerator was not working for two days while
the eggs were inside.
The eggs when scrambled and cooked, do not have the
consistency they usually have.

Answer:

Facts 2 and 4 are 'the facts that make the idea the eg
are rotten probable.

Reason:

Past experience by many people shows that a sulfur smell
Bad eggs do not cook with the same
comes out of rotten eggs.
consistency as a good egg, experience shows.
Something else may have caused your sickness. You cannot
be sure the eggs are bad just because the refrigerator did not
work. You must test the eggs themselves.

.Idea #2
Fact
Fact
FaCt
Fact

The electric light bulb in the hallway is burnt out.
When I throw the switch on it do s not light.
1:
2: -There: is a wire coming out of thee wall near the switch.
3: When I try the bulb in another socket it, does not work.
4: The bulb's glass. is discolored and its filament is melted.

Answer.

Fact 4

Of the several frets, 4 is the most scientific
None of the other facts
in that the bulb itself is studied.
refer to the condition of the bulb.

Rea on(for (l2).

Idea 113 ,-,The stone axe I found in
Indians.

ud along the lakeside was made by

on the handle is in a language used by Indians.
lived on this land in the past.
was found by a skeleton.
is large and heavy enough to be used for a weapon.

Fact 1:
Fact 2:
Fact 3:
Fact 4:

Writing
Indians
The axe
The axe

Answer:

Facts 1 and 2.

Fact 1 is linguistic evidence that points to an Indian
tribe; thus, a sign that the axe may have been made by Indians.
Fact 2 makes- it possible that Indians made the axe in that environment.

Reason:

Idea #4

The dance Mary did at her Uncle's wedding was an ancient dance
from Poland.

Fact 4:

Mary and her uncle. are Polish.
I asked the woman sitting next to me who said it was an
ancient Polish dance
At Polish weddings the ancient dances of Poland are often
performed.
1 had never seen such a dance before.

Answer.

Facts 2 and 1 in that order.

Fact 1:
Fact 2:
Fact 3:

Reason: There is a likelihood that the dance is Polish and ancient
Fact 1 makes it even more likely that Mary
because of Fact 2.
danced such a dance.

Idea #5

The physics book I just bought has the most authoritative information
in nuclear physics.

Fact 1:
Fact 2:
Fact 3:

Fact

Answer:

There are chaT:ers on Einstein, Neils Bohr and other modern
physicists.
The book was published by Harvard University last year.
The leading magazine on science wrote- a review of it which
said it contains the- most recent knowledge about nuclear physics.
The chapters on nuclear physics are by the foremost
scientists in the field.
Facts 4 and 3 in that order.

Knowledge in fact 4 -that the foremost nuclear physicists
3 can be
wrote chapters in the book:isuthe best evidence; fact
trusted, too, as it is the leading scientific magazine.
Reason:

The girl- who failed the driving test, did nut

Idea #6

was driven to-and from the test by her father.
ran into a stop sign while taking the test.
had on1:: driven a car by herself once before taking
test.
failed every part of the test except starting the engine.

Fact 4:

She
She
She
the
She

Answer:

Fact 4

Fact 1:
Fact 2:
Fact 3:

now how to drive.

examination in all its parts
Reason: The results of the objective
In
each
of
the
other facts, she may still
is the best evidence.
have been able to drive.
Idea 117

Marilyn Monroe was married to Arthur Miller, the playwright.

Fact 1:
Fact 2:

The marriage was described in a Movie Fan Magazine.
Joe DiMaggio spoke of the marriage during a television talk
show.

Fact 3:
Fact 4:

A copy of the marriage cer ificate is on file in the= archives.
Arthur Miller wrote of the marriage in his autobiography.

Answer:

Facts 3 and 4 in that order.
4,1

Fact 3 is hard, legal evidence. Fact 4 can be believed
because Arthur Miller is a public figure of sound reputation, and
his word can be accepted as prObably true in fact2, Joe Dimaggio,
is not a direct partyto the marriage.
Idea #8, The football game was played more roughly, and with more unsportsmanlike conduct, than any game this year.
Reason:

Fact 1:
Fact 2:
Fact 3:
Fact 4:

The coach said this was the case.
More personal fouls (unsportsmanlike conduct) were called
than any game this year.
Movies of the game showed numerous fights after each play.
arm broken in it.
I

Answer: Fact 2

Reason: Fact 2 is based on the actual count and comparison of fouls
Fact 1 is opinion, as is fact 4, even though
in all games this yeat.
Fact 3 does not compare all games.
it is my arm.
Idea 09

The parade had fifteen floats with clow

Fact I:,

Fact 2:
Fact 3:
Fact 4:
Answer:

.

on each.

The morning paper described the parade.
The Association of Clowns held a dinner last night where
this was mentioned.
I witnessed this at the parade.
The plans for the paraie listed the personnel on each float.
Facts 3 and 4 equally.

Fact 3 is personal testimony which one can trust -(though it
plans
is good to check it with othqr eyewitnesses). Fact 4 is the formal
MU
WierIPAR experience.

Reason:

:

UNIT-3

WORKSHEET Cl

WHAT IS A FACT?

APPROPRIATE MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES FOR WORKSHEET
Self7directedness:

suitability

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES
Suitability (all answers on worksheet)
(4) - The selection of response is appropriate for the nature
question.

the

(3) - The selection of response is not exactly suited to the nature
of the question, but it demonstrates an attempt to logically
respond.
(2) - The selection of response is unsuitable to qUestion posed in
a degree that shows misunderstanding, of the question.
(1) - The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for
tutorial intervention to review student's comprehension of
the unit activity'and worksheet.

UNIT 3

WORKSHEET Cl

WHAT IS A FA

SCORE

SELFDIRECTEDNESS

WORKSHEET QUESTIONS/
PROCEDURES

Suitability

AP

PP

%

KEY

A 1

_

E1

_

_

3

4

Good

3

Satisfactory

2 - Improvement
Needed

4

1 - Inadequate
5

NA

Not

Applicable Here

_

AP - Actual
Points
10

PP - Possible
11

_

Points
12

13

14

1

C1
2

D is
1

2a
2b

3a
3b

UNIT 3

`WORKSHEET C1

WORKSHEET QUESTIONS/

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS

PROCEDURES

Suitability

D Ga

WHAT IS A FACT?

SCORE
PP

Y

----,,----,----

__

4b

4 - Good

3 - Satisfactory
5b

2 - Improvement

%___-

6a

6b

l'- Inadequate

7a

NA - Not

7b

Applicable

Sa

Here

8b

- ---

9a

- Actual

9b

Points

lOa

Pbssible

10b

Paints

E l
2

2(b)

2(d)
2(

Needed

_

-

UNIT 3

WORKSHEET C2

ESTAfLISIIINt EVIDENCE

APPROPRIATE A ASURE1 NT PRINCIPLES FOR WORKSHEET
Self-directedness:

suitability

OPEIATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF MEASUR

!ENT PRINCIPLES

Suitability (all answers on worksheet)

(4) - The selection o
question.

sponse is. appropriate for the nature of the

the nature
- The selection of-response is not exactly suited to
attempt
to
logically
of-the question, but it demonstrates an
respond.

question posed in
- The selection of response is unsuitable to
misunderstanding
of
the
question.
a degree that shows
The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for
tutorial intervention to review student's comprehension of
the unit activity and worksheet.

UNIT 3

WORKSHEET QUESTIONS/
PROCEDURES

WORKSHEET C2

ESTABLISHING EVIDENCE

SCORE

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS
Suitability

AP

PP

KEY

4 - Good

3An

- Satisfactory

- Improvement
Needed

Inadequate

A - Not
5 An

Applicable
Here

Re

6 An

AP = Actual Paints

PP - Possible
Points

9 An

Re

UNIT
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Part I

UNIT TITLE:

IDEAS M

RESEARCH I

Certain Kinds of

SOCIAL SCIENCE

BLUM /SPANGFJ

ues ions Lead to Certain Kinds of Facts.

Generic skill objectives:
To learn 6-)e types of facts developed by different kinds of ques

Procedural skill objectives:
1.

To learn the basic question
types, who, what, where,
when, hoW, And why, and
the kinds of fact developed
through these questions.

ans.

Prerequisite procedural skills:
1.

Inferring from data.

2.

Ability to relate personal life
experience in written form.

To learn when a certain kind of
question shouldbe asked in a
logical development of facts.
Concepts developed:
'1.

questionnisig

Prerequisite concepts:
1.

fact

2. -evidence
Readings and/or required supplemental' materials:

General description of unit activity (i.e. , what the student does):

orksheet at home for Unit 4, Part 1, and
The student ompletes
al
class discussion. = The object of the unit
en
reviews his ans rs in
student
in the use of certain questions for the
activity is to
ound th
Thus,
in Sectien'B and C of Worksheet D1,
development of certain facts.
the reasoning of each student should be brought out.
This activity should take only 30 minutes. If the students are slow in
grasping the ideas, use the whole period for Worksheet 01. As the story
writing activity of Section 'C is a mastery test of the concepts taught, you
may have the class 6,eate a group story on the blackboard; stress the kind and
order of questions asked :;.n.order to make a thorough and logical story.
Teacher responsibilities and, suggestions for instruct°

Link the exercise in Worksheet D1 to the long range goalsof the class in
your conversation,. i.e., the need to ask specific types of questions in the
/student's independent research project in order it gather the types-of information
that will make a solid study.

Concentrate ondemonstrating how some questions-should precede others in
order to logically develop evidence, i.e., 'why' questions come after the 'what
'how;' and 'when' questions hive been explored.

-

Try to comp
same period.

you can go over 02-in the

D1 in :30 mina

rk to be handed in/evaluated:

Worksheet Dl at the completion of period. The worksheet w 1
be graded according to the criterion of suitabiliti under SELF-D RECTEDNESS.

TIME FOR CLASSROOM PRESENTATIO

TIME FOR STUDENT COMPLETION OF

TIME FOR CLASSROOM REVIEW

Howdoes, this unit relate
PREVIOUS:

ATIONS:

0

Intersperse- explanations with
discussion.

-DO-tint permit students to work while
is taking place. Everyone- should
attend together.

D ANALYSIS OF WORK:

30 minutes; the full hours
necessary.

to previous and future work:

This unit begins to show the researcher in action. How questions
Ate asked and the order in which they are asked leads to the
establishment of evidence. that will satisfy the goals of the research
project.
These question-asking exercises are skill development
element of research: a well - formulated. uestion.

'FUTURE:

--

the basic

In future units, the student will formulate his own broad research
question and the smaller questions which will enable him to gather
data and complete his project.

UNIT 4

A.

WORKSHEET Dl

CERTAIN KINDS OF QUESTIONS LEAD TO
CERTAIN KINDS OF FACTS

Events happen quickly in the world. In order to identify the facts in an
experience, we can ask certain questions about the experience:
Kind of

uestion

person

Who did it?
What is it?

Kind of Fact

What was done?

event

When did it occur?

time

Where did it occur?

place

How did it occur?

process or manner

Why did it occur?

reason'

Each of these questions can bring out detail_s.of an experience so that. the

experience becomes a set of facts.
For example: If I won a race in_a schOol track meet, when I ask the above
_questions about the race, here are the facts I get:

Who did it? I did.
I won.
What is it? A one mile ace. What was done?
When did it occur? On dune 15, 1977, at 4:30 p.m.'
Where did it occur? At Manual High School athletie field in
Louisville, Kentuckz.
How did it occur? I came from behind in the last/quarter mile and
passed the runners from Male nd Doss High Schools.
they
Why did it occur? I was in better

Each of these statements are factual statements which can be objectively
(Even the _why statement,
verified. Another person can check out these facts
that I was in better,physical condition can be verified if there were endurance test records made before the race. Why statements are always close to
opinioni not fact, however.)
Question 1:

Think of the past achievement you wrote about in Worksheet Cl.
Was it learning something difficult? Was At doing well in an
athletic contest? Was it facing a situation with courage? What
was the achievement?
Write the personal achievement:below:

Now,-ask the who, what, where whet, how, and why questions about the
personal achievement in order to bring outmore facts about it.
On the reverse side of this page pUt your factual answers opposite the
questions.

UNIT 4

WORKSHEET D 1 (CONTINUED)

Practice in identifying who, what, where, when, how, And why.
Below are sentences which are factual. Identify if they are a
A sentence May have
who, what, where, when, how, or why statement.
more' than one identifier in-it.
Example:

who what, where
who, what, where
whop what_, where,

when

He mowed the front lawn.
She went shopping- yesterday at Krogers.
Tom had an accident .on the Watterson
Expressway, Friday afternoon around 1 p.m..'

Two police officers were patrolling
Main Street last night
They saw a fire at Frishe's Bowling
Alley, 4113 Main St., at 3:32 a.m. today.
Firemen said the fire was confined to
an office.
The fire failed Ito spread beyond the
office because its walls were fireproof.

Evidence of as3on was found.

Police said the thieves probably set the
fire to hide the robbery.
The fire was started with oil soaked rags
stuffed into a desk drawer.
Police discovered the evidence by sifting
carefully through the debris of the office.
The owner of the building was contacted
by-the-police to identify suspects.Mr. Samuel Butler, owner of the bowling
alley, identified two Men Who had been
seen loitering near the office .the day
before the fire.

UNIT 4
C.

WORKS HEFT D 1

(CONTINUED

Write a ten-senitInce story,about an experience you had in the summ
using the who_, what, where, when, how, and why identifiers tb guide
19
your description. You may- use more than one identifier in cons ucting
each sentence (as in the sentences in Part B).

Kind pf Facts IncludedSentence
p, son, event, time,
plate,- process or
;Manner, reason)

Name Identifiers
(who, what, where,
when, how, why)

1U.

UNIT

-B.

4 WORKSUErT D 1 (CON INUED

Practice-in identifying -who, what, where, Alen, how.and why.

Below are sentences which are factual. Identify if they are a
who,:what, Where, when, how, or why statement. A sentence may
have more than one identifier in it..
Example:

whO what, where
who, what, where
who what %Joiherewhen

where, when

1.

He mowed the front lawn.
She'went shopping-yesterday. at Krogers.
Tom had an accident on the Watterson
Expressway Friday afternoon around 1 p.m..

Two police officers were patrolling Main Street
last night.

2

who, what, where, when

she's Bowling Alley, 41
They saw a fire at
Main St., at 3:32 a.m. today.

3.

who, what, where

Firemen said the

4.

what, where, why

The fire failed to spread beyond the office
because its walls were fireproof.

what

Evidence of arson was found.

y

what, how, where

g.

who, what,

9

who, what

10. '14"

-w, where

what, where, when

e was confined to an office.

Police said the thieves probably set the fire
to hide the robbery.
The fire was started with oil soaked rags
stuffed into a desk drawer.

Police discovered the evidence by sifting
carefully-through the 'debris of the office.

The owner of the building was contacted by the
police to identify suspects.

Mr. Samuel Butler, owner of the bowling alley,
identified two men who had been seen loitering
near the office the day before the fire.

UNIT 4

WORKSHEET. D 1

CERTAIN KINDS OF QUESTIONS
LEAD TO CERTAIN KINDS OF FACTS

APPROPRIATE MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES FOR WORKSHEET
Self directedness:

suitability

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES
Suitability (all an

-s on worksheet)

(4)

The selection of response is appropriate for the nature of the question.

(3)

The selection of response is not exactly suited to the nature
of the question, but it demonstrates an attempt to logically respond.

(2)

The selection of response is'unsuitable to question posed in a
degree that shows misunderstanding Of the question.
The response is inpdequate to a degree'which calls for
tutorial intervention to review. student's comprehension of unit
activity and worksheet.

LIT 4 WORKSHEET Dl

KINDS OF FACTS
CERTAIN KINDS OF QUESTIONS LEAD TO CERTAIN

WORKSHEET QUESTIONS/
PROCEDURES

KEY

Good

Improveient
Needed

A - Not
Applicable
Here

Possible
Points

UNIT -:4

Part. 2'

UNIT TITLE:

N SOCIAL SCiE NCE

IDEAS AND RESEARCH

Cuidin

/SPAN_ _I

ons

Research

Ceneric'skill objectives:
To formulate'questions which can help give one direction in answering
a broader question, and which can Provide necessary and sufficient data
for answering -the broad quebtion.
Procedural skill'objectivei:

To use the various question
types (who, what-, etc.) in
guiding consideration of a
broader question.

prerequisite procedural skill
1.

Ability to differentiate the kinds
of information which various kinds
of questions develop.

To be able to develop a logical,
thorough- plan of questioning
for answering a broader question.

2.

Prerequisite concepts:

ConCepts developed:
1.
-

logical questioning
thorough questioning

Readings and/or required-supplemental materials:

Worksheet D 2

General desCription of unit activity (i

what the student. does

The student completes the worksheet at home for_linit 4, Part 2, and
reviews his answers in a.general class discussion. The object of the
unit,activity- is to give the student practice in develdpinvquestions which
will gather the kinds of data he-feels is necessary to thoroughly explore a
This will help prepare hith for designing his own research.
question.
This activity, which will be reinforced with later units, should take
(You might want to make up more of this type of problem
only 30 minutes.
to give the student- for homework after the unit.)
Teacher responsibilities and suggestions for instructor:
Remind students that this activity (D 2) will relate directly to his twn
research plan in the future.
Concentrate on the concept of thoroughness_ in asking questions that will
develop necessary and sufficient data to answer a broad question.

Bring out the different kinds of questions, and orderings of questions asked
by the-students of the clasi for each Common problem, and infer the adequacy of
each plan of questions, and 'how they could be augmented.
Hand out Worksheet'D 3 for homework.

4,0 A11414 4 10.0VIIL

-Wink to be handed in/cvaluated:

Worksheet D 2 at the complion of the period.
The worksheet will be graded according to the criterion of suitability
under SELF-DIRECTEDNESS.

TIM. FOR CLASSROOM P :SENTATION1E_

_ATIONSI

Intersperse explanationswith
discusSion.

T
1-

FOR STUDENT COMPLETION OF WORK:

Before class or,for homework

FOR CLASSROOM REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF WORK:

afterwards..

30 minutes.

ow does this unit relate to previous and future work:
PREVIOUS:

This part of the unit builds on D 1. It develops a broad appr.eci.atio
Of how a.major question is answered through more particular
questions, and continues the theme of the researcher in action.

FUMY

The student begins to exercise himself in the development of logical
related questions sequences which.. are thorough in their- treatment
of abroad question.

ITA

D 2

60/0

'EARCH Willi. QUESTIONS'

Below are research project ideas that actually have been ursued in recent
Read the description of each project idea and
years by social scientists.
write several questions the researcher might ask to guide his search for the
(Use who, what,
kind of information that will help him finish the project.
when, where, how, and why questions as well as, is, are, do, and can
questions.
Example':

Pro

ci Idea fa:

To study the conditions that are conducive to the development
ofcooperative behavior in young_sohool children.

Questions researcher might ask in study:

What kind of behavior is-cooperative?
What is the best condition in a school to further cooperative behavior?
Is there' a difference in behavior between boys and girls in the Same
kind of school setting?.
Who is most responsible for creating a condition for cooperative
behavior.in the classroom, the teacher or the students?
How can conditions be created in a school:to further cooperative
behavior?
In the normal classroom, when is cooperation among all students the
highest?
t
guide
reser.rch
on this project-idea:
(Theee.are typical questions which can
The.researcher must select methods of investigation to answer these questions.
You will study some of these methods in the next unit of the cours.e: research
methods such as behavioral observation, surveys, etc.. Now, you must only
think of the kind of question which will help the researcher gather the kind
of information he needs to do his project.)
Project Idea #2:

To examine the non-verbal behavior of young children as
it, relates to their decision-making processes.

Questions researcher might ask in study:

"MIT 4

WORKSBEET D 2

PrOject Idea #3:

(CONTINUED)

To- investigate whether obese children have a problem in
achieving:As well in school as normal:weight.children.

Questions researcher might ask in study;

Project Idea 114:

To investigate. the quality of a-thiles response to a
stranger in various situations in order to see where the
child has the most stable reaction..

Questions researcher might ask in study:

Project Idea 115:

To study play from the point of view of the child in terms
of the world of meaning he experiences in play situations.

Questions researcher might ask in study:

UNIT 4

WORKSHEET D 2

GUIDING RESEARCH WITH QUESTIONS

APPROMATE MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES FOR WORKSHEET-,
Self-directedness:

suitability

OPERATIONAL. DEFINITIONS Of MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES

Suitability (all answers on worksheet)

4)- The selection of

esponse. isfrappropriate for t e nature of the:question.

The selection of response is not exactly sui _ed to the -nature of the
question, but it,,demonstrates an attempt to logically respond.

The selection of response is unsuitable ti question posed in a degree
questi_h
that shows misunderstanding of
(1)

The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to review student's Comprehension of unit activity and
worksheet

_HEFT QUYSTIONS/

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS

SCORE

PROCED2ES
SuitabiliCy

AP

Pi'

(z)

KEY

Good

- Satisfactory

2 - Improvement
Needed

1 - Inadequate

NA

Not

Applicable
o her)

Here

AP - Actual
Points

PP - Possible
Points

(other

WORKSHEET QUESTIONS/

SELF-DIRECTED NESS

SCORE

PROCEDURES
Suitability

PP,

(a)

(14

KEY

4

Good

Satisfactory

(d)

2 - Improvement
Needed

(e)

.

1 - inadequate
(f)

NA - Not

Applicable
(other)

Here

(other)

A2
#5

'611
Point s

(b)

PP - Possible
Points

)

(

(f)
._-_-_-_-.--__

UNIT

4

Part 3

UNIT TITLE:

IDEAS AND RESE
Inferrin

SOCIAL SCIENCE
rch

_estions that Guide_

Generic skill objectives:

To infer implicit questions which guide research activity in others.

c procedural skills:

Procedural skill objectiv---:
1.

To be able to infer the
implftit questions which led
to research experiments by
reading .the reports.

Ability to develop and to recognize
a logical, thorough plan of
questioning in order to answer a
broader question.

Prerequisite concepts:

Concepts developed:
1.
2.

Ability to infer from facts.

logical questioning
thorough questioning

Readings and/or required supplemental materials:

Worksheet D 3 (and the entire article, if available: Barbara Ford,
"New Evidence on Crowding," Science Digest, September 1975, pp. 28-36 ).

General. description of unit-activity (

e.r, what the student does):

Students are given this worksheet as homework after the class discussion
The next class should be used as an introduction of Unit P5
of D 1 and D 2.
Thus, this worksheet is simply a homework
activity and Worksheet E 1.
assignment that will indicate some mastery -of_theeant-01----of logical and
thorough questioning.
Grade the worksheet and indicate through
with the studento his progress in this area.

e

ersonal discussion

Teacher responsibilities and suggestions for instructor.
View this worksheet as a test for comprehension of the unit. This
worksheet and others that will be provided in future units are in additiom
to classwork and can serve as an indication of mastery of the major concepts
of tfre particular unit.

Work to be handed in/evaluated:

Worksheet D 3
Score the worksheet according to the criterion of
suAtalAliti under SELF- DIRECTEDNESS.

TIME FOR CIA

ROOM P RE'SENTATION/E' LNNATIONS:

TIME FOR STUDENT COnLETION OF WORK;

NC

ne

Homework

TIME FOR CLASSROOM REVIEW AND ANALYS 5 OF WORK:

Perhaps 10 minutes at the
beginning of the next class.

How does this unit relate to previous and future work:

PREVIOr:

FU

It serves as a mastery test for the concepts
Unit 4.

f questioning taught in

It reinforces the idea of logical and thorough questioning which will
guide the individual student project later in the course.

UNIT

Read the par
human cro

D

INFENrf!a] QurT

THAT

GUIDE REAP,CH
Is below which describe research into the of
follow on the next paLe.
the questions

of

NEW Ev'OKNCL UN
CROWDING
bad for rats, good for people

If crowing is so bad,
why do people stand in
movie lines, attend
rock festivals and
stand shoulder to shoulder
at cocktail parties?
by Barbara Ford
Par.

Par. 2

Par. 3

Par. 4

and
"Crowdirg does have bad effects on rats, mice, lemmings, chickens
various other creatures but net on humans," asserts psychologist
and works in the
Jonathan L. Freedman of Columbia University, who lives
York
City.
nation's most crowded city, New

really
Survey data like that cited by Freedman is intriguing but not
Th6y
demand
controlled
"exconvincing, at least to most psychologists.
But
studies
like'this
are a
field.
perimental" studies in the laboratory or
can't
cram
a
few
dozen
A psychologist obviously
problem in human crowding.
fight and
people in a small room and leave,them there for a few months to
But
he
can
test
short-term
copulate, as researchers have done with animals.
and popular movies.
regularly
experience
in
subways
crowding of the kind humans
California, Freedman
InAlle late 1960s, when he was at. Stanford University in
1:levansky
set up one of the
and Stanford colleagues Paul R. Ehrlich and Simon
first laboratory experiments to test human crowding.

of tasks - some simple,
They directed nine volunteers to work on a variety
All the subjects
others complex - for four hours in large and small rooms.
The
small
room
was
just 35 feet square.
sat on wooden chairs with writing- arms.

well as the unTo their surprise, the crowded subjects did just as
Freedman
directed
another study with
crowded ones. After moving to Columbia,
This
time,
all-male and
Alan S. Levy, Roberta W. Buchanan and Judy Price.
re
Again,
the results
all-female groups played garner requiring cooperation.
just
In the plan room, the males were much more competitive,
surprising.
Females, however, were much more
like the subjects in the' animal studies.
To test this unexpected sex difference, the Freedman team set
cooperative.
All-female groups in the small
ip a crowding experiment with a mock jury trial.
But when a mixed
room gave much lighter sentences than all-male groups.
the severity of their sentence!,
group occupied the small room, the males reduced

UNIT 4

ro

(ZirT D 3

(CONTINUED)

What was the main question Freedman, Ehrlich, and Klevansky
answer with the research experiment described in Par. 3?

2.

empted to

What were some smaller questions Freedman and his associates asked which
led to the particular design of the experiment described in Par. 3?

What question led to the creation of the first experiment described in Par. 4
(cooperative

How does this question help Freedman and his associates answer the main
question (which you identified in el)?

4.

What question led to the creation of the second experiment described in Par. 4
(j! -y trials)?

How does this question help Freedman and his associates answer the main
question (which you identified in #1)?

4

SHEET D 3

INFI RRINC

THAT GUIDE RESEARCH

APPROPRIATE MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES FOR WORKSHEET
Self-direetedness:

suitability

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES
Suitability (all answers on worksheet)

The selection of response is appropriate for the nature of the question.
The selection of response is not exactly suited to
question, but it demonstrates an attempt to logicL

nature of the
spond.

(2)

The selection of response is unsuitable to question posed in a degree
that shows misunderstanding of-the question.

(1)

The response i.s inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to review student's comprehension of unit activity and

rheet.

UNIT

t*

11ORKSHEET D 3

INFERRING QUESTIONS THAT GUIDE RESEARCH

KEY

WORKSHEET QUESTIONS/

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS

SCORE

4 - Good

PROCEDURES

Suitability

3 - Satisfactory
AP

PP

2 - Improvement
Needed

1 - Inadequate

NA = Not

Applicable
Here

AP '

Actual
Points

PP - Possible
Points

UNIT

IDEAS AND ft!'.EARCH IN SOCIAL
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Social Science MothOds of Investigation

UNIT TITLE:

Generic skill objectives:

To acquaint the student with the names and definitions of six
basic inquiry methods of the social sciences.
To enable the student to identify these six basic inquiry methods at
work when either their practice or results are reported.
Procedural skill objectives:
1.

Prerequisite procedural skills:

To identify the presence of
one of the six inquiry methods
of social science in the reported
activity and results of research.

Concepts developed:

1.

Inferring from data.

Prerequisite concepts:

Inquiry method

1.

Fact

2.

Behavioral observa "ti.an

2.

Evidence

3.

Testing performance
Survey
Physical'testt/measurement
Cultural analysis
Statistical analysis

1.

4.
5.
6.
7..

Readings and/or required supplemental materials:

For this introductory activity in the inquiry methods, use only
Worksheet E and the other parts of the Barbara Ford article on
crowding, if available.
Save the supplementary reading on inquiry methods for later units on
each method.
General

esc_ pti n of unit activity (i.e., what the student does):

This unit activity should be done in class from beginning to end, for
it is the introduction to the several inquiry methods of social science-.
The student completes the questions after an initial lecture/discussion
on the methods; you review the answers to each question with the students.
after giving them 15 minutes of class time to complete the worksheet.
Tea

responsibilities and suggestions for instructor:
Prepare for this elasa....py doing reading on the six inquiry methods

Suggested Readings/Inquiry,Methods in the manual's bibliography)
Do not-overwhelm the students with outside readings on the methods`
this time. The students are freshmen or sophomores in college; it is
important for them to understand the inquiry methods as you describe
They will have intensive reading and practice it each method in futu.

Included with the worksheet is a hand-out that more fully describes the lend
of activity' produced by the inquiry method and the type of fact'produced.

WOrk to be handed in/evi unted:

IL may e used in the lecture/c scns sins
on the mc:_hods.

Worksheet E.
Score the worksh-,,r in terms of the c
suitability under SELF-DIRECIL,_ _SS.

TIME FOR CLASSROOM

ESENTATION/EXPLANATIONS:

TIME FOR STUDENT COMPLETION OF WORK:

Approximately 25-30 minutes.

Approximately 15 minutes.

TIME FOR CLASSROOM REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF WORK:
How ,do

do

Approximately 10 minutes.

this unit relate to previous and future mork:

PREVIOUS:

The idea of activity to develop an empirical fact and to establish
evidence was introduced in Unit 2 when the concepts of research,
data, and 1212jectivitx were considered.
Unit 3 focused on fact
and evidence in more depth.
Now the .forms of inquiry used -to
produce these facts in the social sciences are introduced.

FUTURE:

At least four of these methods, behavioral obserVation, survey,
cultural analysis, and statistical analySls,will be used by
the student in his independent research project. This overview
allows a general appreciation of the several forms of inquiry
which can be used by the social scientist to answer a question.

:i'r

i
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SOCIAL SCIENCE

1-;(.2TF,T E

!E'1 1:01.)S u

1:ATSTIcATION

:...2thods ud by social scientists to investigate human

Th,,!re are

oehavior:
1)

behavioral ohservation
observing the actions of human and no_-human subjects it' order
to gather accurate behavioral data.

(2)

testing- nerfomance

measuring the mental, emotional, and physical performance of
human and non-human subjects in a structured took or environment.
(3)

survey

int-et:viewing people to dete7mine tneir attitudes and opinions.
(4)

physical tests measurements
analyzing physical artifacts and measuring physiological signs.

-

(5)

cultural analysis

studying the language, art, religior, and other folkways of a
culture in order to understand the background for human behavior.
)

statistical

collecting, organizing, and interpreting numerical
by any of the Above methods

data gathered

0

For each of., the four researTh studies listed below (from the Crovdin
reading), indicate what type(s) of method is being used by the social scientist
in.his invc!qtigation.
ihod(s)
A.

Study of population and crime

B.

Study of :Kung tribesman

C.

Study of cognitive labC',3.

I).

Study of the effect of arc'hitectu

and

YorL

or

not

ci ewl.

he

evid
.arch

Study
A
Po --lation
and

Crime

in

that Eno 1..;oL

=e's

,int

Iftliry have

tic's

ork, with
a lower crime rate than somewhat 1 s eroded cities.
ilo)
the tnm-ien's greatest density (the number of people per squ
has a much lower crime rate a.:,ainst persons than either Los Angeles
or Ghica.!,o, both of which have lower densities than Now York. And
'Yong, one of the world's most densely populated cities, has half the
crime ntte of New York. The most recent FBI crime figures fur the six
most populous cities in the United States show New York first in
Detroit, fifth in population, is first
population but fifth in crime.
in crime rote. The real source of our urban ills, believes Freedman,

lies not in orowdIng but in discrimination, poverty, innate housing
alcoholism and other conditions.

ahus

The ...est crwde

d) a ! c. u rag

!Kun,

Tribesmen

1

i 01.

a one -room house in a Rio de Janeiro slur

c) a Hon- Kong

Research
Study

w

-Tit

a)

h)

,tioP,:; in

ampati touseboat

camp on the Kulahri Deser t o

Afxicri

The right answer is the !Rung camp. The !Rung (the exclamation
point stands for a click in the spoken language) are a tribe of
hunter-gatherers who voluntarily set up their camps so that those
Arms and legs are
inside are jammed into a tiny central area.
usually touching and women hand food back and forth as they cook.
The density of the camps, figures University of New Mexico
anthropologist Patricia Draper, who lived among the !Kung. is about
people to the room, or 180 square feet per person.

30

But crowding doesn't seem to affect the !Kung's health. Their
blood pressure is low and doesn't rise with age, Drapcx found, and their
ser'im cholesterol levels are among the lowest in the world.
__nese:arch
Study
.

C

Cognitivc
Labels

On a crowded subway or bus, he says, people are aroused, but the
cognitive label is "bad." At an equally crowded cocktail party, the
cognitive label is "good." Rock festivals, Epstein believes, are a prime
example of a situation to which the participants attach a good cognitive
"Woodstock and Watkins Glen were extremely crowded situations.
label.
Yet the Woodstock Festival has come to connote an image of love and
At both festivals, despite a groat deal of physical discomfort,
peace.
community with
sense
participants have largely reported an
an affection for others present." Both festivals, he feels, were times
when crowded groups "became cohesive and cooperative groups as did the
crowded women in our studies and Freedman's.'

nesearch
Study

Effect
of

Architecture

4

Architecture can als, fo.,:t,_:r more cuntrol over Cie ch,viren:.cnt,
a
In another dorm he studied, students in suitcs

believes Baum.

number of interconmcted rooms occupied by throe or four students in a
typical corridor-stvlE dorm. Again, Baum believes, the arrangement
in an earlier
served as a shield to ward off unwanted interactions.
pictures
Oh
the wall of
study, be found that even a small touch, like
"Pictures
give
students
feel
less
crowded.
a dormitory room, makes
other,"
he
explains.
stuLlents something else to lclk at than each

behavioral observation

using human senses, primarily visin,

a report or record that describes,

to describe, identify, and record

idcncifies, classifies behavioral
intn,

behavioral data,

survey

asking questions formulated in
advance (oral or

testing of performance

Type of Fact Produced

Investigator's Activity

Form of Inquiry

a record of human thought,

ten)

having subject perform a
structured activity or behave

activity classified by standards
applied by investigator.

in a structured environment,

physical tests/
.me,hurements

analyzing/measuring the composition,

a physical characteristic

Size) weight, and other physical

described, categorized, or

aspects of human and non-bum;1!:

quantified,

subjects and artifacts.

cultural analysis

locating and identifying the
purposes, forms, causes, and

exposition of cultural
behavior and artifacts.

conposition of cultural activities,
such as law, art, ,religion,

politics, etc.:

cultural analysis II

relating the specific activity,

thought, performance; physical

behavior or thought classified

by a cultural form or law

characteristic, or product of
a subject of the cultural form

it upressos, or a cultural low
that causes it,

statistical

collecting, organizing, manipulating,

numerical data expressed

and interpreting numerical data de-

as descriptive and inferential

rived from the above forms of inquiry.

statistics,

Drs. Blum and Spangehl

University College UST 101
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SO:1AL

r;'..FSTL:AT

I: !.

Ther(.

t 0 iHVi:,,I.-2If

behavior:
(1)

hchvioral observation
observinn tha actieu

of huan and uon="Ina siihject!I in order

to geth,:r afIcurate bihavioral dn,ta.
(2)

test4,,' nr-rtrr,ance

measorinF the mental, emotion al. and phvsical performance of
human .1,1 -,-r1-1111.man subieots in a structured task or unvronment.
(3)

survey

interviewing peonle to deternine their atti-tuclos and opinions.
(4)

El-u:sical testsimasurceos
analyzing physic

(5)

cultura l

artifacts and measuring physiological signs.

vsis

folkways of a
th,a lan;_;na,-e, art, reldion, and
in
culture in order to understand the background for human behavior.
(6)

statistical

collecting, organizing, and interpreting numerical
by any of the above methods.

data gathered

For each of the four research studies listed helm.: (from the roding
reading,), indicate what type(s) of method is being used by the social scientist
in his investigation.
t

A.

Study of population and crime

B.

Study of :Kung tribesman

C.

Study of cognitive labels

D.

Study of the effect of architecture

5, 6

4, 5, 6

3, 5

1, 2,

3,

5

UNIT 5

WORKEET E

SOCIAL SCIENCE METHODS OF INVElICATION

APPROPRIATE MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLEFOR 1.:WTSEEET
Self-direetedness:

suitability

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES
Suitability (all answers on worksheet)

(4)

The selection of response is appropriate for the nature of Ow question.

(3)

The selection of response is not exactly suited to the nature of the
question, but it demonstrates an attempt to logically respond.

(2)

The selection of response is unsuitable to question posed in a deree
that shows misunderstanding of the question.

.

(1) -The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to review student's comprehension of unit activity and
worksheet.

LIT 5

- nr;srn

WORKSHEET E

SOCIAL SCIENCE NETRODS OF INTESTICATION

SCORE

SELF-DIRECTEnESS

PROCEDURES
- Good

Suitability

kp

PP

to

Satisfactory

- Izprovament
Needed

Inadequate

NA - Not

Applicable
Here
(2)

- Actual
Points

PP - Possible
Points

UNIT

6

SOCIAL

IDEAS AND RESEARCH

UNIT TITLE:

'IENCE

BLUM/SPANGEhL

I

Generic skill objectives:

To enable the student to conduct a pre-research cultural analysis
of the social world to which hil research question refers.
Procedural skill objectives:
1.

Identifying the various persons,
places, things, and events which
make up the social world in
which the research will take

Prerequisite procedural skills:
1.

Ability to recognize inquiry
skills appropriate for
gathering certain kinds of
information.

place.
2.

3.

Phrasing questions that will
help answer the larger
question.
Locating information about the
social world elements and the
research question(s) in a library.

Concepts developed:
1.

2.

cultural analysis (preresearch, post-research)
social world, societal
background, societal Context.

Prerequisite concepts:
1.

inquiry methods

Readings and/or required supplemental materials:

Worksheet F; various articles and the prefaces of books that are
located in answering problems.
General description of unit activity (i.e,, what

he student does

As in the previous class, this worksheet is introduced and completed as
far as Problem #1 in the class itself. The model question and the four steps
of the pre-research cultural analysis are explained in detail. Problem #1
is done with time for an in-class writing interval to prepare answers and
discussed before the class ends.
Homework will be Problem #2. Warm up the students for Problem #2 by
reviewing Steps 1 and 2 of the cultural analysis with them. The students
are responsible for locating information in a library for Step 3 and Step 4,
writing the smaller questions which will help answer the larger question.

Teacher responsibi ities and suggestions for in tructor;
cultural
:e-regoarch and post-rese.
analysis in bringing the researcher's personal viewpoint and existing
tires
E7.phasize the hesitation to use "why"
knowledge to a question.
before research into a question is done; the social scientist may ask the
several what, where, when, how, who questions in order to enlarge the social
world in which he may seek, but he must not jump to causal conclusions
of why things happen until the evidence is collected.
Explain the i upoortance of the

Read one or two of the articles, monographs, or books listed in
Step 3 of the example so that you can lead an informed discussion on the topic.
give a careful introduction to Problem 112, going over Step 2.
Work to be handed in/evaluated:
Problem #2 will be handed in the next class.
to the three criteria of SELF-DIRECTEDNESS.

It will be scored according

The answers of Problem #1 are simply in -class review of the relationship
between a question and the inquiry methods which can be used to gather
information to answer the question. You may score this (or not) according
to the criterion of suitability under SELF-DIRECTEDNESS.
Two Class Periods

TIME FOR CLASSROOM PRESENTATION/EXPLANATIONS:
TIME FOR STUDENT COMPLETION OF WORK:

20-25 minutes in each class.

17Toblem 111 (15 minutes), Problem #2 (homework).

TIME FOR CLASSROOM REVIEW AND ANALYSIS:

Problem #1 (15-70 minutes), Problem #2
(most of class).

How does this unit relate to previous and future work:

MEV OUS: 1.

FUTURE:

The discussion of cultural analysis provides an in-depth study of this
inquiry method introduced in Unit 5.

2.

The review of several inquiry methods in Problem #2 will allow
reinforcement of their definitions and purposes.

1.

Students should realize that research begins with a thorough cultural
analysis of the social world to which the research question refers.

2.

The next unit,. activity (Unit 7) and worksheet will be a pre-research
cultural analysis that begins to create the societal background knowledge
for the student's independent research project.

:2:ALI

U:;

cultural

-Is is 3o17:Itin:,-; and
sitter, of cUltural ac

Cultural ana -qis
etc..
lur:an behavior.

LS

__

tIlE2 stud

the perposeu,
such as law. art, rt iEion,
Lk
of the
1

Cultural _inaivsis is the study of the social wt rld in which the
qu
n you wish to research occurs. The social world is the places,
place.
persons, things, and events in which human behavior tt
(societal backP,round, societal context, and social world are sync nyms)

You can make both a pre-roseal-ch and a post-research cultural
You will learn the steps of a pre-research cultural analysis in this wo rksheet.

cultural analysis enables you to express basic beliefs
I - A pre- re
and knowledge that you have already about the social world of your research
interest.

The pre- reearch analysis will help you see what you know and it will
help you state some preliminary questions that will guide where and how
you will do your research.
A post- research cultural analysis is based on the facts you have
The post-research analysis allows you to interpret your data,
gathered.
and in some cases, establish the cause (the wh-:) of what you investigated.
Finally, the post-research cultural analysis allows you to make, some
inferences about the social importance of what you found in your research.
2

The 4 Steps of the Pre- Research Cultural Analysis
Step 1:
Step_

State the question you wish to research completely.
Consider what you are trying to answer and list all the,per!DIE,

places,things,andev"tsinvolvedintheyour prior
belief and knowledge.

An aid to this step is to use the basic who, what, where, when, and
how questions to prime your imaginative recall of the social world of your
(Do not use a why question until after your research.)
question.
For example:

Step 3:

Who was involved in the question you are going to research?
things, and events have you
What kinds of persons, places,
known to be involved in the question?
Where have these been? When have these happened?
How have they occurred?

Locate articles, books, etc., which will give you more information
on the several kinds of persons, places, things, and events developed
in Step 2.
(This librari research can be aided by the reference librarian
in your college or public library.).

National Institue of Education, ylolentSchools- -Safe Schools The _Safe
SchQ_Cli_F,IudY Report to the Conr,ress, 3 Vols., Washington, D.C.: Dept. of
Health, Education and Welfare, January, 1978.
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1),_-Vci,,
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it your fut.
2.
Step

taller

!nfurr:ation you produced in
precise information hout the so, ial world

I

from th
n you more

(-1 d

e--

que.stion Will occur in.
The ,ulailer

no

,tions you

will $;u

and how -ou

d.-_7, your research.

Below:
A Sample Pre-Research Cultural Analysis Appears
S top

Step

(Quest
crime

How serious is the problem

to he r

disruntion in

ub_,li

(Persons, place, things, and
prior knowledge)
Who:

(specific perso

c Lc

s nationall_x?

-,ents involved with question from

Senator Birch hayh who made a report on
the question.

(general idea):
What kind of person, place, thing, or event:
guards; parents;
students; teachers; principals; school security
gangs.

(Persons)

from school;
Occurred in schools; in solloolyards; on way home
(Places)
in school cafeerias; in classrooms.
fires were set;
were
attacked;
Windows were broken; students
money was stolen. (Events)
unarmed physical
Weapons used to attack; personal
violence. (Things)
Where:

When:

'students occur in the hour
(specific times): Most attacks on
most damage
before or after school, according to my reading;
and
to school property occurs during basketball games
vacations.

female teachers are attacked by one or
(specific actions):
assault, -Or,with
two males outside of the classroom in unarmed
windows
are broken
a knife, according to newspaper reports;
to reports.
with thrown objects, for the most part, according
books on the subject:
I located the following list of articles and

How:

Step 1.

I remember seeing a student attacked by
(specific places):
from school, the
a gang of girls on a bus on the way home
student
who was attacked
girls were not from the'school the male
teachers
occur in
attended; I have heard that most rapes o'
hallways on the top floor of school buidlings.

UNIT 6
Step 4:

a.

b.
c.

d.
e.
f.

g.

WORKSHEET F
(Smaller questions to help answer-major research question in Step 1;
listed
these questions are developed with the help of Information
3.)
information
I
collected
in
Step
in Step 2 and the additional

What are the most serious crimes that occur in schools?
schools?
Do the most serious crimes occur in elementary or secondary
that
list
the
kinds
of
Where can I find past research reports
crimes that occur in schools across the country?
what
How many schools, students, and teachers are affected, in
ways, and to what extent?
When and where are the risks of crime and violence the highest?
How do crimes occur in schools?
What measures of prevention do students, teachers, and principals
recommend?

research into
These smaller questions will help guide the beginning of
disruption
the main question:_."How serious is the problem of crime and
in the public schools nationally?".

what
The questions also suggest how someone will do the research, i.e.,
of
method of inquiry will be used. Remember, you can use the methods
performance
testing,
211yslca
behavioral observation, survey,
(which would
testing, statiscal analysis, and further cultural analysis
include library research).
5).
Each inquiry method gives you a different kind of fact (see Unit
(see
in
a
different
kind
of
activity
Each inquiry method involves you
would be most appropriate for
Unit 5). What kinds of inquiry methods
answering the questions in Step 4?

Problem #1

What inquiry methods could be used to answer each of the
smaller questions listed in Step 4? For each of the questions
listed in Step 4, state what methods could be used to answer
developing
the question, and why the method would be'useful in
the needed information.

a.

1

Methods

a.

2

Why useful in developing the needed information:

b.

1

Methods

2

Why useful in developing the needed information:

.

UNIT 6
e. 1

UURKSIIEET

Methods

Why useful

1

Page

n developing the needed information:

Methods

Why useful in developing the needed information:

e. 1

e.

_

1

e hods

Why useful in developing the needed information:

Methods

Why useful in developing the needed information:

g. 1

Methods

Why useful in developing the needed information:

Page 5
UNIT 6

WORKSHEET F

Problem 112

What are the mos
nationally?

arms cif entertainment among

this question.
Apply the four step method of cultural analysis to

UNIT 6

WORKSHEET P

CUL'l`UR11L AHALYSIS

ASTROPRIATE MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES FOR WORKS_MT
Self-di ectedness:

economy, originality, suitability

OPERATIONAL WINTTIONS OF MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES
1.

Economy (Probiem 112, Steps 2 and 4)

(4)

The selection of response makes its point with a minimum of words,
is not redundant, and is sufficient to satisfy the purpose.

(3)

The selection of, response may be redundant, wordy, and incomplete,
but it does point towards :a satisfactory fulfillment of the purpose.

(2)

)

The response must be limited both in length and kind in order to make
further work possible.
The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to help the practice of brevity and clarity in statement.
2.

(4)

Originality (Problem 1.2, Steps 2, 3, and 4)

The selection of response shows originality in the statement of ideas
to be studied and in the indicators which will allow collection of
evidence to support claim or answer questions.

The selection of response reflects previous model answers given to
class, but is adequate-An light of question being asked.
(2)

The selection of response is stereotyped to a degree that reflects
a lack of seriousness in the attempt to answer questions in an independent
manner.
The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to help individual think of meaningful responses.
3.

Suitability (Problem 1/1 and Problem i2)

natureof the question.

(4)

The selection of,response is appropriate for

(3)

The selection of respo 'nse is not exactly suited to the nature of the
question, but it demonstrates an attempt to logically respond.

(2)

The selection of response is unsuitable to question'Osed in a
that shows misunderstanding of the tluestion.

(1)

The response is inadequate to a degree which calls
intervention to review student's comprehension of
worksheet.

ree

tutorial
activity and

UNIT 6

WORKSHEET QUESTIONS/

WORKSHEET F

CULTURAL ANALYSIS

SCORE

SELF=DIRECTEDNESS

KEY

PROCEDURES
Good

Suitability

AP

PP

Satisfactory

- Improvement

Problem #1 a.1
Needed
a.2

1 - Inadequate
b.1

NA - Not
Applicable
b.2

Here
C,1

Acimmmoie.

AP - Actual
c.2

Points

d 1

PP - Possible
Points
d,2

e.1

.1

f.2

UNIT 6

WORKSHEET F

CULTURAL ANALYSIS

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS

WORKSHEET
QUESTIONS/
PROCEDURES

Originality

Suitability

* Satisfactory

2 - Improvement
Needed

- Not

Applicable
Here
(evaluation

of total
effort)

AP - Actual
Step 4

Points

PP - Possible
Points

UNIT 6

WO KSHEET F

ANSWERS

Problem Ill :What inquiry methods could be used to answer _ch of the
smaller questions listed in Step 4? For each of the questions
listed in Step 4, state what methods could be used to answer
the question, and why the method would.be useful in developing
the needed information.

a.

Methods

a. 2

Why useful in developing the needed information: Surveys of the
schools- nationally would allowa broad gathering of information about
what is perceived as most serious crimes. Inference form statistical
data collected from the surveys will allow judgements to be made about
what crimes rank most serious in the United States.

b..

Methods

b. 2

y useful in developing the needed information: Againi surveys
of the eleMentary,and secondary schools, using a broad sample of
schools, will provide the necessary information. Analysis of the
statistics will allow a definitive answer to the question..

Survey, statistical analysis

==

Survey, statistical analysis

c. 1

Methods

c. 2

Why useful in developing the needed information: You can ask
ethicators who might know, to give you reference sources., Nou can
search library collections for references.

d. l

Methods

d

2

Survey, cultural analysis

Survey, statistical analysis-

Why useful, in developing the needed information: As in a= and b,
a survey o=f broad national sample will give you information and
analysis of statistics will provide definitive answers.

e.

Methods

e. 2

Why useful in developing the needed information:
b, and d.

Survey, statistical analysis

Same as

hods

f. 2

g. L

g.

2

Survey, behavioral obscrvationn, statistical analysis,

Why.useful 'in developing the needed inforMation: Use survey of a
broad sampling of schools, but also select a representative for the
same reasons as you dil in above surveys. But, here you can add actual
behavioral observation in sample schools to gather firsthand facts
that may be more detailed and thorough as to cause than you can get
through survey.
Methods Survey

Why useful in developing the needed information: You must get opinions
from these people 'that will adequately satisfy your questions.

Problem 02

.That are the most

ul

o -s of entertainment moon

-outh

nationally
Apply the four step method of cultural analysis to this question.

UNIT

7

UNIT TITLE:

IDEAS AND RESEARCH IN SOCIAL SCIENCE
Cultural Ana

Learning Situa

BLUM/SP -GEHL
Pro- Research

Generic skill objectives:

To enable the student to conduct a pre-research
cultural analysis
of the social world to -which his research
question refers.
Procedural skill objectives:
1.

2.

To visualize past learning
situation and analyze its
strengths and weaknesses.

Prerequisite procedural skills:
1.

Inferring from facts.

To state a concept that explains
a strength or weakness of the'
learning situation.

Concepts developed:

See Unit

Prerequisite concepts:
1.

pre- research-culturc l analysis

Readings and/or required supplemental materialS:

Wmksheet G
General description of unit activity

e.,

the student does):

Student completes Worksheet G at home. He has the sample
answer
sheet to refer to. Stress the importance of
originality and a personal
experience that is reported on. Worksheet G.
This activity begins student concentration
on the elements of 1

uation.

In the discussion of completed work, have as
contribute to discussion.

ng

y students as possible

Teacher responsibilities and suggestions for instructor:
The Unit 7 activity is a variation of the
more formal pre-research
cultural analysis of Unit 6. Point this out to the
student. As with any
Step by step procedure, the purpose is to achieve
an outcome; in Unit 7 you
simply wish to begin a reflective process on education
that will continue
-in later units.
Dwell on the purpose and varieties of education.
Suggest diverse
educational settings which could be explored by
students
in future projec
Read some articles on learning environments to,prepare
for this class.
(See Bibliography.)

Work to be handed in/evaluated:

Worksheet C; score it according to the threecriteria of SELF(Economy is when only one clear concept occurs in each
DIRECTEDNESS.
response.)
TIME FOR CLASSROOM PRESENTATION/EXPLANATIONS:

TIME FOR STUDENT COMPLETION OF WORK:

Homework.

TIME FOR CLASSROOM REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF WORK:

How does this unit
PREVIOUS:

FUTURE:

Approximately 10 minute
introduction at the end of tht
second day of Unit 6 activity.

The entire next period. (Include
your own examples of learning
situations.

elate to previous and future work:

This more informal pre-research cultural analysis reinforces the
purpose of such analysis to bring to light personal biases and
assumptions; thus, it reinforces the concepts of the previous unit.
The independent research of-the student will be on a question
concerning learning situations; therefore, this unit begins student
analysis of the elements..he will be dealingVith.

UNIT 7

WORKSHEET G
Cultural Analysis
of a Learning Situation

The purpose of the method of cultural analmi is to express your understanding of the events you study before you use the more empirical methods
of behavioral observauion, survey, etc..
When you are able to look at your basic assumptions that you bring halfconsciously to any Situation, then you can use these assumptions to help
you plan a more responsible, careful research plan.
We all have basic assumptions about the learning situation by the time
we are in college. After all, we have already spent about 13 years in
formal learning situations. These basic assumptions-are often dimly felt
by-us and not yet put into words. This work sheet will help bring out the
basic assumptions you have about the learning situation.
1.

Introspecting on the Learning Situation
Think of the most interesting class you had in high school.
a.

What was the subject?

b.

Who taught it?

How many students, approximately, were in the class?
Recreate the spatial design of the average class:
x for teacher
A for your usual place in the room
0 for other students
in for desks

cnfor tables

2.

Describing the Positive and Negative Learning Situations in the Class.
--Write 5 sentences that describe how the class was interesting,

a.

b.

d.
e.

UNIT 7

tWOWL KSHEET C (Cont'd.)

e 5 sentences that describe negative aspects of the

ass.

g.

J.
3.

Looking for Answers tc

uestions About Learning

--Everyone has ideas on how things could be better.
new questions, it is helpful to state our old answe
us develop a research plan.

Before we ask
They may help

Write 5 ways the class you describe above could have b
increase learning.

improved to

c.
d.

4.

Naming behavioral elements (variables) of ehe learning situation.
List below, in one or two words, the 3 most important teacher behaviors
and the 3 most important student behaviors in the learning situation.
Also, the-3 most important characteristics of the classroom setting.

a.

b.

c.

Classroom Setting

Student

Teacher

S.
e.

h.

V')1:KSIIrET

S1

Cultural Analysis
a Learning Situation

The purpose of the method of cultural a1-1-111._ is to express your understanding of the events you study before you use the more empirical methods
of behavioral _observation, survey, etc..

When you are able to look at your basic assumptions that you bring halfconsciously to any situation, then you can use these assumptions to help
you plan a more responsible, careful research plan.
time we
We all have basic assumptions about the learning situation by the
13
years
in
formal
are in college. After all, we have already spent about
dimly
felt
by
us,
These basic assumptions are often
learning situations.
the basic
This
work
sheet
will
help
bring
out
and not yet put into words.
assumptions you have about the learning situation.
1.

introspecting on the Learning Situation

Think of the most interesting class you had in high school.
-anish (8th

a.

What was the sudect,

b.

Who taught it?

c.

How many students, approximately, were in the class?

d.

Recreate the spatial design of the average class:

Mrs. Webber

x for teacher
.A for your usual place in the room
0 for other students
0 for desks

Cfor tables
for pot-bellied stove

1E7

53

IMF

lar

.151

pl

kg

ft=2

0.1

an
2.

tri
to-

Describing the Positive and Negative Learning Situations in the Class
--Write 5 sentences that describe how the class was interesting.

a.

The class was eager to learn a foreign language.

b.

Our teacher, Mrs. Webber gave each of us a Spanish name.
t was fun trying to pronounce our class-mates new name.
in Spanish. that we presentedto the eight grade students.
in class.
We made Spahish costumes and prepared spanish meals

We had-a plc
e.

ite 5 !iealences that d ascribe negative aspects of the Class.
f.

The room gets cold when the fire burns low.

g.

In the summer we hive to raise the win

h.

The noise from the traffic interrupts the class.

i.

Flies and other bugs fly in the open windows.

j.

The students have to go to the main bldg. to use the ro-t -roomLooking for Answers to Questions About Learning
Before we ask
--Everyone has ideas on how things could be better.
They may
helpful
to
state
our
old
answers.
new questions, it is
help us develop a research plan.
improved to
Write 5 ways the class you describe above could have been
increase learning.

k.

Smaller class

1.

Enough books to go

m.

Conditions inside to fit the weather conditions

n.

Instead of being outside in a portable we could have been

o.

Up-grade the schools.

4.

Naming

ound

the main bldg.

Behavioral Elements (variables) of the Learning Situation.

teacher behaviors
List below, in one or two words, the 3 most important
situation.
and the 3 most important student behaviors in the learning
setting.
Also, the 3 most important characteristics of the classroom

_

Student

Teacher
1.

3.

Classroom Setting

Creative approach

4.

Participation

7.

Friendly

Shares knowledge

5.

Eager (enthusiasm)

8.

Overcrowded

Concerned with
individuals

6.

Trying

9.

Cold

UNIT 7

WORKSHEET

CULTURAL ANALYSIS OF A LEARNING SITUATION

APPROPP.I ATE
Self -d

JREMENT PRINCIPLES FOR WORKSHEET

ectedness:

economy, originality, suitabil:

OFERATIONALDEFINITIONS OF MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES_
1.

Economy (All of 2, 3, and 4)

(4)

The selection of response makes its point with a minimum of words,
is not redundant, and is sufficient to satisfy the purpose.

(3)

The selection of response may be redundant, wordy, and incomplete,
but it does point towards a satisfactory fulfillment of the purpose.

(2)

The response must be limitecFboth in length and kind in order to
make further work possible.

(1)

The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to help the practice of brevity and clarity in
statement.
2.

(4)

Originality (All of 2, 3, and 4)

The selection of response shows originality in the statement of ideas
to be studied and in the indicators which will allow collection of
evidence to support claim or answer question:_:.
The selection of response reflects previous model answers given to class,
but is adequate in light of question being asked.
The selection of response is stereotyped to a degree that reflects alack
of seriousness in the attempt to answer questions in. an independent
manner.

(1)

The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial intervention to help individual thi k of personally meaningful responses.
3.

Suitability (all answers on worksheet)

(4)

The selection of response is appropriate for the nature of the question.

(3)

The selection of response is not exactly suited to the nature of the
question, but it demonstrates an attempt to logically respond.

(2)

The selection of response is unsuitable to question posed in a degree
that shows misunderstanding of the question.

(1)

The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to review student's comprehension of unit activity and
worksheet.

UNIT 7

WORKSHEET C

AL

C

'1

A LE'NINU aIlUtiLuly

SCORE

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS

WORKSHT
QEESTIONS/

PROCENRES

Originality

Economy

Suitability

AP PP

KEY
4 - Good

3 - Satisfactory

NA

NA

C

N

d

2 - Improvement
Needed

'A,

EA

1 - Inadequate

-)

NA - Not
Applicable
Here

AY - Actual
Points
PP - Possible
Points

---'

3a
_

AIM
jj

UNIT 7

WORKSHEET C

CULTURAL ANALYSIS OF A LEARNING SITUATION

SCORE

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS

WORKSHEET

QaST1ONSi
PROCEVRES

KEY

4 - Coo
Orig

ality

Suitability

AP PP

%

3 - Satisfactory
2 - Improvement
Needed
1 - Inadequate
NA - Not
Applicable

d

Here
.---

AP - Actual
Points

h

PP - Possible
Points

UNIT 8

Parts _1&2

IDEAS AND RESEARC I IN SOCIAL SCIENCE

UNIT TITLE:

BLUM/SPANGEHL

Concepts

Generic skill objectives:

from more discursive judgements.
1. Developing coherent concepts of behavior
clearly defined criteria in
2. Learning the value of objectivity and
measuring a concept.

Procedural skill obje

v

Prerequisite procedural skills;

Transforming a judgemental
statement about a behavior into .a
noun or noun phrase which can serve as a
concept for general measurement.
1.

Measuring a concept (making judgements)
empirically based on personal criteria.
2.

Prerequisite concepts:

Concepts developed:
coherent concept

noun or noun
phrase)-

variable
-a (for definition, measurement, e

1.
2.
3.

objectivity
subjectivity
empirical

Labovitz and Hagedorn,
Readings and/or required supplemental materials
ntroduction to Social Research. (Chapter 2)
An Introduction to Research in the
Mck. Agnew and Pyke, The Science Game:
2)
Behavioral Sciences, second edition. (Chapter

what the student does):
General description of unit activity
for homework after the conclusion
The student completes Worksheet H 1
half of the next class the
of the Unit 7 activity. In the first third to
reviewed.
concept development activity of H 1 is
activity: the measurement
Worksheet H 2 guides the balance of the class
viewing
each
other. The instruction
of a conceptappearanceby each student
Instructions
for Teacher.
for this class activity are detailed on the attached

Teacher

_it

and s_ g :stiun -

instr

tor:

into a noun
cloar the process of both neutralizing and making
which can be
a
concept,
the judgeent of the student in carder to arrive at
case)
to
exclain
events in a
used by a social scientist (the student in this
help
Give various examples of how a coherent concept can
measurable manner.
(Worksheet
H
1.)
human behavior.
one to see and to explain scientifically

designed to demonstrate
The class activity built around Worksheet H 2 is
clearly
defined criteria
the subjectivity of judgements and the necessity of
logic
of
the criteria
in measuring a concept. Pay special attention to the Worksheet H 2.
Each
the student:uses in defending his three categories on
but
across
the
three
criterion of dress should not only be logical in itself,
categories -so that a continuum is justified.
Work to be handed in/evaluated:

WorksheetsH landH 2 (the criteria for judgements made).
PURPOSIVENESS
Worksheet H I will be scored according to the criterion of
(clarity and coherence).
of PURPOSIVENESS
Worksheet H 2 will be scored according to the criterion
and SELF-DIRE CTEDNESS.

TINE FOR CLASSROOM PRESENTATION/EXPLANATIONS:

TIME FOR STUDENT COMPLETION OF

25 minutes (explanation of
H 2 activity).

15 minutes (H 2 activity).

TIME FOR CLASSROOM REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF WORK:

15 - 20 minutes (review of H 1).

does this unit relate to previous and future work:
PREVIOUS:

FUT

learning
In Unit 7,the students have made judgements about past
they
wrote
the
key
ideas
situations. At the end of the activity
classroom setting
behaviors
and
the
kind
of
of teacher and student
In this
which contributed to positive and negative experiences.
which
give
the idea,
unit, the "key ideas," i.e., one or several words
concept, one that is
are shown to be best expressed as a coherent
clearly
expressed
as a noun that can
free of emotional bias, and
serve to guide measurement.
into concepts that
In future units, the student will put his thoughts
will consist
can serve to guide research. His research question
with
his
inquiry
of two major concepts that will be measured
required
to
define
the criteria
instruments. The student will be
instruments
to
measured and then design

whereby his concept is
make these measurements.
this direction.

Worksheet H 2 will be the first step in

L:Li 3
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1

GUNCEliS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE

A cppecot is a term (one or several words) used by social seientits to
refer to an idea they wish to study.
In Unit 7, Worksheet C.: (Part A) you
began to develop concepts which could be used. to study interL.:tion between
teacher and student in a classroom setting. Here we will develop dild define
your concepts more 'exactly.
The definition of m:Iny concepts bei;ins by obsierving (or rememlering)
and
describing b-ehavior.
In Unit 7, Worksheet C (Part 4) you listed descriptive

terms referring to the teacher, students, and classroom setting of a learning
situation. your list might have looked like this:

TEACHER

STUDENTS

1.

Concerned with
individuals

1.

Answer and ask many
questions

2.

Pleasing personality

2.

Dress casually

3.

Strict

3.

Eager to learn

SETTING
1.

Overcrowded

2.

Desks arrani,_od neatly

in rows
3.

Room too hot

These words are the result of reflecting on a situation and reducing
observations and memories to a few descriptive terms.
In order to turn these descriptive terms into usable social scientific
concepts--concepts which can be employed in research which measures and
-compares varied learning situations--a few additional steps are necessary.
FIRST, because your descriptions are remembered from actual situations
.(and are therefore, either positive or negative), they must be "neutralized,"
stripped of their emotive or Judgemental qualities.
For example, "overcrowded" is clearly negative--the person who used it
felt there were too many people in the class for the size of the room.
The neutral, non-judgemental way to refer to how well filled the, room
is with students might be called "class density." Likewise, "room too
hot" could be changed to "temperature."
SECOND, concepts are best stated as nouns, as things: ."dress casually"
(a verb and adverb) can be called "dress" or "clothing" (a noun); "strict"
(an adjective) could be translated into "discipline," "kind
of discipline,"
or "amount of discipline" (all nouns or noun phrases).
Below are groups of descriptive words.- Turn each into a concept by
"neutralizing" its emotional or judgemental value and making it a noun or
a noun phrase.

students ask and
answer many questions

1.

CONCEPT:

2. concerned with individual

2.

CONCEPT:

1.

3.

pleasing personality

3.

CONCEPT:

4.

desks arranged neatly in

4.

CONCEPT:

rows
5.

goes to church every week

5.

CONCEPT:

6.

doesn't watch the road
carefully while driving
an automobile

6.

CONCEPT;

class participation

7.

hair neatly combed

8.

comes to class 45
minutes after class
begins

9.

knows the answer to
every question

10.

shakes head and waves
arms angrily

7.

CONCEPT:
CONCEPT:

9.

CONCEPT:

10.

CONCEPT:

UNIT 8

2.

WORFSHEET II 1

ANSWERS

concern, or personal concern, nr kind of concert

'personality, or kind of personality, or temponm_nt
4.

sc =Iting arrangement, or room design

S.

church attendance, or religious observation, or religious interest

6.

driving habits, driving practices

7.

grooming, appearance

8.

promptness, tardiness, or punctuality

9.

intelligence, dr knowledgejevel, or preparedness

10.

body movements, or non-verbal language, or kinesis

UNIT 8

you

H 1

CONCEPTS IN b OCIIAL SCIENCE

APPR ©P RIA1It MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES FOR WORKSHEET

Purposiveness
Clarity
a.
Coherence
b.
OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF QUALITY' FOR MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES

Purposiveness
a.

(all answers)

ClaritL of concept, definition, statement

(4) - The concept is stated in no more than three words; it is free of
emotional connotations and stated as a noun.
Errors occur, but the meanings are clear enough to allow correction
of basic ideas presented.
(2) - Major work on emotional tone and the use of nouns
to allow for further work.

equired in order

The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to check for comprehension of task.

UNIT H

WORKSHEET H 1

CONCEPTS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE

KEY
WORKSHEET
QUESTIONS/
- Good

PROCEDURES

Satisfactory
- Improvement

Needed
- Inadequate

- Not Applicable
Here'

Actual Points
PP - Possible Points

INSTRUCTIONS TO TEACHERS

UNIT 8

WORKSHEET H 2

Discuss (in review) concepts, mentioning those concepts sLude_nts isolated
in the cultural analysis and on the last worksheet.
2.

Discuss variables (and, in passing, constants), stressing the value to
social scientists of variables in formulating principles in the behavioral
sciences (e.g., fixing insurance rates by age, sex, health, driving habits,
smoking habits; predicting product sales through knowledge of the characteristics
of the intended consumers).
a
Set up class demonstration in which students will measure variations
If
Do not specifically define what POOR or WELL DRESSED means.
concept.
students ask, sidestep the question or answer itvaguely. The point of
the exercise is to impress upon'students the dangers of subjectivity in
research.

4.

Distribute worksheets.

Explain how

ep records with harsh marks.

5. 'Have each student, one at a time, go to the front of the room. To soften
the impact, each student could be asked to write a number (beginning with 1)
on the blackboard and to erase the previous number.
6.

7.

After the students have completed their ratings, have them fill in the
The three numbers in the "total" column, added down,
table at the bottom.
should be the same for all students. 'hen they aren't, stress the importance'
of care and accuracy in doing observations.
Compare results as follows:
How many of you had your highest total number in the row marked:

POORLY DRESSED?
SATISFACTORILY DRESSED?
WELL DRESSED?

How many had your lowest total in each of these rows (place response--hand
counts -next to the highest total numbers.
If the numbers differ, ask questions and start discussion on specific items;
'Wince we were all looking at the same people, why is it that 10 people had
most students rated as poorly dre.ssed, while .5 had their highest total
under well dressed?"
Ask males in the class how they rated the-dress of females.
the way fehales rated females.

Then compare

Ask females in the class how they rated the dress of males.
the way males rated male dress.

Then compare

Ask people where they put themselves on the scale. Do they think the rest
of the Class would age or disagree with their self-rating?

INSTRUCTIONS TO TEACHERS (Cont'd.)
8

The discusSion should turn to questions of criteria if net, the teacher
might ask the class to rate:his/her Own dress to fop s the issue). Begin
to collect adjectives ancOother descriptions under/three headings (poorly,
Finally ask the class.(on/he bad( of their
satisfactorily,well).
worksheet) to provide criteria for each of the grades of dress in such a
way that everyone might agree on the rating. //

UNIT 8

WORKSHEET H 2

ICALLY

MEASURING A CONCEPT E

called
Those concepts of interest and use to social scientists
variations
or
differences.
variables because they can be employed to measure
For instance, "height" is a useful concept because not all people are the same
"Sex" varies between "male" and.
some. -are tall and some are short.
height:
people may go every day, once a
also
varies:
"ChUrchattendanpe
"female."

week, or once a year.

In this exercise you,will take a concept--dress--and try to measure the
differences (variations) among members of your class.
Below is a scale for you to rate the dress (or clothing) of every member
As each student comes to the front of the
of the class, including yourself.
room, place a Mark in the column you feel is appropriate; do not write down
Separate males and females in each column.
students' names.

ADEQUATELY DRESSED

POORLY DRESSED
MALES

FEMALES

MALES

FEMALES

WELL DRESSED
MALES

FEMALES

in the
Now count up the marks\placed in each box and write the numbers
chart below.:_

`MALES

FEMALES

TOTAL

POORLY DRESSED

ADEQUATELY DRESSED
WELL DRESSED

Write the objective (empirical) criteria by which you differentiated
For each
poor, satisfactorily, and well-dressed people in the class below.
write
one
or
more
clear,
complete
category you define with criteria,
sentences.
I.

The

a

Dor

essed

The criteria

satisfactorily dressed

The criteria

ell dressed

UNIT 8

WORKSHEET

MEASURING A CONCEPT EMPIRICAI Y

2

APPROPRIATE MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES FOR WORKSHEET
Purposiveness
Clarity
a.

2.

Self-directedness
a.' Economy
Originality
b.
Suitability
c.

Performance is
not _pplicable"
to this worksheet 'task.

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF UALITY FOR MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES
Purposiveness
a.

Clarity of criteria

(4) - The criteria are stated:An a
by anyone.

ords; they can be clearly seen

(3) - Errors in clarity occur, but the meanings are clear enough to
allow correction of basic ideas presented.
(2)

-; Some major misunderstanding exists concerning empirical criteria and
Must be corrected in order to allow for further work.

- The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to instruct student in the nature of evidence, concept,
etc..

Suitability (to purpose)

- The selection of response is appropriate for the nature of the_question.
- The selection of response is not exactly suited to the nature of the
question, but it demonstrates an attempt to logically respond.
- The selection of response is unsuitable to question posed in a
degree that shows misunderstanding of the question.
- The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to review student's comprehension of project goals;.4
also, to.provide drill exercise in critical thinking skills of
analogy, inference, and judgement.

UNIT 8

WORKSHEET QUESTIONS/

WORKSHEET H 2

Purposiveness

MEASURING A CONCEPT E:

Self-Directedness

IRIC

LY

SCORE
KEY

PROCEDURES

Clarity

itabillt

PP

4 - Good
3 = Satisfactory

Criteria for Dress
2 - Improvement
1.

Poorly Dressed

Needed
- Inadequate.

N 'Not Applicable
Here

AP - Actual Points
PP'- Pi ssible Points

Veil

Dressed

UNIT TITLE:

BLUM/SP

IDEAS AND RESEARCH IN SOCIAL SCIENCE

UNIT ILYWak-shr.11:1

Conte:Els

Generic skill obiectives:
11

Defining a concept nominally and o eration lly.

Procedural skill objectives:
1.

Writing a general definition
of a concept.

2.

Writing a definition of a concept which implies, specifically,
how the concept is to be measured.

Prerequ

e procedural skills:.

Concepts developed:

Prerequisite concepts:

nominal definition

objectivity
subjectivity
concept

operatiorial definition-

Readings and/or required supplemental materials

General description of unit activity

Labov

z and Hagedorn,

.e., what the student does):

Student completes Worksheet H 3 for homework. This is reviewed in
class, with emphasis placed on operationally defining concepts in an
empirically observable objective way.

nsibilitics and suggestions for instructor:

Tenclher

In giving out the worksheet for homework, the teacher should briefly introduce
that concepts are the basis of social science theory,
the ideas involved:
and that concepts can be defined both nominally and operationally.

The list of concepts from other fields can be used'as a jumping-off point;
students should try, first, to define some of these orally with the teacher
pointing out subjective judgements.
The given definition of conics should be related to the listed concepts, but
the teacher should stress that the secial,sciences are extremely creative in
their creation of new concepts for study.

ork to be handed in/evaluated:
Worksheet H 3
Worksheet H 3 will be scored according to PURPOSIVENESS (clarity_)
and SEL --DIRECTEDNE:3S (economy and suitability).

TIME FOR CLASSROOM PRESENTATION/E

LANATIONS:

TIME FOR STUDENT COMPLETION OF WORK:

20 - 25 minutes (explana
H 3 activity).

n.of

Homework.

TIME FOR CLASSROOM REVIEW AND .ANALYSIS OF WORK: 25 - 35 minutes (review of H 3
How does this unit relate to previous and future work:
PREVIOUS:

FUTURE:

Continues development of "concept" begunin worksheets H 1 and H 2,
leading the student to a clearer conception of what, concepts
and what social scientists do with them.

Leads,to exercise in the development of behavioral indicators
concepts, and, evjaually, to the students' developing his own
concepts and a research plan involving them.

UNIT 8

WORI<SHEET H 3

CONCEPTS AND DEFINITION

tudy, soma of -the most important things to be learned
In any field of
are the concepts of the-field. Undoubtedly, you are. already familiar with
many concepts from the subjects you have already studied ; -.a few are listed
below:
.

equality; identity, addition, sign

-MA7HEMATICS:

PHYSICS:

energy, cork, mass, charge, forCe,

LITERATURE:
ART:

symboisq, metaphor, romanticism, realism, meter

impressionism, line, shape, background, color

'SYCHOLOGY:

drive, motivation, reward, anxiety, unconscious

'I.ANGUACE: . noun, verb, sentence, phrase, connotation
BIOLOC'Y:

,mammal, dead, reproduction, circulation, metabolism

In all of these fields fttudy it is'crucial, in learning the concepts,
to acquire their definitions 'meanings, applications, and interrelationships.
Often; it seems that most of what you do when you study a new field is learn
to, use the concepts of that field.
For the social sciences, we can define a concept as:
A TERM OR.SYMBOL THAT REPRESENTS. THE SIMILARITIES IN OTHERWISE DIVERSE PHENOMENA.

For instance (to use an example from biology), people, rats, elephants,
and whales, although very different from each other, are all classified
-together under the concept "mammal" because of their similarities:
they all
have hair, bring forth their young alive (instead of laying eggs), nurse
their young, are-warm-blooded, etc..

Tie concepts that social scientists use are sometimes more difficult
to define, often because the words used to represent the concepts are common
word's with vague, everyday meanings. To avoid problems, social scientists
rely on two very specific kinds of definition:
NOMINAL DEFINITION:

h statement, in words, which tells people exactly what
a term will refer to in the research; for example,
a scientist could nominally. define "wealth" as the
salary income a person receives each year (disregarding
the other factors--property, stock dividends,
inheritance, etc.,--that enter into the "everyday"
definition of the term.

OPERATIONAL DEFINITION: specifying the observable procedures- -the operations-which a researcher must employ to identify or measure
the concept;: for example, a scientist might operationally
define "social class" as the response chosen on a
survey (of "lower," "middle," and "upper") by -those
people who fill out the survey.

Nominalli define the following concepts so that their meanings would be
clear and unambiguous in a social science study,- -Your-answers should
consist of a sentence or two that clearly =restricts the meaning of the term.
1.

Full-time Student
NOMINAL DEFINITION:

2

College
NOMINAL DEFINITION:

(NOTE:

a student whose main interest and attention is
devoted to his studies, and who, if he or she
works, works in order to support his or her studies.

an institution of higher ednertion that students\
who have completed high school attend.

you may not always agree with someone else's nominal definition of
a term, but--if it is a good nominal definition--you should understand
from it exact' what the person refers to when he uses the term.)
Senior Citizen
NOMINAL DEFINITION:

Mature Person
NOMINAL DEFINITION:

5.

Prejudiced Person
NOMINAL DEFINITION:

Population Density
NOMINAL DEFINITION:

7.

Leisure Time Activities
NOMINAL DEFINITION:

NoMinal definitions help to clarify and narrow the meaning of a
concept, but often do not pin the concept down sufficiently -so t
may be measured objectively by different researchers. Two researchers
may agree on what "maturity" means (nominally), but may still disagree
about whether or not a particular person is mature or not. To further
enhance understanding, social scientists usually go on to define concepts
operationally by telling what signs can be looked for or what procedures
may be applied in order to identify or measure the concept. Give an
2perational de
-on of each'of the following:
1.

Full-time College Student
OPERATIONAL DEFINITION:

a student registered for 12

e credit

hours.
2.

Senior Citizen
OPERATIONAL DEFINITION:

a person who has already celebrated his or her
65th birthday.

Population Density
OPERATIONAL DEFINITION:

Mature Person
OPERATIONAL DEFINITION:

University

OPERATIONAL DEFINITION:

Leisure Time Activities
OPERATIONAL DEFINITION:,

7.

White Collar Worker
OPERATIONAL DEFINITION:

8.

Religious Person
OPERATIONAL DEFINITION:

the number of people in a place- divided by
the amount of land (e.g., 4 people per square
mile).

Operational De
9.

nicions (Cont'd.)

Industrialized Area
OPERATIONAL DEFINITION:

10.

Social Class
OPERATIONAL DEFINITION:

ANSWHFS:

Unit 8, Worksheet Ii

A. 3.

A person who is mature and old, one who no lop er works or
involved in raising a family.

A.4.

A person who can control their on emotions, make decisions wisely
and plan for the future.

A.5.

A person whO has judged things, particularly people, in advance and
formed opinions and conclusions before looking at the evidence
(pre + judged).

A.6.

The ratio between the number of people in an area and the size of the
area; how crowded a place is.

A.7.

Activities carried on during a person's leisure time, usually
activities they enjoy. Leisure time is defined nominally as time when
Work is defined as activity which muse be
they are not working.
done (either for pay or because it is part of the responsibilities
a person has accepted). A list of activities (skiing, dancing,
TV watching, etc.) is not an adequate answer.
(Discussion of this question and its answer can be used to show how
the definition of one concept often depends on other definitions.)

B.4.

A person over 12 (full price at the movies), over 18 (voting age),
Un21 (legal majority), 25 (adult automobile insurance rates), etc..
and
clear operational definitions of maturity are of great concern to
cause great problems for adolescents.

B.5.

A higher educational institute which awards Masters and Doctoral
Degrees.

B.6.

Activities for which one is not paid, or activities carried on after
one comes home from work, or activities listed by a person when he
is asked, "Name your leisure time activities."

B.7.'

Person who wears suits (i.e., non-industrial dress) to work, or
person who does work which does not rely primarily on physical
(as opposed to mental) labor.

B.8.

Person who participates in religious services regularly; person who
rends religious books and prays regularly.

B.9.

Place with a specified amount of industry, pollution, population
density, etc.. (This concept is used in many varied ways -- definitions
will vary accordingly).

B.lO.

Almost any answer that directs attention to empirical (observable,
measurable) phenomena: dress, income, housing, books and magazines
read, etc.. Note to students that "socio-economic.status" is the
currently fashionable concept, and point out someof the ways it is
measured, e.g., "What books and magazines do you read, ,regularly?"
"What make of automobile do you own?" (dated), etc.
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CO "'TS AND DEFINITIONS

APPROPRIATE MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES FOR WORKHEET
Purposiveness
a.
Clarity
b.
Coherence

2.

Self- dir-ectcdness
a.

b.
c.

Economy
Originality
Suitability

3.

Performance is
not applicable
to this worksheet
task.

OPERATIONAL DEFINIT ONS OF QUALITY FOR MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES
1.

Purposiveness (1 - 3)
a.

Clarity of concept, definition, statement
- The nominal and operational definitions are clearly stated and
sufficient in explanatory power.

- Errors in clarity and thoroughness of definitions occur, but
the meanings are clear enough to allow correction of ba-ic ideas
presented.
Some major definitional element must be added in order to allow for
further work.
(1) - The responseis inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial ,
intervention and drill... (in the formulation of definitions).
2.

Self-directedness
a.

Economy

(4) - The selection of response makes its point with a minimum of words,
is not redundant, and is sufficient to satisfy the purpose.

The selection of response may be redundant, wordy, and incomplete,
but it does point towards a satisfactory fulfillment of the purpose.
(2) - The response must be limited-both in length and kind in order to
Make further work possible.
- The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to help the practice of brevity and clarity in
statement, and, in the critical thinking skills of inference and
judgement.
b.

Suitability (to purpose

(4) - The selection of response is appropriate for the nature of the question.

(3) - The selection of response is not exactly suited to the nature of
question -=but it demonstrates an attempt to logically respond.
- The selection of response is mnsuitable to question posed in a degree
that shows misunderstanding of the question.
(1) - The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to review student's comprehension of project goals;
also, to provide drill exercise in critical thinking skills of
analogy, inference, and judgement.

UNIT 8

WRKSEEET

WORKSHEET H 3

PURPOSIVENESS

CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS
KEY

QI:EST7':

PrCEDURES

Clarity

Suitability

Economy

4

Good

3 - Satisfactory
2 - Improvement
4

Needed

1 - Inadequate
NA - Not
Applicable
.

Here

E4
AP - Actual Points
.

PP - Possible
Points

8

9

10

UNIT

UNIT TITLE:

IDEAS AND RESEARCH IN SOCIAL SCIENCE

Observin: Behav or:

soeci

S A GEHL

nn behavioral indical

Generic skill objectiv
To understand the importance of empirical behavioral evidence
in
social science.

Procedural skill objectives:
To be able to understand what
is a behavior which can be
observed,and what is not.

Prerequisite procedural 1(

ls:

Knowing what a concept is and how
(generally) concepts are related to
the empirical worlch

To be able to describe accurately
a behavior, both "all or nothing"
and scaled behaviors.

Concepts developed:

Prerequisite concepts:

subjec: ve (subjectivity)
behavior
observation
scales
quantification (to quantify)

Readings and/or required supplemental materials:
Supplemental
ynn Collins' article.
Labovitz and Hagedorn, Introduction to Social Research (Chapter 5).
lick. Agnew and Pyke, The Science Game:
An Introduction to Research in the
Behavioral Sciences, second edition (Chapter 3).
General description of imnit activity

(i.e., what the student does):

Teacher introduces concepts;.students complete worksheets; worksheets
are
discussed by teacher who attempts to synthesize the students'
responses
(especially on questions D and C) into single model answers.

Teacher renpont,ibi

nd u ggcctivns for ins ructor:

Work to =be handed in/evaluated:

ksheet I - 1

It will be scored according to the criteria of PURPOSIVENESS and
SELF-D RECTEDNESS.

TIME FOR CLASSROOM PRESENTATION/EXPLANATIONS:
TIME FOR STUDENT COMPLETION OF WORK:

In-class writing interval, 20 minutes.

TIME FOR CLASSROOM REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF WORK:

How does this unit relate
PREVIOUS:

Before writing interval, 10 minutes.

20 minutes.

to previous and future work:

This worksheet, the first in Unit 9, gives the student exercise
in specifying behavioral indicators of concepts which can guide
behavioral observation.- The development of several indicators
for one concept along a continuum is introduced. This intensifies
the notion of empirical measurement which was introduced in Unit 5.

- The ability to state behavioral indicators for a concept will prepare
the student for his own behavioral observation in the independent:research project, as well as making him familiar with the notion of
indicators that would demonstrate concepts capable of being measured by
other research methods.

1:::1T 9
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of evidence for the ocial scientist
CHQ of the mof;t__ important source
ywhayior, in this sense,
is the direct observation of human behavior.
refers to anything a researcher can observe, whether sights, sounds, smells,
One of the difficulties in behavioral observation is the everyday
etc..
tendency to jump to conclusions, to see the motive or reasons behind
an action or expression immediately. For example, we naturally conclude that
a person who blushes is embarrassed, or that a student who raises his hand
The scientist tries to
in class wants the instructor to call on him.
-,-.11Aviors, which can he observed, from internal states
carefully separate
(such as embarrassment or anxiety) which must be inferred from these
behaviors. The first step in conducting behavioral observation is to
delineate clearly the concepts you want to study and the behaviors which
indicate those concepts.
A.

Below is a mixed list containing both concepts (internal states of mind,
moods, etc.) and observable behaviors. Circle the observable behaviors.

Talking in class
to the person
sitting next

(5)

Scratching your
head with a

9)

Being puzzled about
what the teacher is
saying.e,-

pencil.

to you.
(2)

Trying to
clarify what the
teacher said.

(6)

Putting on your
coat.

in

Closing your

Frowning

(10) Asking the teacher a
question.

bored.

eyes.

Shaking your head
in disagreement
with what the
teacher said.
B.

Wishing the
class were over.

(12) Having an angry
expression on your
face.

One good test for making sure something is an observable behavior is
the following: imagine a panel of 10 judges who arc looking for the
They watch 100 people and each judge checks off which of the
behavior.
100 are engaging in the behaviorand which are not. If it is truly an
observable behavior, the 10 judges ought to agree as to which people'
were engaging in it and w>iich were not.
,

Often, what is necessary is some fuller description of the behavior, some
clearly stated criteria by which the judge (i.e., the observer) can decide
whether or not the behavior has occurred. Specify three of those
behaviors which are subjective in the question above and rewrite the
behaviors in terms that would make it easy for the ten judges to decide
"frowning"
(For example,
whether or not the behavior had occurred.
was a behavior you circled, you might specify "wrinkling of the forehead,
eyebrows bunched together and foreward, corners of mouth turned down."
Try, in each case, to imagine what you would see or hear.)
Behavior

Specification/description

SpecifIcat_

Behavior

des

on

Specification /description

Sole of the behaviors in which social scientists are interested are all
or nothing" types:
either a person is asleep or awake; either a student
eaks during class or he keeps silent; either a consumer buys a product
or he doesn't.
being
Other behaviors, however, can occur in degrees:
happy or being angry are opposites, but there are many states in between.
In observing behaviors like these, the social Ftrientist tries to
AuantifI--to assign numbers--to each degree of behavior; this allows
him, for example, to distinguish among the person who is very angry,
the person who is simply annoyed,. and the person who is unconcerned.
To do this, he must describe each degree on the scale--what would be
observed for each number.
An educator, Dr. Mary Lynn Collins, in an article titled "The Role
Enthusiasm in Quality Teaching," tried .to devise scales on which
particular-behaviors of teachers could be used to measure how
"enthusiastic" they were.
Two of her scales deal with body movements
and gestures:
1

2

4

5

low

medium

GESTURES

Seldom moved arms
out or outstretched
toward person or
object.
Never
used sweeping movements, kept arms at
side or folded
across body,
appeared rigid.

Often pointed with
hand, using total
arm.
Occasionally
used sweeping
motion using body;
head, arms, hands,
and face.
Steady
pace of gesturing
is maintained.

Quick and demonstrative
movements of body, head,
arms, hands, and face,
i.e., sweeping motions,
clapping hands, head
nodding rapidly.

BODY

Seldom moved from
one spot or
movement mainly
from a sitting
position to a
standing position

Moved freely,
slowly and
steadily.

Large body movements,
swung around, walked
rapidly, changed pace,
unpredictable,
energetic.

MOVEM1NTS

h

Although Collins describes in detail only-three points on each scale
(the extremes and the middle), it is easy to visualize teachers acting the
If a group of 10 judges had to score a teacher's
way she describes them.
gestures and body movements using her scale, there would probably be much
agreement concerning what they-saw.

',ow try to do the
do
en

-'lm

t

Ing your.:cif.

_of h""havh it below,

For ea(1

what you would look for as an indication of low, mAlum, or 111101
n.
o have
Ire idy been filled in to help you along.
!

1

3

2

low
Vocal
Delivery

4

5

high

medium
(2)

Great and sudden changes
from rapid,oxcitad
speech to a whisper.
Varied lilting,
uplifting intonation.
Many changes in pitch,
tone.

Appeared interested. (4)
Some changes to eyes,
lighting up,
shining, opening

E

wide.

Facial
Expression

Appeared deadpan, doesn't
denote, feeling

or frowned most
of the time.
Little smiling
or a one-second
lips,upturned.
Lips closed.

(5)

(6)
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SPECiFY1NG EFHAVIO,AL INDICAI

A 1WPRIATE MEASIMIIENT yRK,:C1PLL
1.

Purposiveness
a. Clarity
b. Colwrence

2.

WrZ UORKSm.ET

Self-directednass
a.
Economy
b.
Originality
c.
Suitability

OPFRATIO',IAL DEFINITIONS OF

LIALITY FOR 11E.

liS

3.

Performance
not qp_plicable

to this worksheet
task.

SUREMENT PRINCIPLES

Purposiveness (all of- C)
a.

Clarity of concept, definition, statement

(4) - The behavioral indicators is clearly stated; it can be seen by
anyone.
The operational definitions are clearly stated and sufficient
in explanatory power.
Errors in clarity and thoroughness of concept, definition, and
statement occur, but-the meanings are clear enough to'allow
correction of basic ideas presented.

(2) - Some major conceptual or definitional clement must be added in
order to allow for further work(1) - The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention and drill...(in the formulation of questions, concepts,
etc.).
b.

Coherence in rationale

(4) - The operational definition is logically related to the other two
indicators in the continuum.

- The operational definition is coherent but not related to the other
two indicators in the continuum..
(2) - The meaning of the answer is not directed to the question; a
confusion of the question's purpose or meaning may be present
in the student.

(1) - The respone is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention,concerning the nature of the project, its goals,
methods, etc..
2.

Self-directedness (suitability only A and B, all
a.

Economy

(4) - The selection of response makes its point with a minimum of words,
is not redundant, and'is sufficient to satsify the purpose.
The selection of response may be redundant, wordy, and incomplete,
but it does point towards a satisfactory fulfillment of the purpose.

Ec000my (Coot'

- The' response :lust be limited both in length and kind in order to
make further work possible.

The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to help the practice of brevity and clarity in
statement, and, in the critical thinking skills of inference and
judgement.

triiy
- The selection of response shows originality in the statement
of ideas to be studied and in the indicators which will allow
collection of evidence to support claim or answer questions.
The selection of response &fleets previous model answers given
to class, but is adequate in light of question being asked.
(2)

- The selection of response is stereotyped to a,degree that reflects
a lack of seriousness in the attempt to answer questions in an
independent manner.

(1) - The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to help individual think of- personally meaningful
responses.
c.

Suitability (to purpose

(4) - The selection of response is app
question.

p

e for the nature of the

(3) - The selection of response is not exactly suited to the nature
of the question, but it demonstrates an attempt to logically
respond.
(2)

The selection of response is unsuitable to question posed in a
degree that shows misunderstanding of the question.
- The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to review student's comprehension of project goals;
also, to provide drill exercise in critical thinking skills of
analogy, inference, and jugement.
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OBSERVING BEHAVIOR SPECIFYIZ BERAVIO I INDICATORS

WORKSHEET

PURPOSIVENESS

SELF-DIREOTEDNESS
SCORE

QUESTIONS/

4 - Good
P73-

CEDEES
k

C a

t';

Coherence

Orioinality

Econo, v

Sul abilit-

U' PP I

3 - SatisfaetQry
2 - Improvement

(1)

NA

NA

NA

NA

(2)

NA

NA

NA

NA

(3)

NA

NA

NA

NA

(4)

NA

NA

NA

NA

(5)

NA

NA

NA

NA

(6)

NA

NA

NA

NA

Applicable

(7)

NA

NA

NA

NA

Here

(3)

NA

NA

NA

NA

(9)

NA

NA

NA

NA

(13)

NA

NA

NA

NA

(11)

NA

NA

NA

, NA

(12)

NA

NA

NA,

Needed

1 - Inadequate
NA

Not

AP - Actual
Points
NA

PP - Possible
Points

2 1.

.

(1)

NA

NA

NA

NA

(2)

NA

NA

NA

NA

(3)

NA

NA

NA

NA

(1)

(2)
(3)

(L)

(S)

(6)

UNIT
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AL SCIENCE

IDEAS AND RESEARCH

Behavioral Observation

Generic skill objectives:
To introduce the factors which insure reliable observation.

Procedural skill objectives:
To understand that behaviors must be logical
indicators of concepts.
To appreciate the need for selectivity in

Pr

equisite procedural skills:

'designing observations.
To understand how objectivity is attained
in observation.
To appreciate need for ecord ng sysi.em.

Prerequisite concepts:

Concepts developed:
indicators
selectivity
objectivity
non-participant observer
recording system

Readings and/or required supplemental materials:
See I-1

General description of uni

activity

(i.e., what the student does):

Student completes worksheet at horse; discusses results and implications
class.

IHL

c:Ictler.

1

j ana suggestIons Yor iusurucLor:

(Indicators selectivity, objectivity,
Briefly discuss major p
systems) before handing out worksheet. A discussion of the prcv!ous wo
(on observing behavior in classroom settings) might, serve as a good bridge
to thi-s-exercise; design faults in a hypothetical clasSroom observation should
lead directly to the points in this 'exercise.

Work to be handed in/evaluated:
Worksheet 1-2

It will be scored according to the criteria of SELF-DIRECTEDNESS.

TIME FOR CLASSROOM PRESENTATION/E

ATIONS:.

10-15 minutes (explain worksheet
in advance).

TIME FOR STUDENT COMPLETION OF WORK:

TINE FOR CLASSROOM REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF WORK:75-90/minutes (for discussion and
-evieW)

How does this unit relate
PREVIOUS;

FUTURE:

to previous and future work:

Worksheet 1-1 develops the idea of behaviors as empirical evidence.
-Tills unit builds on that, showing how behavior is observed
methodologically.

Several of the ideas here are carried forward in the unit on surveys..
This exercise also forms the basis for the student's later
development of a'behavioral observation instrument of his own.

UNIT 9

WORI

III ET _

II HAV ORAL OBSERVATION

Fffcctidc obscrvation does not happen accidentally. Social scientists
who 1-le oh!iervation as a source of evidence realize that there arts several
accurate, and
factors which must be present f observations are to be valid,
useful in research.
1.

The behaviors must serve as indicators of the concepts which are under
For example, "drumming fingers on the table" c ld serve as an
study.
indicator of "nervousness," and "blowing your nose" mi-ht serve as an
But "coughing" as an indicator Hauld present
indicator of "healtht"
problems, since it could indicate either "nervousness" or "health"
(or the lack of it), It is important, in selecting indicators, that
they be logically related to the concept under ttudy.
the concept for which it might serve as an
tch each behavior wit.
(some behavic:s can be used as indicators for more than one
indicator
concept):
Beha
A.

Number of times
person has attended
church in the last
month.

Number of stage
plays person has.
seen in last year.

Cone

Indicators for Cone1.

health

2.

wealth

.A.

intelligence
4.

friendliness

B.

religiousness

How much time each
day the person
spends talking
with friends.
D.

How many books the
person reads each
.year.

E.

F.

How many books
the person buys
each year.

D.

E.

How many times
has this person been
to see a doctor
in the last year.
How many days,

did this person
spend. in a hospital
in the last year.
H.

How many times
did this _person

lose his/her complete
control .of his/her

temper in the last
month.

would be difficult to observe;
most of these "hetavior
collect evidence conceding
more likely that a social scientist would
urvey--than by actually observing behavior
m by asking questions-=on a
directly.)
(NOTE:

selective. Social scientists
Formal scientific observation must be
that is going on
realize that he cannot accurately observe everything
results to be accurate, they know
in a particular situation; for their
for observation.
that they must select only a few indicators

2.

football, or baseball game.
Imagine that you are a social Scientist at a
(A
non-scientist might simply
Your job is to identify the 'best- players.
of which players were best,
watch the game and form a vague impression
methodical way, to make
but, 'as a scientist, you want to do this in a
be compared with those
observations carefully so that- your results can
List six (6) indicators for the concept
of other scientists.)
"good player" which you could watch during the game:
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

both t_
Remember now that you must observe all the players on
B.

Which indicator would be easiest to observ':

why?

Why?

observe:
Which in1icacor would be most difficult to

D.

do you think you could
How many of the indicators you have listed
List their
accurately watch for during the game?
is

reliability of observation
IA third factor which affects the
first,
Objectivity has two meanings in observation:
/9_121s_aLKLL.
conducting the observation should
it means that the criteria you use in
must be clear enough so that
be clear, not personal.- Each indicator
thought processes) could
another person (one who does. not know your
apply the criteria and make the observation.
.

question 2 (above).
Look at the six indicators you listed in
subjective)?
three are the least oh:octive (or most
'

Which
tern

se three indicators, describe criteria that others might
For each of
use in order to-make the observation more objective:

(2)

A second meaning of objectivity in observation concerns the role of the
To ensure objectivity, most social scientists insist upon being
observer.
non - participant observers, that is, they do not become involved in the
It is extrememly difficult to remain objective
activity they are observing.
(and to make objective observations) if one is involved directly. "Objective
means, ultimately, to "look at an activity as an object," while "subjective"
means to "be one of the subjects involved in the activity."
C.

What difficulties would arise if you were one of the players in the
game you were observing? List five (5) ways in which this might limit
your objectivity?
( I)

(2)

(4)

4.

Finally, if an observation is to be accurate, it must be recorded. Memory
is not very dependable in producing convincing evidence; social. scientists
(They may, of course,
always write down the results_of their observations.
make tape recordings In films of the activities they observe, but these
serve only 'as ways of looking at or listening to the activity again; in
the end, they must analyze the activity, according to their criteria- the indicators for the concept they-are studying - "and write down the
results.)

.syste they will use LO
Most social scientists plan, in advance,
For example, if a social scientist were observing
record observations.
:;ollege class, watching for evidence which would indicate "interested"
students, he might design the following chart:

Number of Questions Asked

Number of Questions An6wered

STUDENT 1
STUDENT 2
STUDENT 3
STUDENT 4

This would produce a tally of all the questions asked and answered during
the class by each student. As each event occured, the observer would make,
a mark in the appropriate place.
Another method would record not only the questions asked and answered,
but the part-of the class'in which this occurred. This might be accomplished
by making 30 second observations every five minutes during the class:
beginning
to'0:30

5:00
to 5:30

10:00
to 10:30

15:00
to 15:30

etc.

Student Ask
1

Ans

Student

Ask

2

Ans

Student

Ask
Ans

3

5:00 here refers to 5 minutes and zero seconds after class begins;,
15:30 refers to fifteen minutes and 30-seconds after class begins).
(Note:

A.

Design an observation recording system (a chart) whidh could be used to
record the observations you make at the baseball or football game.. Design
your chart to. record some or-all of the indicafors yeti listed in the answer
to questions 2D above.

Self-directedness,
a.

Economy

1-4)

(2A, 3B, 4)

- The selection of response makes its point with a minimum of words,
is not redundant, and is sufficient to satsify the purpose.
The selection of response may be-redundant, wordy, and incomplete,
but it does,point towards a satisfactory fulfillment of the purpose.

The response must be limited both in length and kind in order to
make further work possible.
- The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to help the practice of brevity and clarity in.
statement, and, in the critical thinking skills of inference and
judgement.
b.

Originality_

(3B, C; 4)

(4) - The selection of_response shows originality in the statement
of ideas to be studied and in the indiCators which will allow
collection of evidence to support claim or answer questions.
-.The selection of response reflects previous model answers given
to'class, but is adequate in light of question being asked.
- The selection of response is stereotyped to a degree that ref_
a lack of seriousness ip the attempt to answer questions in an
independent manner.
(1) - The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to help individual think of personally meaningful
responses.
c.

Suitability <tolJurpo

(1-4)

(4) - The-selection of response is appropriate for the na urE of the
question.

- The selection of response is not exactly suited to the nature
of the question, but it demonstrates an attempt to logically
respond.

- The selection of response is unsuitable to question posed in a
degree that shows misunderstanding of the question.

The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to review student's comprehension of project goals;
also, to provide drill exercise in critical thinking skills of
analogy, inference, and jugement.

UNIT 9

RAVW KAL VBSERVATION

WOB1SHEE7 1-2

WORKSHEET
SELF-DTREETEDNESS
QUESTIONS/
PROCEDURES

SCORE

Originality

Economy

Suitability

A2 PP

KEY
%

Good

NA

1 A

NA
3

Sat-

isfactory
1

NA

NA

C

NA

NA

O

NA

NA

E

NA

NA

2 - In-

provemenc
Needed

1 - In-

adequate
NA

G.

NA

NA

H

2 A(1 )

NA

-

NA

NA

Not

Applicable
Here

NA

NA
AP - Actual Points

NA

(3)

FF a Fps=

NA

.

Bible

Points

NA

B

(5)

NA

(6)

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

---------
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BEHAVIORAL OBSERVATION

WORKSHEET
SELF-DIRECTEDNESS

QUESTIONS/
PROCEDURES

Sala
Originality=

Econbmy

Suitability

KEY

AP PP
4 - Good

3 A(1 )

NA

NA

(2)

NA

NA

3 - Satisfactory
_

2 - im-

NA

NA
provement
Needed

B(1)

1 - In(2)

adequate

(3)
NA - Not
C(1)

NA

Applicable
Here

NA

ft..ftftmamft
NA
AP - Actu(4)

NA

al Points

(5)

NA

PP - Possible

Points
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9 Worksheets

IDEAS AND. l ESEAR C11 IN SOCIAL Sti:IENCE

BLUM

and

UNIT TITLE.

Picha

Prel.Iminarle

vation:

and Practice

Generic skill objectives:
To learn how to use a behavioral observation instrument.

Prerequisite procedural skills:

Procedural skill objectives:;

The student learns the use and becomes familiar
with the. graphic design of a behavioral
observation instrumeht.
The student becomes competent at recording actual
observations on the model instrument.

Prerequisite concepts:

Concepts developed:

See Worksheets 1-1 and 1-2

Readings and/or required supplemental materiels':

See 1i

neral description of unit activity,

e.

,

See-attached instructions to teacher.

.

what the student does

:

1ANGEHL

for

es and sug

Teacher
See ; Lttact,ed
,

4

ue

ructions to teacher.

-

first
'Notice that PERFORMANCE will be used as a set of criteria for
That is because the student will actually- be
time in evaluating student work.
engaged in firs, t-hand behavioral observation in these two activities. The
criteria of performance (adequacy and accuracy) are used in any field research
effort by the student, even if this is a simulation of actual quasi-experiMental
%.
situation.

Work to be handed in/evaluated:
Worksheet 1-3 and 1-4

Worksheet 1-3 will be scored accor.ng to the criteria of SELFCTEDNESS and PERFORMANCE.

TIME FOR CLASSROOM PRESENTATION/EXPLANATIONS:
TIME FOR STUDENT COMPLETION OF WORK:

10 minutes

30 minutes

TIME FOR CLASSROOM REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF WORK: .10 minutes, also, beginning of
-the next class, if necessar
\

How does this unit relate

to previous andfuture work:

PREVIOUS:

These NO worksheet activities give the student practice in using
a formal observation instrument to record behavioral observations.
The activities make operational the student's previous study of
behavioral indicators.

BUR

The practice in behavioral observation, and adherence to an
observational instrument, will prepare the student for his own
observations and construction of instruments for his independent
research project.

UN T 9

WORKSHEET_

I-4,

INSTRUCTIONS TO TEACHER

behavioral
In these two worksheets, students practice doing an actual
give
students
a
familiarity
observation. The purpose of the worksheets is to
for
foCus,
with the mechanics of obsfrvation; to impress upon them.the need
them
that
the
careful attention, and '1..4.ar criteria; and to demonstrate to
results of observation if carefully done, constitute reliable evidence.
MATERIALS:

In order to present the students with- a subject to be observed
and an opportunity to carry out the observation more than once,
To focus attention of actual behavior, the
a film is necessary.
film should be silent or projected without sound. There are
several possible sources:
The instructor can make the lilm himself. This can be accomplished
easily with a super 8 mm. camera and high-speed (low-light)
Select a class, preferably a large one set the camera
film.
in a front-corner, focus on a small group (3 or 4) students, and /
shoot. The film will be most natural if someone other than
the teacher runs the camera, and if the shooting is done well"
after the class begins (after the inescapable self-consof6usness
3 minutes.
One cartridge of super 8 mm. film
subsides).
total cost will be around 5 or 6 dollars.

(2)

(3)

(4)

The worksheets have been d 7igned with-film (1) in mind: the
concept to-be observed is "t,tudent-iiiterest.""sWith minor
revision of the worksheet, F-lms can be made in other situations
(e.g.,- of students walking on campus, of people waiting "rlines,
In such cases, the teacher, should take care tha= the
etc,).
action depicted in the film lends itself clearly to the worksheet
selfactivity --teat a concept can be studied in the film (e.
directedness, impatience, etc.).
The instructor may adapt a commercially7made, short, lire- action
film (or segment of a film) for the assignment. The same
considerations as noted in (2) above apply here.

Many schools have videotaping equipment, and often have a stock
of'videetape-already recorded for other purposes. A check with
thisdepartmentrhayrevealtheA,resence of videotape which maybe`
suited for this assignment..

Worksheet I-3 is
The use of the film with/the worksheets is rather simple.
their
distributed first, the students are told to watch the film and rank
"general impressions" of the subjects in the chart. The instructor should
actions
then lead a discussion concerning these "impressions" and the concrete
upon which they are based; the students can note these on the bottom of
before viewing the film again the
Worksheet 1-3. Worksheet 1-4 follows:
students should be directed to select fotr empirical indicators of the concept
should be accompanied by time
under study. The second viewing of the film
the
teacher;
the stvidents job is to traces
signals (every thirty seconds) from
of
the
indicators
during each thirty
the subjects and evaluate the presence
1-4
is
difficult; it should
second period. .Making the observation on Worksheet
concentration
as
well
as
the necessity for
demonstrate-to studenis.the need for
limiting the scope,of an observation.

UNIT 9

1-3

:O:ii

BEHAYEW1,A1, 01;SERVATION:

PFELININANIES

this oh,r,er'ton yod will vtcw a short (3 minutt,) filr: of al actual
For perpose of .the observation
class at the Univer-Jtv of Louisville,
umimportant;
the time, place of meetirsg, and actual subject_ of the class are
combination
of
however, it might be usefit1 to know that the class vas a
1c.

lecture and disch-iai

r

am': try to

durihg L14e
Watch the three students in trio front,
and
which of the three is
which of the three is most inthrestod
dori.'
correspona
After the film, check the 1exes 1. low
interested.
leas

to yhr impression.
STUDENT
A-.

I

(male, wearing hat)
JST INTERECTED

STUDENT

STUDENT 2
(female)

STUDENT 3

Llack dres)
LEAST INTERESTED

1

STUDENT
STrTiENT 3

which led to your
Next, try co specify ric;:le of actual behaviors von obsorvod

imprefon:
B.

SfGNS ( F INTEP-uST

SIGNS OF DISINTEREST

`ae1f=
a.

j

(4) ° The selection of
Ise ma
point with a minimum of words,
_
is not redundant, and is sufficient to satsify the purpose.
The selection, of response may be redundant, wordy, and incomplete,
but it does point towards a satisfactory fulfillment of the purpose.

(3)

(2) - The response must be limited both in length and kind in order to
make further work possible.
The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to help the practice of brevity and clarity in
statemcnt, and, in tLz critical thinking si-.4_11s of inference and
judgement.

(1)

Originality

b.

(31-6)

(4)

The selection of response shots originality in the statement
of ideas to be studied and in he indicators which will allow
collection of evidence to support claim or answer questions.

(3)

The selection of response reflects previous model answers given
to class, but is adequate in light of question being asked.

(2) - Tne selection of response is stereotyped to a degree that reflects
a lack of seriousness in the A-ttempt to answer questions in an
indep endent manner,

on=e is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
- The
help individual think of personally meaningful
intervention
responses.

(1)

Suitability (to

purpose)

NA

The selection of response is appropriate. for the nature
question.

The selection of response is not exactly suited to the nature
of the question, but it demonstrates an attempt to logically
respond.

The selection of response is unsuible to question posed in a
degree that shows misunderstanding of the question.
(1) - The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to review student's comprehension of project goals;
-also, to provide drill exercise in critical thinking skills of
analogy, inference, and jugement.
Performance (A,B)
a.

(A )

Adequacy of performance (B1-6)

- Each planned step in the research is sufficient in its scope to
fulfill the_purpose of the project. The thoroughness which each step
I

of the expected data collei ion.

the sce

.ircied

roughness to satisfy all the needs
uff ic
- Iwri:
t
of Ow pre jec_t steps g-._von the purpose of the inquiry, lout the re- parch
has bi:(:n conducted towards the logical gel'

There is insufficient scope to the project steps, and/or the thoroughness
of perfo ance is wanting, to the degree that it rust be repeated.
r?

called for in matters
logical elements of plan.
_

c' of der
(4)

cc

(

-.`. et

Lhot tuta,rial

is

ical planning and performance of all

-3

1-

Each planned step is carried out with accuracy in its process.
Fidelity of the total plan is maintained by the accuracy of performance.
- There is not complete accuracy in the way a research step is performed,
and/or there is a straying in the conduct of the step from the total
plan of research purpses; there is enough accuracy in process and
direction of research performance to have gathered some useful
information; but, the research steps should be repeated, at least in
part.

There is n lack of accuracy in th process and direction of research
which warrants repetition of the ,.ioareh step.
The response is inadequate to the degree that tutorial intervention
themselves
is called for in instruction of the research method
in the idea of followinz a planned sequence of events.
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BEHAVIORAL OBSERVATION:

PRELIMINARIES

le

PROCEDURES

PERFOMANCE

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS

WORXSHEET

Originality

Ecgaumv

Suitability

kquacy

Accuracy

SCORE
KEY

AP PP
4 - Good

Sat-

orksheet
isfactory
:-3

Im-

NA

NA

N

NA

provement

(2)

NA

NA

NA

NA

Needed
1- In-

adequate
NA - Not

(2)

NA

applicable
Here

(3)

AP - ActuV

(5)

oin

al Points

PP - Pos
(6)

sible

Points

A.

Name

-4
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UNIT 9

BEHAVICRid, MSERVATION:

PRACTICE

tur -

which wo-uld indicate student

nd briefly descril e two be
IT.HAVIOR #1

IAVIOR #2

would be Indic tive o_ a lz_

e and descr

of

inters

EELLAVL

4,

BEHAVIOR U4

check off whichever behaviors occur (arid how frequently)
during each thirty second period:
In viewing the f-L1

BEHAVIORS

STUDENT

1

mole, with
hat)

3

4

5.

2

1

(fema 1_
2

7.

3

8.

4

9.

3

(femalel black

10.

dress)
3

12.

4

0

:30

1;00

1:30

2:00

2:30

3:00

Ecurv=imv (Al

IS

selection of --_spolc
minimum of words,
its point with
of redundant, and is .:tifficient to satsifv the purose:.

The selection of respone may he redundant, wordy, and inconplete,
but it does point towards a satisfactory fulfillment of the purpose.
response must he limited both in length and kind in order to
make further work possible.
The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to help the practice of brevity and clarity in
statement, and, in the critical thinking skills of inference and
judgement.
Ori

-ilia

(Al-4)

(4) - The selection of response shows originality in the state_ent
of ideas to be studied anc in the indicators which will allow
collection of evidence to support claim or answer questions.
given
- The selection of response reflect_-, previous model answ
class, but is adequate in light of question being asked.

(2) - The selection Of response is stereotyped to a degree that reflects
a lack of seriousness in the attempt to answer questions in an
independent manner.
which calls for tutorial
The response is inadequate t© a d
intervention to help individual ti 'nk of personally meaningul
responses.

purpo=se)

The selection of response is apppriatc for the nature of the

(4)

question.

not oxactly suited to the nature
- The selection of response
question, but it demonstrates an attempt to logically
poncL

- The selection of response is unsuitable to question posed in a.
degree !.1.-t shows misunderstanding of the question.
- Inc response j inadequate to a deuee which calls for tutorial
intervention to review student's ce!lprehension of project goals;
also, to provide drill exercise in critical thinking skills of
analogy, inference, and jugement.
=

Performance
a
(4)

lacy of

jrfnrrii Ince

(A1-4

Each planned step in the research is sufficient in its sc6pe to
which 'each step
oreughne
fulfill the purpose of the project, The

-

Li-4fios the

4,

of the ex

Acted data Lellection.

, no

s :ficioncy and /ter thoroughness to sat
all the needs
purpoLic of the inquiry, but the ru carch
11:19 beon conducted towards
logical goal.
et

the projeLt step.',;

_

There is insufficient scope to the project steps, and/or the thoroug
of pertc rmance is want
the
that it must be repeated.

- The response is inadequate to the degree that tutorial intervention in
called for in matters of logical piannin perfort-e,c-o of all
logical elements of plan.
of

formance

(B1-12)

Each planned step is carried out with accuracy in its process.
Fidelity of the total plan is mainained by the accuracy of perform ince.
(3) - There
not completL accuracy in the way a research step is performed,
and/or there is a straying in the conduct of the step from the total
plan of research purposes;
there is enough accuracy in process and
direction of research T_Irformance to have gatheteo some useful
information; but, the research steps should be repeated, at least in
part.

There

a lack of acca_A in the process and direction of research
which warrants repetition of the research step.
(1)

The response is inadequate to the degree that tutorial intervention
s called for in instruction of the research methods themselves and
the idea of following a planned sequence of events.
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SCORE

PERFORMICE

SE F-DIRECTEDNESS
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ESTIONS/

?SCEDRES
_

Originally

Suitability

Economy

Adequacy

Accuracy

AP PP

4 - Coed
3

,....

1

.

NA

NA

3

NA

NA

Sat-

isfacLory

2 - Improvement

NA

4

NA-

NuLded

NA

N._

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

nA

1- In-

adequate
NA - Noc

.4 A
NA

applicable
NA

NA

NA

NA

5

NA

NA

NA

NA

6

NA

NA

NA

NA

Here

AP - Actu-

r

al Points
,

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

...;L

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

N.

11

NA

NA

_4

NA

12

NA

NA

:A

NA

;

P? - Possible
Points
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UNIT

,opulat

UIT II1LE:

VANGE111

Snrvevs

ides

Generic skill objectives:

To understand and use

erms, Eppulation,

and survey

properly.

Prerequisite procoduial

cedural skill objectives:
To he a ,e to :014. whether
a s_-plc accurately represents
a population.

To understand how and
sar-cvs are constructe,i.

Concep

Prerequisite conecptc:

dovcloped:

population
sample
survey
bias
nross-tlhulation

open-ended questions
forced choice questions
rating, scale questions

Readings and/or required supplemental materials:
-rch, Chapters 3
Intro to Social
e, Chapter 11.
The Science

General description of unit activity

5,

.e., what the student does):

Teacher explains and di..- tributes each worksheet;

stJents eomple

to he completed
Worksheet T-2
(Note:
each, it is discussed in class.
in class as oart of a demonstration concerning sampling) .

Teacher responsibilities and suggestions for instructor:
of each idea
The t icher should expand upon and give practical exam.
It
will
be
expecially
helpful
if
the
teacher
collects
examples
introduced.
of surveys (including those used in the college from which, statistics are
Suggested times are flexible and
prepared) to .:'low and discuss in cla5.

can be adjusted according to teacher's intentions.
Work to be handed in/evaluated:

Worksheets J-1 through Jand Suitability.

evaluated on Coherence, Economy, Originality,

TI:1

1:

'5:

10 ;-iinutes (J1,

'3,

14, J5)

40 :-..inutes (32).

TINE FOR STU1)INT CG:IFLLTION OF

:

40 minutes (J2); others done io; htw;oi:ork,

TINE FOR CLASSROOM REV=EW AND ANALYSIS OF

30 minutes (T1, J3, 34. 39).

now does this unit relate to previous and future work:
PREVIOUS:

Builds on concept-indicator distinction introduced in earlier
unics.

Provides basis for Unit 12 (data analysis) and for student's
constriction of his on survey during independent research
project,

UNIT 10

SHEET 3 -1

POPULAT1

AND =:AMPLES

scover!lg
in behavior--1T. seeing whether or not there arc "aws" or "principles"
which can describe and explain the ways people act.
Social :=Glentist!i: ire primarily interested

Although the characteristics of individual people arc of importance,
most social scienti:ii is concentrate their attention on those things which
The survey (and the interview) are
groups of people have in common.
methods they use to discover facts about the behavior and feelings of
groups of people.

Accurately determining the characteristics of a group of people is a
difficult task.
For many of the questions which are of interest to
social scientists, the groups involved are largeoften so large that
it would be impossible to question (with either a survey or an interview
every peron in the grow;
FOR EACH OF THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS BELOW, NAME THE GROUPS WHICH WOULD
HAVE TO BE QUESTIONED IN ORDER TO GATHER EVIDENCE WHICH WOULD HELP
ESTIMATE, IF YOU CAN, THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN
ANSWEE THE QUESTION.
EACH GROUP
A.

QUESTION:

Are women smarter tha-

GROUPS:
B.

QUESTION:

Are :oday's teenagers more honest than teenagers were in the
pasl?'

CROUPS:
C.

QUESTION:

Are Americans who go to church regularly more polite than
those Who don't?

GROUPS:
D.

QUESTION:

Who has the hi;,hest income:

doctors, lawyers, or dentists?

GROUPS:
E.

QUESTION:

Do college students who sit in the front row in their
classrooms pay more rttention than those who sit in the back?

WER:
F.

QUESTION:

Does violence on television have a bad effect on children?

ANSWER:
2.

Part of the difficulty in answering questions like those listed above
comes from the loose way in which the question defines the group to be
studied.
Re

ite each question so that the groups

QUESTION A:

be studied are clearly defined.

LION B:

QUESTION C:

QUESTION D:

QUEST ON E:

QUESTiON F:

Obviously, even if the question a social scientist asks clearly defines
the groups to be studied, it is impossible to question every member
of the group. The survey,and interview are methods of estimating
a group's characteristics by gathering data from a few members who
represent the group.
In the language of social scientists, the groups to be studied are called
populations and thetetual persons questioned are known as samples of the
F')-r example, In order to det--:rmine how many students at
population.
this college have seen a movie in the las. week, you might select 100.
and
students for questioning. The 100 students would be your

they would represent, hopefully, the actual behavior of the larger/
population --all of the students at this college--in whom you are interested.
IN THE TWO LISTS BELOW, MATCH EACH POPULATION WITH THE SAMPLE WHICH WOULD
BEST REPRESENT IT:
SAMPLES
POPULATIONS
Those attending a Chicago
1.
_1 living American women.
medical convention.
All living medical doctors in
Every tenth person who goes
2.
the State of Illinois.
through the doors -of a 1 zal
hospital.

Men between the ages of 30 and
50.
3.

Every one-hundreth woman listed
in the local telephone directory.

4.

Every person between the ages
of 18 and Z3 sitting in, section

People in poor health.

College students who attend
football games.

4B of the,,stands in last week 'S
footballfgame.

UNIT 10

WORKSHEET J-2

INSTRUCTI)NS TO T::ACHER

This unit is designed to d 1t ustrato dramatically
limits of sampling. Students who are unsophisticated
usually grossly over- or under-estimate the value of
consequently, the value of studies based on samples).

validit. and
probability theory
ling (and,

A dramatic beginning is to ask each student to "think of a,number from
one to four and write it down." The teacher then predicts that approximately
50% of the students will have written down the number 3 and that about 25%
will
have written 2. This never fails to impress students (and,
incidentally,
illustrates a major problem in survey construction--the strong tendency of
subjects to choose the third of four alternatives in multiple choice
questions). Point out, of course, that the natural
probability is-for each
of the four numbers to occur 25% of the time.
MATERIALS

EDEDI:

--box (shoebox or small cardboard box) or large manila
envelope.
--distinct items which will fit the box or envelope
(e.g., computer cards in two colors, marbles in two
colors, pieces of white chalk and colored chalk).

1.

Begin by announcing that there are 100 itcns in the box and that they
represent 100 people being surveyed or interviewed. The items inthe
box are the population we are interested in studying.

2.

Pose the problem:
all the people in the population cannot be studied
directly (because they are unwilling, too numerous, unreachable, etc.
The nature of the population must be determined by studying samples
drawn from it.

Name the concept being studied (color of chalk, etc.) and give it a
symbolic meaning:
e.g., the white computer cards are Democrats, the green
ones are Republicans; white pieces of chalk favor capital punishment,
colored pieces oppose it; etc..
Draw a sample from the box. Without announcing your intentions, draw
a heavily biased sample7-for example, pick out'10 colored pieces of chalk.
Have students write the results on their sheets, then have them estimate,
on the basis of the sample, the number of colored pieces of chalk in the
actual population.' Repeat this twp more times unless a student raises
the bias question; if the question occurs, discuss it; if it doesn't
occur, bring it up for discussion after the third sample is drawn.
5.

Now draw three random samples, returning each to the box before the next
sample is drawn. After each, have students estimate the population.
-Ask for estimates and discuss the range of class estimates.

6.

Discuss the question of sample size and reliability (or the probability
that the sample accurately represents the population). Increase sample
sizes on the next three-trials, and ask students to estimate the
population again.

Finish with a ;everal discussion of samples, population, representativeness,
sampling methods (random, structured, quota, systematic, etc.), and
discuss the soci.11 scientific assumption that underlies sampling meth_ IsContrast this
that there are regularities underlying human behavior.
to humanistic methods (in which the focus of study is ef individuals
rather than groups), and the humanistic assumptions (which, at base,
are very similar to those of social science) that the study of one
indiVidual provides insights into all individuals.

Additional
1.

estions:

teacher can, if he wishes, use this exercise to practice,or
figuring percentages
review some elementary statistical skills:

(e.gif 3 objects in'a sample of 5 are white, what percentage are
white? '.'What is 60% of 100--that 5.s,how can the percentage from the
mple be extended to the population).
2.

After a few trials, the numbers
Averages (means) can also be taught.
or percentages from previous trials can be averaged for a more
confident estimate of population characteristics. This can be
related to a brief discussion of I2p/ication.

UNIT 10

WORKSHEET J 2

SAMPLES

In this exercise, you will be asked to estimate or Infer from a SAMPLE the
nature cf a POPULATION from which the sample was dralwa. 100 subjects are
in the POPULATION.

SAMPLE
SIZE

TRIAL
1

TRIAL
2

TRIAL
3

TRIAL
4

TRIAL
5

TRIAL
6

TRIAL
7

TRIAL
8

TRIAL
9

NUMBER OF
WHITE OBJECTS
IN SAMPLE

ESTIMATES OF ACTUAL POPULATION

WHITE
OBJECTS

COLORED
OJECTS

UNIT 10

WOPKSHEET J-3

INTERPRETING SURVEY 1NFOPMATION

ale attempts to collect a variety of information which will
to ry
the ref:(ifcher to see if people's feelings and attitudes can a
Thus, the researcher must
particular issue vary in some regular way.
discover two things in the survey.
!lost

A.

The characteristics of the people taking the survey
age, sex, political party, income, etc.), and

their

The opinions, beliefs, feelings, and attitudes of the people
taking the survey toward some issue.
Once the researcher has collected this information, comparisons Lan be made
using variables selected from each group.
For example, suppose a researcher survey, 100 people, asking each the
following questions:
A.

What sex are you?

(circle one)

MALE

FEMALE

Do you believe that capital punishment is an effective deterrent
NO
(circle one)- YES
against crime?
After counting the replies, the researcher can then construct a chart
in which the two variables (sex, attitude toward capital punishment) are
cross - tabulated:

MALE

FEMALE

TOTALS

32

l 5

47

13

40

53

45

55

100

FAVORS CAPITAL PUN-

ISH=

OPPOSES CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
TOTALS

the results here,are imaginary, and provided only as an example; in a
(NOTE:
real survey, the researcher would undoubtedly ask more questions and give
respondents additional choices such as "undecided," "don't know," etc..)

The value of this kind of analysis should be clear from inspecting the
Obviously, there is a clear connection between the sex of the person
answering the question and attitude toward capital punishment: on the average,
men seem to favor it and women oppose it. If all we had to look at were the
totals, we might conclude that people wer2 about evenly split on the issue
(or opposed it slightly). We can also see from the chart that more women than
men were surveyed.
chart.

The following two questions represent surveys and their rf-bults.
the questions below.
1.

Answer

In a survey on atittudes toward the candidates in an upcoming election, a
researcher asks:
Which candidate (Allen, Barker, or Church) will you vote for?
(2) What sex are you?
under 18, 18 to 21, 22 to 34, 35 to 54,
(3) Which age group are you in:
55 or older.
(1)

abulation char-Ls present the results!

The following
R

ALLEN
MALES
EMALES

TOTALS

50

100

86

3

136

153

BARKER

CPIRCH

Under 18
31

3

38

1:i

25

26

15

22 - 34

30

41

11

- 54

35

28

15

over 54

43

20

10

18 - 21

61

lll`RCI1

,

Study the results, then answer the following questions:
A.

How many people were surveyed?

B.

Was there a difference in candidate preference ace
of the voter? If so, what kind of difference?

C.

Which candidate has the greatest supper
among young people
among old people (1

ding to the sex

those under_ 8 )?

those over 54)?

among women?
D.

If only those 18 and older can vote, which candidate seems most likely
to win?

DOes there seem to be any relationship between age of voter and
candidate preferred? Discuss what evidence led you to this conclusion.

Church were to withdraw from the race, how would it affect the other
two candidates chances of election?

G.

If Allen were to withdraw, how would it affect the other two candidate's
chance ??

One other cross - tabulation chart could have been drawn from the survey dat
What would it show?

A

_cher give
survey to 300 collvge students. Aft
ana
the responses, he constructs the following cross-tahulation
chart

full time part time
under 17

30

17

AGE

over 20

live at
home

dormitory
other

17

35

19
20

16

40

18

Male

16

25

20

40

20

35

16

2.

English

22

Pol. Sci.

18

Sociology

12

Art

21

15

Education

18

20

History

20

40

Other

17

30

Fresh.

Soph,

Junior

Senior

25

15

15

15

50

55

30

10

20

35

20

10

On the basis of these charts, -write
been included in the survey:

FeMale

a list of

6

s which must have

The researcher could have constructed, with his in
ormation, 12 other
cross-tabulation charts, each showing the iuteract on of two variables.
Which ehatts could he have constructed:
interrelation of

(1)

and
NInd

and

B.

(Cont'd.)

interrelation ai (4)

and
and

and
and
and

(9)

and

(10)

and

11)

and

(12)

and

UNIT 10

1.

WORKSHEET J-4

SAD-_N_ AND SAMPLE BIAS

Choosing a sample which accurately represents the 22pulation in whic
If youa-sample is not
you are interested is a difficult process.
representative of the population, then you introduce into your study what
in each of the cases listed below,
social scientists call sample -bias.
the researcher has made one or more errors in choosing a representative
sample; explain, in each case, why the choice of sample would bias
the evidence obtained.
A.

To find out how American women feel about the next presidential
election, a political scientist interviews waitresses in.restaurants
in the ten largest American cities.

B.

In order to determine the causes of divorce, a sociologist mails
questionnaires to all women in- a certain city who receive alimony
payments.

C.

In a study of the effect,of inflation on food costs, and economist
makes telephone calls to local dentists and asks each how much his
family food bills have increased in the past three months.

To discover the factors which lead to alcoholism, a psychologist mails
surveys to all those convicted of drunk driving within the last year.

In a survey designed to discover the qualities which make teachers
effective, questionnaires are distributed to college faculty members
who have taught for more than 30 years.

from an article describing a survey performod as
Read it and atis er tine questions bete'
part of a study on ideology.

Below is a parayy A

i

(Quotation from Jean Lipman-Blumen, "How Ideology Shapes Women's Lives"
cntific American (January, 1972), pp. 34-43.)

In the study I shall describe here, female -role ideology referred
primarily to a woman's system of beliefs regarding the appropriate behavior
The study, which involved an extensive survey
of women with respect to men.
of the life plans of married women, was conducted under the auspices of the
Radcliffe Institute in Cambridge, Mass., in 1968 (before the women's
A detailed questionnaire was
liberation movemeut had had amajor impact).
Out of the
mailed to the wives of graduate students in the Boston area.
1,868 responses a sub-sample of 1,012 wives who had attended college was
-d
The questionnaire inquired into early ehil
selected for analysis.
experiences, academic achievements and plans, past and present family
situations, personal values and life goals.

Does the author indicate how many questionnaires were mailed out?
If
so, how many? If not, can you estimate the number from other facts
provided by the author?

The author states that 1,868 people responded to the survey.
others to whom the questionnaire was mailed did not respond.
might this bias the sample?

Evidently,
How

Only 1012 of the questionnaires returned were used in the analysis. Why
do you think the researcher excluded the other 856 responses from the
analysis?

D.

What biases might affect the answers given on those surveys which were
used in the analysis.

UNIT 10

WOUSHEET J-5

SURVEYS, INTERVIEWS, AND QUESTIONS

The form in which a question is asked determines its possible an,
The English language permits us to form two types of questions.
YES/NO question seeks "yes" or "no" as the answer.
Did you eat yet?
is she married?
Were you there?

The

Are you sleepy?
Are cows carnivorous?
Can he sing?

YES/NO questions begin with one of the following words:

DO, DID, DOES,

ARE, WAS, WERE,
AM, CAN, WILL,
SHALL, MAY, COULD,
SHOULD, WOULD, MIGHT,
or MUST

The other form of question in English asks for specific information and
can't be answered with a simple "yes" or "no":
Where were you born?
What time is it?

Who ate my porrid
How do you feel?

These questions, calledWH-Tiestions (because they usually begin with
words having those initial letters), direct the listener to provide a
certain type of information. WE-question words and the information elicited
by each are as follows:
answer is a reason, usually beginning "because..
WHY
answer is the name of a person (sometimes the word is WHOM)
WHO
WHAT -- answer is a noun, usually the name of an object (or, if the
WHAT preceeds a noun in the question, an adjective describingthe
payday, Tuesday, a sunny day)
noun: WHAT day is it? Answer:
WHERE -- answer names a place
HOW -- answer is an adverb or adverbial p4rase, usually specifying a
method, process, or means (e.g., "How did she eat dinner?"
quickly, with her hands, as if she were starving, etc.)
Answer:

The social scientist who wishes to use the survey or interview to gather
information must rely on both types of question. He can use the two types
in a variety of ormats, each of which serves a slightly different purpose:
OPEN-ENDED qdestions do not direct or force the subject to reply in any
These are almost always of the WU-type, and
particular form.
the choice of question word can shape the answer given:
Why did you come to college?
What is your name?
How do you prepare for examinations?
FORCED -CHOICE questions. give the subject a limited number of replies
to choose among. There are several sub - formats;
ALTERNATIVES:

Are you married? (YES or NO)
(MALE or FEMALE)
Sex:
FULL-TIME .or PART-TIME student?

(Preshman

Level in college:

rte 'ndian, Oriental, etc.

white,

Race:

MULTIPLE CHOlcE:

Junior, Sc

So:

Why did you attend this college?
a.
b.
c.

d.

low tuition rate
reputation
social activities
other

(Note that multiple-choice formats often allow the subject to respond
freely by providing a choice like "other")
Occasionally, surveyers will use multiple- choice questions in which
subjects can choose more than one answer:
Which of the following hobbies are you interested in (check
off all those which apply):
a.

b.
c.

bowling
archery
squash

d.
e.

f.

photography
mountaineering
other
specify:

prepared
RATING or SCALE questions direct the subject to choose a point on a
scale for his answer:
How frequently do you attend movies?

OFTEN

4

2

1

SELDOM

OCCASIONALLY

NEA.

1-.

Compared to other instructors you have had, how would you rate the
teacher of this course?

2

ONE OF
THE BEST

AVERAGE

BETTER T
MOST

4

5

ORSE T
MOST

ONE OF
THE WORST

Imagine you are a social scientist interested in the television viewing
the
habits of college students. Write two survey questions in each of
produce
evidence
that
might
help
you
-categories below which would
study this subject:
A.

OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS

(2)

FORCED -CHOICE

liONS

(1)

(2)

C.

RATING or SCALE QUESTIONS (1)

survey is to order the questions in
Part of the strategy in constructing a
questions usually do not
some logical progression. For example, OPEN-ENDED (e.g., "What is your
prejudice the subject toward any particular answer
suggest several alternatives
favorite food?") while FORCED-CHOICEAuestions"Which
food is your favorite:
choose (e;g.,
among which the subject has to
Thus it is wise to ask the OPEN-ENDED
spinach, ice cream; yogurt, gruel).
the reverse order, one of the alternatives
question first; if they are asked in
show up as the answer to the
from the FORCED-CHOICE question is likely to
OPEN-ENDED one.

questions you wroLo above in-a single
If you were to ask all of the
them in,jput 1st, 2nd, .3rd, etc.,
survey, what order would you place
next to each question):
QUESTION A(1)

QUESTION A(2)
QUESTION B(1)
C.

QUESTION B(2)
QUESTION C(l)
QUESTION C( -2)

for putting the questions in
Explain briefly the reasons you have
order:

UNIT 10

EXAMPLE OF MEASURING COAL-DIRECTED ACTIVITY IN ACADEMIC
RESEARCH WITH THE AFOREMENTIONED MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES:
A WORKSHEET USED FOR STATING A RESEARCHABLE QUESTION IN LIST 101:
INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL SCIENCE

APPROPRIATE NEASUREMENT=PRINCIPLES FOR WORKSHEET
1.

Purporsiveness
a.

b.

Clarity
Coherence

2. 'Self-directedness
a,
Economy
b.
Originality
c.

OPERATIONAL. DEFINITIONS OF

Suitability'

UALITY FOR MEASUREMENTPRIMCIPLES-

Purposiveness
a.

Coherence in rationale

(4) - Th
n
of the answer is logically related to the purpose
of the ques ion.

(3) - The meaning of the answer is somewhat vague-given the purpose
the qudstion.

(2) - The meaning of the.answer isnot directed to the question; a
confusion of the question's purpose or meaning may be present
in the student.
1) - The response is inadequate to a degree which' ails for tutorial
intervention concerning -the nature of the project, its goals,
methods,
Self-directedness
-Economy

(4) - The selection of response. makes it
point with a minimum of words,
is not redundant, and is sufficient to satisfy the purpose.

- The selection o response May be redundant, wordy, and incomplete,
but it does point towards a satisfactory fulfillment of the purpose.
3

The response must be limited both in length and kind in o der to make
further work possible.
.

.

- The response is inadequate,. to a dggrep which calls for tutorial
intervention to help the practice of brevity and clarity in statement,
and, in the critical thinking Skills of inference -and judgement.

0 iginality
(4) - The selection of response shows origiial1ty in the statement of ideas
to be studied and in the indicators whigh will allow collectidn-:
evidence to support claim or answer questions.

- The selection of response reflects previous model answers -given to
class. , but is adequate in light of question being asked.
(2) - The selection Of\response is stereotyped to a degree-that reflects
a lack of seriougnesS in the attempt to answer questions in an
independent manner.
\

(1) - The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to help individual think of personally meaningful
responses,
c.

Suitability (_

purpose..

(4) - The selection of response is appropriate for the nature of the question.
(3) - The selection. of response is not exactly suited to the nature of
the question, but it-demonstrates an attempt-to logically,respond.

(2) - The selection of respon e is unsuitable to question posed in a
degree that 'shows misunderstanding of the question.
-)

inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
(1) - The response
intervention to review student's comprehension of project goals;
also, to provide drill exercise in critical thinking skills of
analogy, inference, and judgement.

i
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SHEET

WORKSHEET 1.1

PURPOSIVENESS

SELF-DIRECTEDNE S

QUESTIONS/
4 - Good

PRO=

Ma,;:Loherence

Oriinalit

Econom:

PP

3 - Satisfactory
2 - Improvement
Needed

1 - Inadequate

NA

Not

Applicable
Here

AP

Actual
Points

UNIT 10

WORKSHEET J-2

WORKSHEET

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS

PURPOSIVENESS

SCORE

QUES

TIONS/
PROCEDU

Clarity

Coherence

Originality

Economy

Suitability

KEY

AP

4 - Good
All

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 - SatIsfactory

2

Im-

provement

NeeM
1adequate

;NA - Not
.applicable
Here.

A?

Actu-

al Points

PP - Possible

Points

0

0

4

,1

WORKSHEET

PUZPOSIVENESS

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS
KEY

QUESTIONS/

Good

PROCEDURE

Uri,inalit

Econo

Suirabilit

Satisfactory
'-.Improvement

Needed

- Inadequate
NA - Not

Applic ble
Here

Al = Actual,

Points
PP

Possible
Points

11

NA'

NA

12)

NA

NA

UNIT 10

WORKSHEET J-4

1

SHEET

PURPOSIVENESS

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS
KEY

SCORE
UES-

TIONS/
4 - Good

PRO-

,

I

- Satisfactory

1

1A

NA

NA

NA-

B,

NA

NA

NA

C

NA

NA

NA

D

NA

NA

NA

E

NA

NA

NA,

2A

NA

NA

NA

Lk

NA

NA

MA

NA

NA

NA

2 - Improvement
Needed

1 - Inadequate'

---

NA - Not

Applicable

C

NA

D

NA

-------

---

Here

AP s Actual
Points'

PP -Tossi$le
Poi

5

Lf

;
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WORKSHEET J-5

UORKSHEET

PVT

IVENESS

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS
SCORE

QUES-

KEY

TONS/
4 = Good

PRO-

3 - Satisfactory
NA

2 - Improvement
Needed

NA

Inadequate

NA

1

NA

NA - Not

Applicable
NA
Here
NA
NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA,

NA\

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

AP - Actual
Points

PP - Possible
Points

NA

NA

4

UNIT

IDEAS AND RESEARCH IN SOCIAL SCIENCE

11

UNIT TITLE:

Other Meth ds

Additional Evident-

BLUM/SEA

Sett .n

Generic skill objectives:

To learn how physical trace.evidence, performance test evidence, and
physical test evidence are used by social scientists.
To distinguish among naturalistit, quasi-experimental and experimental
settings.
To underStand why control of variables is important in social science.

Procedural skill- objectives:

Prerequisite procedural skills:

To identify jconcepts, given indicators.
To conceptualize, Toughly, research
designs.

Concepts developed:

Prerequisite concepts:

physical trate evidence
performance testing
physical test evidence
Galvanic Skin Response
control (of variables); controlled experiment
Readings and/or required supplemental materials:
Intro to Social Research, Chapter
The Science Game, Chapters 4 - 7
General description of unit activity (i. e., what the student does):
Teacher introduces Worksheet K-.1 by outlining the types of evidence,
covered and by defining and illustrating (for question 2) "eye-hand coordination,"
"risk," and "corNentration." This should reinforce the notion of concept.
For question 3, he teacher shoUld explain,further the concept"group involvement."
After discussilE the results, Worksheet.K-2-should-be distributed. ,,The
results to K-2 ought.-to be f011Owed by a major discussion of, setting (using
all_the methods previously introduced) and the value Of studies which control
the number of variables involved.

Teacher responsibilities and suggestions for instructor:

Use numerous examples (drawn from.the teacher's own knowledge and
experience) to illustrate the.new method's, the differences among settings,
and the concept of control:
After Worksheet K -2 has been completed and discussed, it might be useful
for the instructor to lead aclass discussion in the design of a study in
which all the methods and concepts presented could be synthesized. A subject
which has proven effective in the past is this:
ask the class to design a
research study to answer the question "what is funny?" ThiS may be cast in a

_t

tional form:
you arc a
executive and are. chnrgee
production of
new comedy television show which must
have wide appeal
(in order to sell advertising space).
How would you determine whit kind
of-comedy would- attrjet the most viewers?

Work to be handed in/evaluated:

Worksheets K-1 and K-2, evaluated in
terms of Coherence, Economy,
Originality, and Suitability.
TIME FOR CLASSROOM

PRESENTATION/EXP

LIME FOR STUDENT COMPLETION OF WORK:

ATIONS:

25 minutes (before"
(before K-2).

10 minutes

homework.

TIME FOR CLASSROOM REVIEW AND ANALYSIS
OF WORK:

40 minutes (for K-1);
30 minutes (for K-2).

How does this unit relate to previous
and future work:
'PREVIOUS:

FUTURE

Expands students' knowledgeof useable
considerations of setting and.control methods; introduces
to methods previously
learned.

Prepares students for the design of
their own research project.

I
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OTHEF

`;l .LET E-1

H

AND
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r

r vi.
are perho
-the moly, t!,,,a of
Liciol
Altbotn* 01-,irvot
nr not the only m
scientific mi2thods fur atl,c ring evidence,
in addition to the
.available to collect date concerniaT human behavior.
social scicrith:t

PHYSICAL TRACE EVIDENCE;

phys ical evidence which rclr,ai.tas behind,

on activity is complete(
Si
hello
scientists ore interested in stndvinr behavior and
since behavior (if it has not been observed or if
those involved in it have not been !--:nrvemen,

disappe, physical trace evidence is oft.:1
It can be used only when the behavior
to be studied leaves behind a trace
troc,

very tnx!ful,

for exaMple:

--A student's notohoo contains a physical trace
of the studont:s'activi_-: (nntetnhing

clas.
--Paths vorn in the grass on campus aro phvs i col
traces ol,the Toutes taken by _yople walkinL, between

of wear' on desks and chairs are physical
_es of seatine-natterns in classes.
1.

Each of the following describes a piece or type `of physical evidence
which might serve as a record of behavior. This evidence, therefore.
could be used as an indicator of some concept a social scientist
None a concent° which could he studied resin; tip
wanted to study.
physierci oviclence, anti ey.nlajn briefly- why the physical evidence vou d
be useful
an in 'cator oi thatc-concept.
A.

EV1DENCL:
CO.ZCEPT:

mon

telephone bills

sociability (or friendliness)

EXPLANATION OF EVIDENCE'S USE AS INDICATOR OF CONCEPT:
Sociable (or friendly) people are those who have many friends and
who spend time talking with their friends. A person with a high
telephone bill makes many calls, and therefore, spends much time
It is likely that a high telephone bill indicates
talking with people.
that a person is friendly.
a

T.

EVIDE CE:

kinds of ridgazincs seen in a person's house

CONCEPT:

EXPLANATION 0

EV DENCE'S USE AS INDICATOfl OF CONCEPT:

C.

EVIDENCE:

numb__ cf ashtrays found in

hou--

CONCEPT:

EXPLANATION CAP EVIDENCE'S USE AS INDICATOR OF CONCEPT:

D.

EVIDENCE;

Wear (i.e., difference in size before and after c
chalk in a teacher's class

CONCEPT:

EXPLANATION OF EVIDENCE'S USE AS INDICATOR OF CONCEPT:

Another important source of evidence comes froM physical testing.
Testing can be applied either to people or to physical objects:
PERFORMANCE TEST EVIDENCE:

evidence which results from constructing and
administering tests which evaluate a Person's
(or animal's) performance in a particular
task,
Examples are numerous:
academic
paper-and-pencil tests of vocabulary size,
mathematical ability, knowledge of-ancient
Creek history, etc..
In addition, there are
performance tests of non-intellectual
abilities:
putting a.disassemhled carburetor
together, broad- jumping (and other athletic
events), finding the best route through a maze,
etc..

2.

A carefully planned and administered performance test can produce extre ely
accurate data concerning a person's behavior and abilities. Make up
and describe a performance test by which you could measure any one of
these three concepts:
-EYE-RAND COORDINATION (the ability to use information acquired
through the eyes to direct the actions of the hands)
- -WILLINGNESS TO TAKE RISKS
--ABILITY TO CONCENTRATE
A.

Name the concept you will test for:
Describe the test you have designed:

Explain why you believe this test will accurately measure the concept:

D.

What other sources of evidence (i.e., other than performance
testing) are there for this concept.
Explain.

A final widely-used form of testing, more popular perhaps in the natural
sciences than in the social sciences, is physical testing.
PHYSICAL TEST EVIDENCE:

evidence derived from tests applied to physical
objects. Measurements and tests can be made
both on living and inanimate objects.
Physicaltests' performed on human beings
include:
--measuring height
--measuring weight
--measuring blood pressure
--counting the number of times the heart
beats per second
--determining the alcohol content of the blood
or breath

Physical tests performed on inanimate

objects

include:

--radioactive carbon -14 dating (to determine the
time at which organic artifacts died)
--measuring density (or specific gravity)

-elements\
R °chemical _nalysis (to determine which are

present in some complex substance)
--spectrographic analysis (to determine from
the light of a burning substance what
elements are present in the substance--e.g.,
a distant star)
.

One physical test often used in the social sciences is the GALVANIC
SKIN RESPONSE. This test is based on the fact that the electrical
conductivity of human skin changes under emotional stress. In the test,
electrodes are attached (usually to the arm) in two places, and a weak
electrical current (which the subject cannot feel) is passed from-one to
the other.
Changes in the strength of the current indicate changes in
the emotional stress felt by the subject.
(This- test is one of the most
important components of a lie detector.)

ienttst who wishes to study whether
Suppose ye u are a social
lock of jroup involvement (being part of a group OT being
out of a group) produces emotional stress, Briefly describe a
lc
study (using the Galvonic Skin Response--or CSR) which would produce
evidence that would enable you to answer this question.
(Coni'd. )

UNIT 11 VORKSHEET K-2

NATUR, LISIIC AND EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS

The methods used to collect data by social scientists can be used in a
The:setting chosen for the application of a particular
variety of settings.
method often determines the validity of the results obtained.
NATURALISTIC SETTINGS;

As the word implies, these are "natural" or "everyday"
situations, settings which have not been manipulated
For example, a sociologist
or changed by the scientist.
studying eating habits could quietly observe people
in a public restaurant; the people being observed
would not be aware that a study was being conducted,
and their behavior would be "natural."

EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS:

An experimental setting is one which would not occur
naturally, one which has been arranged by-the
scientist doing the study.
For example, an economist
interested in gambling behavior could give
subjects a certain number of chips and have them
play roulette in A laboratory where he can watch
and record their behavior.

QUASI-EXPERINENTAL
SETTINGS:

There are in-between the other two:, settings which
occur naturally, but where some conditions have been
For example, a
altered by the experimenter.
psychologist interested in the effect of food color
on eating habits might convince a restaurant to use
artificial food colorings to alter the meals they
serve (e.g., green meat, red milk, blue cookies)

Each of these settings can be used with a variety of methods
its assets and faults.

and has

if a
Control of the number of variables in a study is often useful:
scientist wants to see whether crowded rooms make people nervous, he
might want to limit or control other factors (such as tiredness, social
That kind of
situation, etc.) that often cause people to be-nervous.
setting is most useful in controlling the number of variables being
studied? Why?

Self-consciousness often makes people change -their behavior. If you
know, for example, that a certain teacher has a theory that "A"
students sit in the first row of seats in class, you may change your
seat or choose to sit somewhere. that you would not ordinarily sit.
Which kind of setting is least likely to make people self-conscious?

Why?

Make up an exa pie of each of the following:
A.

an observation conduced in a natural

B.

a survey conducted in an _ex eriinentai setting

C.

a performance -test conducted in a quasi-e)iarei-imental setting:

D.

an observation conducted in an experimental

tic sSL_LLiaa;
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UNIT 11-

WORKSHEETS K-1 and K-2

E. EXAMPLE CF MEASURING COAL- DIRECTED ACTIVITY IN ACADEMIC
RESEARCH will THE AFOREMENTIONED MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES:
A WORKSHEET USED FOR STATING A RESEKRCRABLE QUESTION IN LBST 101:
INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL SCIENCE
APPROPRIATE MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES FOR WORKSHEET
Purposiveness
Coherence
a.

Seif- directedness

2.

a.
b.
c.

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF
1.

UALT

_

Economy
Originality
Suitability

FOR MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES

Purposiveness

Coherence in rationale
(4) - The meaning, of the answer is logically related to thepurpose
of the question.
- The meaning of t "e answer is somewhat vague given the purpose
of the question

'(2) 7 The meaning of the answer is-not directed to the question; a
confusion of the question's puypose or meaning may be present
in the student.
- The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention concerning the nature of the project, its goals,
- methods, etc..
2.

Self-di ectedness
a. 'Economy.

(4) - The selection of response makes its point with a minimum of words,
is not redundant, and is sufficient to satisfy the purpose.
- The selection of response maybe redundant, -wordy, and incomplete,
but it does point towards a satisfactory fulfillment of the purpose.
(2) - The response must be limited both in length and kind in order to
make further work possible.
(1) - The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
,--intervention to help the practice of brevity and clarity in
statement, and, in the critical thinking skills 'of inference and
judgement,

b.

21710pa_14),

(4) - The selection of response shows originality in the statement of
ideas to he studied, in the indicators which will allow collection
of evidence to support claim or answer questions, and in overall
design of the study.
- The selection of response reflects previous model answers given
to class, but is adequate in light of question being asked.
(2) - The selection of response is stereotyped to a degree that reflects
a lack of seriousness in the attempt to answer questions in an
independent manner.
- The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to help individual think of personally meaningful
responses.
c.

Suitability (to purpose)

(4) - The selection of response is appropriate for the mature of the question.
(3) - The selection of response is not exactly suited to the.nature of
the question, but it demonstrates an attempt to logically respond.
(2) - The selection of response is unsuitable to que.;tion posed in a
degree that shows misunderstanding of the question.

(1) - The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to _review student's comprehension of project goals;
also, to provide drill exercise in critical thinking skills of
analogy, inference, and judgement.

UNIT 11

WORKSHEET K-1

ORKSHEET

PURPOSIVENESS

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS
KEY

QUES-

TIONS/
4 - Good'

PROCIDURZS

Ori inaliry

Econom

Suicabilic

3 - Satisfactory

Ioprovement

2

Needed

1 - Inadequate

NA - No

Applicable
Here

AP - Actual
Points

-

Possible
Points

UNIT 11

WORKSHEET K-2

WO? -

SHEET

PURPOSIVENESS

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS

QUESTIONS/
PRO-

Good

CEDURE

Satisfactory

Improve,

Needed

1 - Inadequate

NA -Not
Applicable
Here

AP - Actual
Points

FP dlossible
Points

UNIT

12

IDEAS

D RES

UNIT TITLE:

1N SOCIAL SCIENCE

BLP 0PANGE

DessElkliyo Stati t1CS

Generic skill objecti
To learn bow stitistical

measures are used in social science research.

Procedural skill objectives:

requisite procedural skills:

To calculate maximum, minimum,
range, mode, median, and mean.
Concepts developed:

Prerequisite concepts:

Measures of central tendency
maximum
minimum
range
mode
median
mean
Readings end/or required supplemental materials:
Intro to Social Re e
h, Chapter 6.
The Science Came, Part
Chapters 8 - 11.
General- description of unit activity (

What the student doe s

Teacher explains general idea of statistics,
hands out Worksheet L.
After student completes Worksheet L, teacher
reviews it, working through
each problem.
Teacher responsibilit

and suggestions for ins

actor;

Teacher should demonstrate how simple graphs (bar,
line, and pie) can be
used to describe a distribution.
Teacher can, if -he wishes, expand unit
and the "normal" distribution.

cover variance, standard deviation,

Work to be handed in/evaluated:

Worksheet L

TLME FOR CLASSROOM PRESENTATION EXPLANATIONS:
TIME FOR STUDENT COI4PLETION OF WORK:
TIME FOR CLASSROOM REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF WO

'nutes preparation.

50 minutes discussion.

How does this

:nit

to previous and future work:

PREVIOUS:

Showt; how data co1Jrcted

FUTURE:-

Provides basis for further analytical procedures used in
Unit 17.

various methods can be analyzed.

WORKSHEET L
t

UNIT 12

BASIC DMRUPTiVE STATiSTICS-

Statistics refers to the collection, organi/.0tAon, and analysis of
data---of numbers which rpmsent charaeteristi.us of the people in whom
social scientists are intereted. The numbers themselves may he collected
through any of. the methods available to the social scientist: surveys,
observations, testing, etc..
Since,social:..eientists usually :study only a sample of the population in
which they are interested, i1 is' important for them to use the data they
collect carefullyto build their arguments and interpretations on the basis
One of the first steps in this process
of the evidence they have collected.
There are only a few important
is the simple deLcripS.J2h of the data.
descrLptive statistics:
IND-MI, MAXIMUM, AND FA!!(1E

1.

These statistics show, at a glance, the spread of numbers the scientist
has collected. Say, for example, a psychologist is interested in the question
of whether people watch more television as they grow older. lie interviews
9 people and asks each their age and how many hours of TV they watch each
week.
lie bight obtain the following figures:
ACE

SUBJECT.

MIThIBER OF HOURS OF TV WATCHED
12
25
30
18

23
15
72

1
2
3
4

9

5
6
7..
8

45
35
23
38
13

9

9

10
10
22
27

The MAXIMUM and MINIMUM figures for each variable can be obtained simply
The RANGE is the difference between
by inspecting the numbers in each column.
the MAXIMUM and,MINIMUM, calculated by subtracting the smaller from the higher
number:

NUMBER OF-HOURS OF TV WATCHED

ACE
-----

Maximum:
MInimum:
Range:

72
9

63

-Maximum:

Minimum:
Range:

30
9

21

A.

If subject 3 (the 72 year old) had not been a part of the sample, what
would have been the-Maximum,.Minimum, and Range figures for age?

B.

If subject 3 had not been a part of the sample, what would the Maximum,
Minimum, and Range figures for Numbers of Hours of TV Watched have been?

2.

MODE, MEDIAN, A!.1) MEAN

Maximum, Minimum, and Range are somewhat "crude" statistics, since, although
they give th e general. outlines of a sample, they do not allow one to see the
nature of the figures'vhich compose it. in the example above, these figures would
have been the same if five of the people had been 72 and watched 30 hours of
TV and If the other five had been 9 :VeiT olds watching 9 hours.

The MODE.s-atistic allows one to see if a certain value occurs more than
any other; for example, if most of the people in the sample were .age 16,
16 would be the mode. To calculate the MODE, count the frequency of each
(If
the, one that occurs most frequently is the MODE.
figure that occurs:
than
there is a tie for mostfrequently occurring figure, there is more
one:MODE.
9

A.

What is the MODE for age in the example given in question

B.

What is the MODE for number of hours of TV watched in question 1?.

The MEDIAN is the numerical value of the "middle case;" half the numbers
collected. are larger and half are smaller. To calculate the MED_
put all the numbers from one variable in order (from smallest to largest)
and find the one in the middle.'
A.

The figures. obtained for age, in order, were as follows:
9, 13, 15, 23, 23, 35, -38, 45, 72

(Note that if a number occurs twice, like 23, it is listed twice.)
What is the number which is in the middle?

Using the data given in question 1, figure the MEDIAN numbes o
TV watched?

hours of

The MEAN (or AVERAGE) is.the most used of these three statistics. It is
calculated by adding all the figures obtained for a variable together and
or example, if two people are
then dividing by the number of figures.
measured, and one is 5 feet tall while the other is -6 feet, the MEAN height
is the sum of the two ( 5 + 6 = 11 ) divided by the number of people involved
( 11.; 2 = 51/2 ).) Thu's their MEAN or AVERAGE height is five and one-half
.feet.

A.

Calculate the MEAN age for the sample in question 1?
(23 + 15 + 72 + 9 + 45 + 35 + 23 + 38 + 13) divided by
Figure out the MEAN number-of hours of TV watched?

MODE, MEDIAN, and -MEAN are all referred to as measures of central tendency
because from them, one can estimate how well the data tends to cluster around
some central number. They are extrememly -useful in presentir, and interpreting
data5.

A psychologist finds that a sample of 15 students obtain the following scores
on a stan_.:rdized intelligence test:. 87, 89, 91, 91,- 92, 95, 98, 98, 98, 100,
101, 102, 102, 105, 115. Figure the following statistics:
A.

MINUM:

D.

MODE:,

B.

MAXIMUM:

E.

MEDIAN:

C.

RANGE:

F.

MEAN:

6.

41

The following are the weights of people at the beginning of a diet study'
152 lbs.
284 lbs.

205 lbs.

114 lbs.

163 lbs.

98 lbs

2 lbS4

Compute the following statistics:
A.

MINIMUM:

D.

MODE:

B.

MAXIMUM;

E,

MEDIAN;

C.

RANGE:

f.

MEAN:

184 lbs.
110 lbs.

WORKSHEET L

ANSWER KEY AND EVALUATION

Answers:
1A.

45, 9, 36

3A.

23

5A.

87

6A.

M.

27, 9, 18

3B.

18

58.

115

68.

2A.

23

4A.

30 1/3

5.C.

18

2B.

10

4B.

18 119

5D.

98

6D.

None-all are modes

5E.

98

6E.

152

5F.

97.6

6F.

160.222

Self-D -eLtedness:

284

186

Suitability

(4)--Answer was correct and matches key above.

(3)--Answer does not match key above, but is in same general rangq student evidently made a minor arithmetical error, but used proper
procedure for obtaining result,.
(2)--Answer is not suitable tifi -question; student

nfused terms or used

improper procedure to calculate answer.

(1) Response missing or totally inappropriate to a degree which calls
for tutorial intervention.

UNIT 6

WO

SMEET QUESTIONS /

WORKSHEET F

CULTURAL ANALYSIS

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS

SCORE

KEY

PROCEDURES

4 - Good

Suitability

A?

PP

- Satisfactory

lA
- Improvement
Needed

I - Inadequate

NA - Not

Applicable

Here

4A

.....

- Actual
Points,

PP o Possible
Points

B

UNIT

13

UNIT TITLE:

IDEAS ANI RESEARCH IN SOCIAL- SCIENCE

Formulatin

BLUM /SPANGEHL

arch luestion

Generic skill objectives:
11.
To enable the student to formulate a research question which
based upon measurable concepts, thus suggesting research methods.

is

2.
To help the student formUlate a research question which is perceived.
as socially significant.

Procedural skill objectives:

Prerequisite proCedural skills:

1. The student will construct a
research question which contains
at least two measurable concepts.

1.

Cultural analysis.

2.

Constructing behavioral indicators
which demonstrate a concept in
action.

2. The student will define the concepts bpth nominally and
operatibnally.
3. The student will make a
cultural analysis of the question's
significance.
4. The, student will provide
indicators by which the concepts
can be recognized in human
behavior.

Concepts developed:

Prerequisite concepts:

1. researchable question

1. nominal and operational definitions
2. indicators
3. cultural anal sis

Readings and/Or required supplemental materials:

Labovitz and Hagedorn, Introduction to Social Research (Chapter 2)

Worksheet H
General description of unit activity (i.e., what the student does):

The student completes Worksheet N for homework. Class is spent in
discussing representative research questions, definitions, rationale of
indicators, cultural significance of question, etc..
Half the class should be allowed for small student groups in which they
share with each other their questions.
At this point, as the student is beginning his or her independent
project, the instructor should distribute Independent Project Report #1 (see
specific instructions accompanying the reporting sheet).
It may be collected
at the beginning of the next class, together with any more specific detail
the instructor has requested.

.

Teacher resporlibilities and suggestions for instructo
The teacher should use the example sheet, and at least t to student_
.s examples for the whole class, seeking to bring some awareness of the
need for a question to .have social significance. However, it is important
that a question be personally meaningful to the student.

The small group sharing of questions allows the future reality of
doing the research project to permeate the class. Facilitate the small groups
by walking around the room and answering questions; spur discussion by asking
if-each student fagetting a chance to present their queStion, significance
of question, concept definitions, etc..
Work to be handed in/evaluated:

Worksheet M
It will be scored according to the criteria of PURPOSIVENESS
and SELF-DIRECTEDNESS.
TIME FOR CLASSROOM PRESENTATION/EXPLANATIONS:
TI!

FOR STUDENT COMPLETION OF WORK:

Student peer groups, 30 minutes.

Homework (Worksheet N)

TIME FOR CLASSROOM REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF WORK:

20 minutes at beginning of
class,` review of Worksheet N.

How does this unit relate to previous and future work:
PREVIOUS:

Developing the research question for future research is based
on Unit 8's work on concept development and Unit 9's work on the
development of indicators for concepts. Cultural analysis of a
question can be reviewed in Unit 6's and Unit i's study of
cultural analysis.

FUT-

The research question will be the basis of the independent
research project that is conducted with the help of Units 14-19.
The logical construction of research methods, the logical compilation
and analysis of research results, will all be linked to this
question.

UNIT 13

WORKSHEET M

FORMULATIN A RESEARCH QUESTION

Write your question (which Contains at least
that will be measured):

wo concepts

\

2. What suggested this idea

you?,

3. *at effect would a definitive answer to this question have
on public or private education?

4. What are,the concepts involved in your question?

(b)

(other)
(other)

5. Write nominal and operational definitions for each concept:

Concept A:

Nominal:

Operational:

N

incept B:

(1) Nominal:

(2) Operational:

6. Providr 3 to 5 indicators
recognize the concept occurin

r each concept, so that a researcher -could
in someone's behavior.

These indicators will help yo_ make a behavioral observation of
each
concept; but, they will also help ou design a survey or a performance
test to measure the presence of the concept.
Concept A
Indicator 1
2
3

4
5

Concept B
Indicator 1
2
3

4
5

Other
Indicator 1
2
3

4
5

Other
Indicator 1
2
3

4
5

7. Give the rationale of how and sally each of
your indicators for a Concept
can help you measure that concept.
(Each statement can begin "Indicator
#1 of Concept A can be used to measure Concept
A because..... ", etc.)

SEE EXAMPLE WORICSHET ATTAC

O

UNIT 13

FORMULATING A RESEARCH QUESTION

WORKSHEET M

Write your question (which contains - -a

east

to concepts -hat will

be-measured):

What kinds of classroom activity occur with a liberal teacher?

What suggested this idea to you?
I-think that a teacher who is more open to student opinions,
and who allows the student express himself orsherself freely in a class,
will have interesting kinds of activity for students to participate in.

What effect would a definitive answer to this question have,on public
or private education?
kinds of activity stimulated by liberal teachers would help
-other teachers expand the ways in -which they run classes. A list
,of kinds of activity would help any teacher think of teaching methods--

_at are the concepts-involved in your question?
)

(b)

kinds of activity (classroom)
liberal teacher

(other)

(other)

ite hominal and operational definitions for each concept:

Concept A:
(1) Nominal:

activity (classroom)

activity - a specified form of supervised action.

classroom activity -.an activity suggested by the
(2) Operational:
teacher which takes place during the classroom meeting.
Concept 9:
(1) Nominal:

teacher (libera

)

teacher - one who imparts knowledge of skill
having, expressing, or following views or
liberal
policies that favor the freedom of individuals
to act or express themselves.

Operational:

in b manner cif their own choosing,.

liberal teacher - a teacher who believes in the student's right to
express one's own opinions, and who allows the student maximum
opportunity to show independent thought by providing ,stimulating
classroom- activities.

6.

Provide 3 to .5 indicators for each concept so that a researcher could
recognize the concept occurring in someone's behavior.

Those indicators will help you make a behavioral observation of each
concept; btit, they willalso help you design a surveyor a performance
test to measure the presence of the concept.
Concept A:

clanroom activity

Indicator 1
2
3
4
5

Concept B:

discussion of the topic
in-class written assignment
debate between students
individual presentation
analytic reading of text materials

liberal teacher

Indicator 1
2
3

4
5

asking for student opinion
instituting small group sharing between students
encouraging student presentations
encouraging_ peer tutoring
supporting independent student research

Other

Indicator 1
2
3
4
5

Other

Indicator 1
2

3
4
5
7.

Give the rationale of how and why each'ofyour indicators for a concept'
(Each statement canbegin,"Indicator
can help yoU.measure that concept.
111 of Concept A can-be used to,,Measure Concept A-because...," etc'..)

Concept A Rationale:

indicator-11 measures Concept A because discussion is. a recognizable
classroom activity and the amount that-occurs can be timed.

indicator.#2 measures Concept A'because an in-class written assignment
a recognizable classroom'activity and the amount that occurs can be timed.

Indicator 43 measures Concept A because debate between studenta is a_
recognizable activity and the amount that occurs can be timed.

7.-

(continued)

ilindiyidual presentation is
Indicato 114 measures Concept A because
that
occurs
can be timed.
a recognizab e activity and the amount

Indicator 05 measures Concept A because analytic reading of text
materials is a recognizable activity and the amount that occurs can be timed.
Concept B Rationale:

Indicator #1 measures Concept B because asking.for student opinion
is an activity that is characteristic of,a liberal teacher's class and the
amount of time it is permitted can be timed.
Indicator #2 measures Concept B because instituting small group sharing
between students is an activitythat a liberal teacher would encourage.
and the amount it occurs in his classes can be timed.
Indicator #3 measures Concept B becaUse the encouragement of student
opinion is a characteristic activity of a liberal teacher's class and the
mount of time he encourages the student can be timed.
Indicator #4 measures Concept B because the encouraging of peer tutoring
is a characteristic of the liberal teacher and the amount of time this
occurs can be timed.
Indicator (/5 measures Concept B because the support of independent research
by the teacher is a hallmark of the liberal teacher and the amount of such
support can be deterMined through his statements, worksheets, etc..

UNIT 13

=FORMULATING A

WORKSHEET M

CRADLE QUESTION

ROPRIATE ME S R. ENT PRINCIPLES FORWORKSPEET
Purposiveness
Clarity
a.
Coherence
b.

1.

2.

Self-directedness
a. _Economy
Originality
b.
Suitability
c.

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF
Purposiveness (all of 1,

Performance is
not applicable
to this worksheet
task.

UALITY FOR MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES
and 7)

Clarity Of concept, definition, question, and

a.

3.

a teme

(4) - The question is stated clearly. The concept is stated in no
more than three words; it suggests behavioral indicators; the nominal
and operational definitions are clearly stated and sufficient in
explanatory power.
- Errors in clarity and thoroughness of concept, definition, statement,
and question occur, but the meanings are clear enough to allow
correction of basic ideas presented.

- Some major conceptual or definitional element must be added in order
to allow for further work.
The response is Inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention and drill...(in the formulation of Oblations, concepts,
etc.).
b.

(4)

Coherence in rationale
The meaning of the answer.is logically related to the'purpose of
the question.
- The meaning of the answer is somewhat vague given the pdrpose
of the question.

(2) - The meaning of the answer is not directed to the question; a confusion
of the question's purpose or meaning may be present in the student...
(1) - The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention concerning the nature of the project, its goals,
methods, etc..
2.

Self-directednes
a.

(all of 1,-

The selection of response makes its point with a minimum of words,
is not redundant, and is sufficient to satisfy the purpose.
- The selection of response maybe redundant, wordy, and incomplete,
but it-does point towardsa satisfactory fulfillment of the purpose.

(2) o The respOnse must be limited both in length and !and in order to make
further work possible.

2.

rectednons (Cont'd.)

Sel

esponse is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to help the practice of brevity and clarity in statement,
and, in the critical thinking skills of inference and judgement.

(1) - The

b.

Ori

(4) - The selection of response shows originality in the statement of
ideas to be studied and in:the indicators which will allow collecof evidence to support claim or answer qbestions.
- The selection of response reflects preyftous model answers given to
class,but.is adequate in light of question being asked.
The selection of response. is stereotyped to a degree that reflects
a lack of seriousness in the attempt to answer questions in an
independent manner.

- The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to help individual think of personally meaningful
responses.
_

c.

_

Suitability (to purpose

(4) - The selection of response is appropriate for the nature of the
question.
(3) - The selection of response is not exactly suited to the nature of
the question,: but it demonstrates an attempt to logically respond.
(2) - The -selection of response is unsuitable to question posed in a
degree that shows misunderstanding of the question.

- The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to review student's comprehension of project goals;
also, to provide drill exercise in critical thinking skills of
analogy, inference, and judgement.

-n
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FORMULATING A RESEARCH QUESTION'

WORKSHEET

PURPOSIVENESS

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS
SCORE

KEY

QUESTIONS/
4 - Good
PRO-

=LSlally
NA

1

Cohere7

priOnillity
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SOrabt11.ty

AP PP!.
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2 - Improvement

NA
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NA

NA
1 - Inadequate
NA - Not

Applicable
Here

.....

. .. .

AP - Actual
Points
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other

II

other

5A(1)

A(2)

3(1)

B(2)

other(1)

other(2)

21.1r11.
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PoinL

4
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FORMULATING A RESEARCH qUESTION

WORK=
SHEET

PURPOSIVENESS

,F-DIRECTEDNESS
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CHRIS

Good

4
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Suitabilit

kP PI'1
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I
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1
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FORMULATING A RESEAACH QUESTION

WORKSHEET

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS

PURPOSIVENESS

KEY

SCORE

QUESTIONS/

4 - Cood

PRO-

CEDURES

Coherence

Clarit

LirlinajicLPPPE'

7,

3 - Satisfactory
2 - Improvement-

IConcept A

Needed

.

1 - Inadequate
3

NA - Not

D_._

Applicable

4

here

Concept B

AP - Actual
_IIP,1
Points

PP - Possible
0

.

PoinL.

5

Ocher
Ex2.1
)

3

5

Other

,

,

4
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-__

INDEPENDENT PROJECT REPORTS

INSTRUCTIONS TO

-_

AUER

Units 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17 lead the student through an independent
Each unit is accompanied by a worksheet on which students
research project.
Since
can report those steps .of the project they have already completed.
ultimately,
be
determined
the actual ordering of steps in each project must,
by the individual student's research design and question, these reports enable
Below are
the teacher to remain .informed concerning the student's work.
several suggestions for use of the reports.
(1) Ask each student to check off those research steps he has already
completed. A quick survey of the sheets will allow the teacher to
identify common problems and provide guidance; in addition, the
teacher.will be able to identify those students who are not carrying
out the project at a rate which will insure its completion.
C, (for
Ask students to identify and date each step as follows:
completed), P (for in 2172LI), N (for not pli2.LLe--used only
for the steps listed under "other evidence"). This system allows the
teacher to emphasize, in class discussion, those steps on which
students are currently working.

The instructor may, in addition to the report, require student to
turn in artifacts representing some or all of the research steps
(e.g., a copy of their survey instrument, a copy of their statistical
analysis of the behavioral observation results, etc.).
(4) The report sheets may be returned to students with comments, advice, and
inspirational remarks, or may be retained by the teacher as a
cumulative record of the student's momentum. A good compromise
may be to retain two sheets at all times; this would allow the
teacher to gauge the student's movement during the past two units.

LIAM

LAJErtNUOI rttWaiI AZNAI TL

SURVEY

RESEARCH DESIGN

Have you formulated a
research question?

0 Have you named and

UHave you explored the

[ lave you written a

possibility of personal

survey to gather

narrative description

biases concerning your

information on your

of your research steps?

question which might

research question?

nominally defined the

affect your research

concepts involved in

design?

your research question?
BEHAVIORAL OBSERVATION
Have you operationally
defined the concepts

0 Have you planned a

REPORTING RESULTS

Have you statistically
Have you constructed

analyzed the evidence

the survey instrument

collected by the

and tested it for

various methods used,

clarity?

examining relationships
among the different

0Hav'e you planned a

0 Have you planned a

variables?

involved in your research

behavioral observation

question?

to gather information

system for Selecting

on your research

a sample for your

Have you prepared charts,

question?

survey?

graphs, or tables

El Have you outlined a

.'displayinithe

series of research

procedures which will

Have you planned a

Have you administered

statistical results of

enable you to gather

system for selecting

your survey?

your research?

evidence to answer

a sample for your

your research question?

behavioral observation?

Have you described,
statistically, the

CULTURU MAUS'S

0 Have you considered the

Have you,designed'an

results of your

instrument for recording

survey?

during your behavioral

your question and how a

observation?

OTHER EVIDENCE

description of your
research findings?

analysis of the ,results

of your research, Showing

0 Have you used physical-

definitive answer might

how the results help to

affect or improve

Have you conclvted your

trace evidence as a

answer your research

society?

behavioral observation?

source of information

question?

for your study?

0 Have you explored the

Have you describedi

E Have you used

origin of your question

statistically, the

and its personal meaning

results of your

performance-testing

in your own life and

lehavioral observation?

as a source of

experienc04

.

0 Have you written an

the information gathered

social significance of

0 Have you written a

evidence for your
study?

Have you analyzed the
cultUral background,

Have you used

setting, and forces

physical-testing as

,Jhith might influence

a source of information

your research design?

for your study?
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UNIT TITLE:

BUM

NOFHL

The P.cfle.rch Pc!Agn

Generic skill objectives:

To enable the student to design a research plan that uses
appropriate methods to measure the variables to be studied.
To enable the student to create an ordered plan that allows each
inquiry method selected to support the next method with evidence.
Procedural skill objectives:
The student will review the
concepts of his question
and determine the best methods
in which evidence can be
-gathered.

Prerequisite procedural skills:
1.

Inferring from data

2.

Practice with the various inquiry
methods.

The student will plan a
sequence of methodological
steps in which each step
provides evidence and ideas
that help with the next step.
Concepts developed:
1.

Prerequisite concepts:

research des

evidence

Readings and/or required supplemental.materials':,
: Sanford and Labovitz, Introduction to Social Research (Chapters 2 and 4).
Mck. Agnew and Pyke,- The Science Game (Chapters 5, 6. 7 and 14).

General description of unit activity (i.e.,

the student does):

The student-will be guided through the various steps he must respond to
Lille the example and
on the worksheet in order to create a sood research plan.
other examples of your owl to make clear the importance of having a good
rationale for the research 'plan.
Readings from
Use ar(entire period forthis preliminary explanation.
the social science texts will help give'you Additional material on the logic
a research design.
At the next class meeting, have the student share their. research plans
And rationales with each other in small groups. Select one or two students and
go over their plans with -the whole class.
Ildf,12pdent Project Report 1/2 should be distributed with
_1(sheet N
and returned after the worksheet has been discussed and collected. Full
instructions for the Independent Project Reports ate contained in-Unit

es and su

Teacher

Lions

Actor:

The m ; ijor cntphasi s of this lesson is on m:tLing cnch studc,nt er

a sequential plan of research which has a coherent rationale behind

i

Use direct questioning of each student to get at their thinking on
thod selection and ordering. Use the small group sharing to allow slower
Veer modelling will help.
students to get help from better student-s.

Work to be handed in/evaluated:
Worksheet N:

The Research Design,

The worksheet will be scored according to PURPOSIVE , and SELFDtRECTEDNESS.
/E

FOR CLASSROOM

TIME FOR STUDENT COMPLETION OF WORK:

ATIONS:

Homework

TIME FOR CLASSROOM REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF WORK:
How does this u
PREVIOUS:

FUTURE:

elate

First class meeting; second
class meeting

Second class meeting.

to previous and future work:

The selection of methods to suit the question to be researched has
been prepared- by the previous units which modelled the methods
and Unit' 13 in vhich the research question was developed.
The research design will guide the conduct
independent research project.

inquiry over the

UNIT 14

WOJ

N

THE RESEARCH DESIGN

1.

WHAT IS YOUR QUETION?

2.

WHAT CONCEPTS WILL YOU BE MEASURING IN ORDER TO ANSWER YOUR QUESTION?

WHAT METHODS WILL YOU USE TO GATHER EVIDENCE, I.E. MEASURE GONOLA/fS, IN
ORDER TO ANSWER TILE QUESTION?

WHAT ARE YOUR REASONS FOR SELECTING THOSE METHODS TO GATHER EVIDENCE?

5.

ORDER THE METHODS IN

SEQUENCE YOU WILL USE THEM IN YOUR RESEARCH.

STEP 0

STEP ?
STEP 0
STEP It

STEP #
STEP
6.

(TRY TO BUILD
EXPLAIN CAREFULLY WHY YOU HAVE SELECTED THE ABOVE ORDER.
A RESEARCH PLAN LOGICALLY SO THAT EACH STEP HELPS YOU WITH THE NEXT STEP.)

IN YOUR EXPLANATION, EXPLAIN HOW EACH METHODOLOGICAL STEP GATHERS A KIND
RYING OUT F THE NEXT METHODOLOGICAL
L HELP THE
OF EVIDENCE THAT
STEP.

(SEE AN -E

LE OF SUCH AN EXPLANATION ON NEXT PACE)

PLE
1.

WHAT IS,YOUR QUESTION?

WHAT KINDS OF CLASSROOM ACTIVITY OCCUR WITH A LIBERAL TEACHER?
2.

WHAT CONCEPTS WILL YOU BE MEASURING IN ORDER TO ANSWER YOUR QUESTION?
liberal teachu

3.

kinds

activity (among students),

WHAT METHODS WILL YOU USE TO GATHER EVIDENCE, I.E., MEASURE CONCEPTS,
IN ORDER TO ANSWER THE QUESTION?
behavioral observation
survey
cultural analysis

4.

WHAT ARE YOUR REASONS FOR SELECTING THOSE METHODS TO GATHER EVIDENCE?
This will allow me to determine, according to
behavioral observation:
my definition, who is a liberal teacher. It will also allow,me to
class.
observe the various kinds of activity that occur in such
I will survey several teachers in order to get their opinions
on contemporary issues of education, politics, etc., in order to
gather data which will help me determind7who is a liberal teacher.
survey:

I will survey the students in the classroom of sev-'ral liberal teachers
to see what kinds of activities are most commonly practiced.
I will interpret the survey data in order t40, establish
cultural analysis:
from my understanding who a liberal teacher is. 'After all my evidence
is in from the other methods, I will make some judgments on why certain
activities occur in the classroom of a liberal teacher.

performance testing: In addition to the survey given the teacher, I will
administer a nationally norined test on liberal attitudes to each teacher
to further specify who is liberal and who isn't.
5.

ORDER THE METHODS IN THE SEQUENCE YOU WILL USE THEM IN YOUR RESEARCH.
ample of 10

STEP #1:

Administer national test on liberal attitudes to a
Select the five most liberal.
teachers.

STEP #2;

Survey the five most liberal teachers concerning their.; educational
beliefs and classroom'praCtices.

STEP #

'Survey students in each of their classrooms to abler information
usual classroom practices and the student opinion of these
practices.
determine

STEP 114:

Observe the classrooms of the five teachers in order
if the practices reported do occur.

STEP

cultural
Review the list of actual classroom practices and
analysis of whether these-practices correspond to liberal ideas in
education.

EXPLAIN CAREFULLY WHY YOU HAVE SELECTED THE ABOVE ORDER...EXP
110W EACH METHODOLOGICAL STEP GATHERS A KIND OF EVIDENCE THAT W
THE CARRYING OUT OF THE NEXT METHODOLOGICAL STEP.

N

L HELP

I selected the,perforMance test as the first step because
a
way to avoid any Oersonal,bias on my part in the determination of th_ sample
of teachers I would use,The survey given to five liberal teachers is next because I want moredetailed attitudes from them on.education and I will ask them specifically
what practices they value in classrooms. This evidence will help me be
aware of what kinds of participation to expect.
The survey,given the studenti in these .classrooms will help me see how
they. perceive the classroom activities in which they participate.
Also,their list of activities will help prepare me for what to expect in the
clasgroom observation.
Betweeit the answers of the-teacher and the answers of
the students, I can make an observation instrument of kinds of participation,
:before going into class to observe.

The cultural analysis of the teacher's survey will help me determine if
the kinds of participation he encourageS is in the liberal spirit. The
cultural analysis of the list of activities which actually do occur in
.classes, coupled with the students' perceptions of these activities, will
allow me to make.some,statements about the classroom practices of-liberal
-teachers.

UNIT 14

WORKSHEET N

THE RESE

DESIGN

APPROPRIATE MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES FOR WORKSHEET
clarity, coherence; Self-directedness:
Purposiveness:
economy; originality, and suitability

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS 0_ MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES
Purposiveness (all of 4 and 6)

1.

a.
4)

Clarity of concept; definition:statement

The explanation is stated clearly.
sentence.

The thoughts are complete in each

Errors in clarity and thoroughness of statement occur, but the
meanings are clear enough to allow correction of basic ideas presented.
Some major conceptual or definitional element must be added in order to
allow for further work-

The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention and Arill...(in the purpose and use of the various inquiry
methods; the meaning of evidence, etc.).
1

b.

Coherence in rationale
/

(4)

(3)

.

The meaning of the answer is logically related to the purpose of the
The reasons for selection of methode.and/ r the explanationS
question.
of the logical. sequence' of steps are well done.-.
The meaning of the answer is somewhat vague given the purpose of the
The reasons for selectim of methods, and/or the explanations
.question.
of the logical :sequence of steps can be improved./
The meaning of' the answer is not directed to the/ question; a confusion of
the question's purpose or meaning may be prgsen: in the student.

The respOnse.is inadequate to a degree. which calls for tutorial
intervention concerning the nature of/ he project, its goals, methods,
etc..

,

I

2.

Self-directedness
a.

(4)
.

4 and 6)

Economy

The selection of response makes its point with a minimum of words,
not redundant, and is sufficient to Satisfy the purpose.

(3)

The selection of response May be redundant, wordy, and incomplete,
but it does point towards/a satisfactory fulfillment of the purpose.

(2)

The response must be limited both in length and kind in order to make
further work possible.

(Cont'd.)
(1)

The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial,
intervention o help the practice of:brevityand clarity in statement,
and, in the critical thinking skills of inferenceandjudgement.
b.

Originality

The selection of response shows originality in the statement
of reasons given for selection, and /or ordering of research steps,
and-in the indicators which will allow collection of evidence to support
claim or answer que.,tions.

The selection of response reflects previous model answers given to
class but is adequate in light of question being asked.The selection-of response -is stereotyped to a degree that reflects a
lack of seriousness in the attempt -to answer questions in an independent
manner.

response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial - intervention
help individual think of personally meaningful responses.
c.

(4)

Suitability (to purpose)

The selection of response is appropriate for the nature of the
-question.

(3)

)

The selection of response is not exactly suited to the nature of the
question, but it demonstrates an attempt to logically -espond.
The selection of-response-is unsuitable to question posed in

a degree

that shows. - misunderstanding of the question.
(1)

The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to .review student's comprehension of project goals; also,
to provide drill exercise in critical thinking skills of analogy,
inference, and judgement.

UNIT 14 WORKSHEET N

THE RE EAXCH DOJO

WORKSHEET

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS/

PURPOSIVENESS

KEY

SCORE

prs1

VMS/

4 - Good,

PRO-

CEDRS

Clarity

Cohdrence

Cr i finality

Econom

_Suitabilit

AP PP.%

3 - Satisfactory
2

1.

See student 'question fpm Unit 12

Needed
1

See student concepts

m Unit 12

Improvement

Inadequate

NA-- Not
Applicable
Here

(Score each method/re

according tc all th# criterion)

AP = Actual
Points

PP = Possible
all the,erttIiion)
(Score east method/ xp anation according to

Points

INDEPENDENT PROSE

REPORT #2

0 Have you formula0d a
research question?.

0 Have you explored the

0 Have you planned

Have you named and

question which might

nominally defined the

affect your research

concepts involved in

design?

Have you statistically
analyzed the evidence

0 Have you constructed

collected by. the

the survey instrument

various,methode'used,

d tested it for

examining relationships-

clarity?

you operationally

4

among the different,

'

0 Have. you planned a
variables?

0 Have you planned a

involved in your research

behavioral observation
to gather information

system for selecting

question?

on your research

a sample for your

question?

survey?

0 Have you outlined a

of your research steps?

research question?

BEHAVIORAL OBSERVATION

defined the concepts

narrative description

information on your

your research question?

Dave

0 Have you written a

survey to gather

possibility of personal
biases concerning your

fl

REPORTING RESULTS

SURVEY

RESEARCH DESIGN

0 Have you prepared ;hart:
graphs, or tables,
displaying 'the

series of research
Procedures Which, will

ElHave you planned a

enable you to gather

system for selecting

evidence to answer

a sample for your

your research question?

behavioral observation?

statistical results of

0 Have you administered

your research?

your survey?

0 Have you described,

0 Have you written a
description of your

statistically, the

CULTURAL ANALYSIS

0 Have you designed an
instrument for recording

0 Have you considered the

survey?

the information gathered,

social significance of

during your behavioral

your question and how a

observation?

Have you conducted your

society?

behavioral observation?

analysis of the results

trace evidence as a'

source of information
for your study?

[Piave you described,

origin of your question

statistically, the

and its personal meaning

results of your

in ypur own life and

behavioral obse rvation?

Have you used

performance-testing
as a source of
evidence for your

experience?
study?

0 Have you used

cultural background,
physical-testing as,

getting, and forces
a source of information
which might influence
for your study?

your research design?

Have you written an

OTHER EVIDENCE

0 Have you used physical=

affect or improve

Have,youanalyied the

fl

of your research, showir

definitive answer might

0 Have you explored the

research findings?

results of your

how the results help to
answer your research
question?
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UNIT TITLE:

Constructin

and Adrainisterin

BLU 1 /S1'1 NCI HL

a Survc

Generic skill objectives:

To construct a survey instrument which efieetively elicits the
which is sought.

information,

To administer a survey instrument adequately. and accurately.

PrerequisLe procedural skills:

Procedural skill objectives:

Ability to formulate survey questions
that are Open-ended, forced choice,
rating and specific.

The student will construct a
survey instrument which helps
measure the concepts contained in
the original research question.

'1.

1.

Ability to develop a logical plan
to achieve desired &al.
2.

The construction of the survey
instrument will use the several types
3.
of question studied, such as, forced
choice, rating, open-ended, and specific
answer, in a mix that will both interest
the interviewee and develop with some
validity, the needed information.
2.

Ability to interview.

The student can administer the
survey instrument in a manner which

3.

sought -for

Vief2=ng,atanedr:e=dsc'ghtd:

an

accurate manner.
Concepts developed:
1.

Prerequitite concepts:

See Units 10 and.14.

See Units 10 and 14.

Readings and/or required supplemental mater
Refer to Unit 10 recommended readi
General descr

ion of unit activity (i.e., what the student does):

the student is-engaged in constructing a survey instrument that will be
useful in answring,his:broad research question. He may develop more than one
instrument for more than one population. The advice and, questions are for
him to guide his work.
Use one or more class _riods to have each student answer the 10 questions
You may use small group peer discussions, after
Concerning his instrument.
class meetings with individual students, and repreientative student instruments
to help the class as a whole with this element of the project.
-Independent Project Report ill should be distributed with Worksheet
and returned after the' worksheet has been discussed and collected. :Lill
instructions for the Independent Pro ect Report are contained in Unit 13.

Cher

por, ibi 1 sties and

cns for instrueto

The key cc,n viideration in this phase of the independent project
the student understand how the survey can help him measure one or
the concept!. in his original question. He should understand. that
gathering jw; t any kind of information with the survey, rather he
seeking to answer a specific question- with several concepts in it.

is that
more of
he.is not
is

Any question in the survey that does not fulfill thismissien does not
belong in the survey.
(For example, do not ask the sex or age of the interviewee if this answer doet not help you measure one of the conceptS in
the original question.)

Work to be handed in evaluated:

Survey instruments) and narrative.of where, when, how, and why
survey took Place.
(Representative case,) You will score the: 1)
of the instrument according to the criteria of PURPOSIVENESS and SF
DIRECTEDNESS. =You will score:
2) the narrative of the conduct of
interview according to the criteria of PERFORMANCE.

TIME FOR CLASSROOM PRESENTATION/EXPLANATIONS:
TIME FOR STUDENT COMPLETION OF WORK:

l'- 2 classes.

No more than 1 week.

TIME FOR CLASSROOM REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF WORK:
How does this unit relate

the
construction
LFone

1 - 2 classes.

to previous and-future work:

PREVIOUS: This unit is the first or second guided methodological step of the
-independent project.
Itrealizes part of the plan designed in Unit 14.

FUTURE:

The student need not begin his project. with a survey.
He may choose
tO begin it with a behavioral observation. You will have to help
students individually who choose to begin their design with methods
which are more fully explained in later units (i.e., behavioral
observation).

UNIT l5

WORKS EET.0

CONS'T'RUCTING AND

N T

1

SURVEY

You may _consider the following questions and advice in developing and
administering. the surveys you will need to answer your research question.
ADVICE ON' CONSTRUCTING A SURVEY INSTRU1ENT
1.

Use 8 to 20 questions in any survey so that you will have sufficient
questions to design an effective survey instrument.

Do not use a different question for each of the 8-20 questions, rather,
ask 5-7 questions that relate directly to the information you wish to gather,
but ask each question in several -different ways so that you can validate
the responses you get.

You should ask each question as both a forced choice and a rating
question so that you can cross-check the answers given in each case. An
open -ended question that pertains-to the same. sought -for information will
allow you to see if the same answer is offered that you received in the
f&rced -choice and the rating.2.

The use of forced,choice and rating questions will allow you to easily
develop statistics from the answers you receive.
It
A survey instrument is to be constructed with care for its design.
should be an interesting experience for the interviewee and it should
elicit all the information sought by the intervicer.

Consider a surverimstrument like a siphon, wide at the top,:getting
narrower at the base.: The instrument should begin with either an openended question or a rating questicin, each of which are broad, intended to
elicit the most sweeping consideration of the topic' your research is about.
A broad beginning will allow theinterViewee to give wide-ranging thought to a
question that can then be narrowed as you ask further questions
The open7ended question (What is the meaning of-life?) allows thewidest.
From these answers -you Cab broaden your own view. The rating-question at the beginning acts as a Stimulus for interest; the interviewee
does not have to think deeply into the special problems of the questions, he
need only'give a rating to a well - phrased general question (How would you
rate life one scale. of 1 through 5?).
response.

Then, move down to forced choice questions which create thoughts for
the interviewee to respond to (Life is (pick one): a) a journey where yob
go around once; hYan eternal workplace; c) a bowl of cherries; or d) none
of the above): Such keying of the thought of the interviewee allows you to
test your own cultural as3umptions of the -research you are doing.
4.

'S ecific answer- questiols permit the gathering of certain facts which
you believe are needed eo give you a thorough answer to your research
question.

5. .jry to educate the interviewee into thinking more intensely about the
question you are trying to answer.in your research by the thought
contained in each question, the way you ask the-question, and the ordering
of .your questions.

For example, if you begin with an open-ended question to which the
interviewee gives a certain answer, you might end the interview with an
'open-ended question that direct-: itself to the nature of his first answ
(For example, you'asked "What is the meaning of life?", and he.included as
high in his answer list, "Living-it,fully," As the survey concludes, you
add the extra- open-ended-question not on your survey instrument, "Could
you talk more about the meaning pf liiing life fully?"- A cultural analysis
of his answer will give you more data to consider.
The structuring of the written survey instruMent itself can key the
progresSive thought, of the interviewee.
If you use forced choice questions:
that explore popular cultural-thinkingApn 'a question and follow these

forcedchoicequestions with rating questions, you can see both what-ideas
the interviewee chooses and how-much he cares for the answers. Always give
him a chance'to provide his own answera to what you are seeking in your
questions by including more focused open- ended.. questions throughout the instrument.

You mu4t_guideti
insights.

interviewee,

allow -him to provide his own

UESTIONE TO GUIDE CONSTRUCTION OF YOUR SU-RV-Er INSTRUMNT
Do the questions you wish to ask contribute to.the research question that
guides all the research you=aredoing? How does each question you plawto
ask help you answer the original research question'that guides your independent

`1.

project?
2.
Why are you conducting a survey? How will a survey help you answer the
question that is guiding your research?

What are the basic 5-7 questions which will elicit the information you
are seeking? How could you ask each question several ways to validate the
3.

answers?:
What concept (in:your original research question) is being measured by
the answers to each of these Smaller questions of the survey instrument?

4.

Explain to another person why your survey design is interesting to
answer and how each question's tyke, content, and ordering in the instrument
lends to that interest.
5.

Could you get more exact information by running
population that allows you to select persons who can
then give a second survey in depth to those persons?
information? Or, could you consider the second group
6.

a survey on a sample
give the best answers and,
Would this bias your
as more 'representative?
-

How did you select your sample population for the survey? if you chose
your sample systematically (non-random); what methods did you use'to assure
a minimum of bias?

'7.

What would the best method for seleCting a sample population for your
survey be, random or non-random? Ekplain your answer to another person.
5.

-

4.

At times, circumstances force us to use economy in our selection Of.
_sample popula.tions, the 'questions= we ask, etc..
For every choice yOu have
made with economy in mind;,either in selecting your Sample, or in the
Construction of your survey questions, explain why you needed to be
economical and hew your choice reflects economy.
9.

10. .How has information you have gathered from other research methods in your
`Project (behavioral observation, etc.) led to the questions you have Chosen
to ask? Can'you develop questions that will build on the information gathered
from other'methods, exploring the information in more depth through the questions ?.
(Remember,.you.are measuring concepts through the survey instrument.
The same concepts were also measured by the other research methods, such as
behavioral observation, performance testing, etc..)

ADVICE ON CONDUCTING A SURVEY INTERVIEW
Write a preamble tothe survey instrument which is in simple, straightforward language, which introduces you and your affiliation, andigiveS the
interviewee the purpose of the survey (without biasing his attitude). You
need not write-a review of the entire project in the preamble; it will be'enough to tell the interviewee the general issue which you are ,seeking to
gather information about.
1.

Select your sample population beforehand and think through the kinds of
people you will be interviewing and the types of settings in which you
will conduct the interview.
(A written or oral interview that can be
conducted in the presence of the interviewee is best for purposes of this
project.
You will get a solid experience in field surveys.) Plan the time
for the interview, and the setting, with comfort and a minimum of effort for
both you and the interviewee in wind.
2.

3.
.Try to make an appointment with the interviewee for a, specified time.
-Pl-an your interviewing schedule before you begin to conduct the interviews.
If you must plan on meeting. peoplein an unplannable situation, keep your
interview qUestions short and the whole instrument as economic as possible.

Always ask permission of the authority responsible for the-place in which
you conduct your.survey.
4.

QUESTIONS TO GUIDE THE CONDUCT OF A SURVEY
1.

Have you contacted Your sample population to arrange interviews?

Have',you reviewed the constraints on time and comfort that might make
the interview less than effective?
2.

HaveyOu planned for additional Oestions that might elicit more information?
Ouch additional questioning'would have to be Uniform.for the whole sample.)
3.

4.
Did you bias the interview at any time with personal remares of tone of
voice?
5.

Who gave you the best interview?

Why?

Who gave you the worst 'nterview?

Why?

How could you improve your interview technique the next time you administer
the survey instrument?
6.

NARRATIVE` OF RESEARCH STEP

NMI OF RESEARCH METHOD USED
WHERE RESEARCH OCCURRED
WHEN RESEARCH OCCURRED
WHY RESEARCH METHOD WAS USED,
FOR INVESTIGATION

WHY THIS PARTICULAR SETTING

CHOSEN

DESCRIBE THE MOMENT TO MOMENT CONDUCT OF YOUR RESEARCH WITHIN THE SETTING.
DETAIL, HOW YOU USED YOUR INSTRUMENT(S), WHAT YOU SAW OR SAID, WHAT THE PERSONS
DID WHO YOU WERE INVESTIGATING, WHAT EVIDENCE. YOU GATHERED, ETC..

UNIT 15

CONSTRUCTING A SURVEY INSTRUMENT

APPROPRIATE MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES FORWORRS11 ET
Purposiveness

2.

Clarity-Coherence

Self-directedness
a.
Economy
b.
Originality
c.
Suitability

Performance
adequacy
a.
accuracy
b.

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF_ QUALITY FOR MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES

Purposiveness
Clarity of concept

defini ion, statement

(4) - The question is stated clearly.
It contains the concept to be
measured either explicitly or implicitly.

Errors in clarity and thoroughness of concept, definition, and
statement occur, but the meant 7:gs are clear enough to allowoltrection
of basic ideas presented.
(2)

Some major conceptual or defin,tional element
to allow for further work.

-13e added in order

) -.The response is inadequate'to a degree which c.11s for tutorial
intervention and drill...(in the "formulation of questions,' concepts
`etc.).

Coherence in rationale
(4) - The meaning of the question is logically related to the purpose 0:1
the research.
(3) - The meaning of'the question is somewhat vague given the purpose
of the research.
(2) - The meaning of the question is not directed to the research; a
confusion of this stop of the project's purpose or meaning may be
present in the student.
(1) - The response is Inadequate to-a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention concerning the nature of the project, its goals, methods,
etc..
2.

Self-directedness
a-

Economy

(4) - The selection of response makes its points with a-minimum of words,
f.
is not redundant, and is sufficient to satisfy the purpose.

The selection of response may be redundant, wordy, and incomplete,
but it does point towards a satisfactory fulfillment of the purpose.

'Economy (cont'd.)

(2) s The response must be limited both in length and kin_
to make further work possible.
(1)

in order

The response is inadequate to a degree which 6111s for
ial
intervention to help the practice of brevity and clarity
meat,
and, in the criticel thinking skills of inference and judgement.

11-

The selection of response shows originality in the statement of
ideas to be studied and in the indicators which will allow
collection .of evidence to support claim or answer questions.
- The selection of response reflects previous model answers given to
class, but is adequate in light of question being asked.
(2) 7 The selection of response is stereotyped to a degree that reflects
a lack of seriousness in the attempt to answer questions in an
independent manner.

- The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tLI.orial
intervention to help individual think of personally meaningful
responses.
c.

urpos

(4) - The planned question is appropriate for answering the broader
research
question which guides the independent project.
(3

The planned question"-is not exactly suitable for answering the
broader question, but it demonstrates-an attempt to logically respond,

(2) - The selection of the question is unsuitable to the broader question
posed in a degree that &lows misunderstanding of this phase cl the research.
(1) - The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for
tutorial
intervention toireview student's comprehension of project goals;
also, to provid drill exercise in the formulation of survey
questions.
rerfounance
a.

!=kiL!p.9sx-Zps...211_._.nance_

(4) - The thoroughness which each step is carried
out satisfies the scope
4the expected data collection.

There isnot ade :ate thoroughness in the conduct of the research
to satis!y all the needs of the project steps given the purpose of
the inquiry, but the research has been conducted towards the logical

goal.

Adequacy of nerformance (Con

d.)

- There is a lack of accuracy in the process and direction of research
which warrants repetition of the research step.
(1) - The response s inadequate to the degree that tutorial intervention
is called fo_ in instruction of the research methods themselves, and
in the idea of following a planned sequence of stops.

UNIT45

SHEET

WORKSHEET 0

PURPOSIVENESS

CONSTRUCTING A SURVEY

SELF-DIREGTEDNESS
SCORE

QUES-

KEY

TIONS/
4 - Good

9R0-

CURES

Clariti

Originality

Economy

Suitability

3 - Satisfactory
2 - ItaproVement

each

Needed

question
1 - Inadequate
survey,

NA - Not

Applicable
Here

----- ----------AP - Actual
Points

PP - Possible

PoinJ

UNIT 15

WORKSHEET 0

ADMINISTERING A SURVEY INSTRUHENT

WORKSHEET
SCORE
KEY

PERFORMANCE

QUESTIONS/
PROCEDURES
equacv

____

Accurac

AP

PP

4 - Good

- Satisfactory
Score the

2 - Improvement

Performance

Needed

on Basis of

1 - Inadequate

the Narrative

NA - Not Applicable

Report

Here

ma ... . * . iE.ffimS..MMM
AP - Actual Points

PP - Possible Points

...

RESEARCH DESIGN

0

Have you explored the

Have you planned a

Haw you written a

pssibility of personal

survey to gather

narrative description

.lases concerning your

information on your

of your research steps?

Have you named and

question which might

research question?

nominally defined the

of

concepts involved in

design?

Have you formulated a
research question?

0

REPORTING EMUS

SURVEY

,

0 Have you statistically

your research

your research question?
BEHAVIORAL OBSERVATIO:
Have you operationally

Have you constructed

analyzed the evidence

the survey instrumAnt

collected by the

and tested it for

various, methods used,

clarity?

examining relationships
among the different

defined the concepts

Have you planned a

involved in your research

behavioral observation

Have you planned a

question?

to gather information

system for selecting

or your research

a sample for your

Have you prepared charts

survey?

graphs,.or tables

Have you outlined a

qv

= tion?

displaying the

series of, research

procedures which will

Have you planned a

Have you administered

statistical results of

enable yoU to gather

system for selecting

your survey?

your research?

evidence to answer

a sample for your

your research question?

behavioral observe i

CULTURkIANALYSIS

0

variables?

Have you described,
statistically, the

description of your

Have you designed an

results of your

research findings?

instrument for recording

survey?

Have you considered the

the information gathered

social significance of

during your behavioral

your quesEion and how a

observation?

Have you writtert an

OTHER EVIDENCE

°Have
.behavibial obSe

yoy used physical.

trace evidence as a

answer yourresiarch

ation?

source of inforMati

question?

for your study?

Have you explored the

0

Have you described,

origin of Yourquestion

statistically, the

and its personal meaning

results of your

in your own life and

behavioral observation?

experience?

L Have you used
perfomanqe7tes ing
:as it source of

evideucelor your
study?'

0 Have you analyzed the
cultural background,

how the results help to

our

Have you conducted

society?

analysis of the results
of your research, showing

definitive answer might
affect or improve

0 Have you written a

0 Have you used

setting, and forces

physical-testing as

which might influence

a source of information

your resew design?

for your study?

UjIT

UNIT

16

IDEAS

!;D iJ',SEARCH IN SOCIAL

Contructirw nnd

ILE:-

_

terin

FHL

.

a gehavioral

-vntion Instrumet

Generic skill objectives:
To construct an instrument which helps one effectively me
behavior.
To a :sinister a behaviors

observation instmme

Procedural skill objectives:

indicators

dequn.ely and accuratc

Prerequisite procedural ski lls :

-1. The student will' construct z behavioral
observation instrument which helps measure
the concepts contained in the original

research quction,
2. The student will administer the behavioral
observation instrument in a manner which acleqn:;
gather. the soughl-for information and records,
the data in an accurate manner.
Concepts developed:

Prerequisite concepts:

9 an

See Units 9 -and 14.

14.

Readings and /or require

supplerriental materials:

Refer to Unit 9 recommended readings.

General -description of unit activity

what the student does):

The student is engaged in"constructing a behavioral observation instrument
that may be useful in answering his broad research question. he may develop more
thtin one instrument for more than one population. The advice and' questions are
for him to guide.his work.
Use one or'more class periods to have nach student answer the several
questions concerning his instrument. You may use small group peer discussions,
after class meetings with t. .e individual` students, .a.114 representative student
instrument to' help the class as a whole with this -element of'the project.

lndepcndent Project Re)ort #4 should be distributed with Worksheet 1' and
Full instructi
returned after the worksheet has been discussed and collected.
for thd Independent Project Reports are contained in Unit 13.

re

bi1itie

for

!I;uo

The key "c

t ion in this phae oz the
undent project
udent nodotstiind
_q1avioral-observ, ion can hell' him measure one
the concopts of hi 1 original question.
Ho should le:Irn the importance
g

that

mere

Jd instrument to help focus and fecord his perceptions.

The conduct of the observation. as it was with the survey, is real field
research; probably the first of its kind for the student.
Be sure to stress the
importance of a care f,,' research method to guarantee objectivity
when one seeks
information in these "quasi-experimental situations.

Work -to-be.handed in/evaluated:

Behavioral observation instrument
and narrative of where, when, how,
and chy,the survey took place.
(Representative case.)
You will score the:
1) construction of the instrument according to the
critec-ia of SELF-DIRECTEDNESS.
You will score:
2) the -narrative of the conduct
of One obse-rvation'according to the criteria v4 PERFOKMANCE.

TIME FOR CLASSROOM PRESENTATION/EXPLANATIONS
TIME FOR STUDENT COMPLETT-ON OF WOR:::

No

I -

1" claw

more than 1 week.

TINL FOR CLASSROO REVIEW AND ANALYSIS
How does this unit relate
PREVIOUS:

classes.

to previous and future work:

This unit is either the first or second guided methodological step
of the Independent Project.
It realizes part of the plan designed
in Unit 1,!,:

FUTEW-::

The student-,need not begin his
ject with a bchrl,,
1 017)1_ion,
or iolluw a-stCrvey'with one--the- rdering of this step will be
,coutingent-Ort the - research question and the most economical selection
of methodological StepS.
Help the studept see .what is in*Unit 14.
-

UNIT 16

WORK- EET P

CONSTRUCTING AN ADNINISTERI
OBSERVATION NSTRU:ENT

A 111:II MORAL

You may consider the following questions and advice in developing
and administering the behavioral observation(s) you will need to answer
your research question.
ADVICE ON

C A

O BSF

eterminc hether you will simply want to describe the activities
whether you wil want to count how many times a behavior occurs, also.
You-cAnnot do b th things at once, and thus, ycu may need more than one
-trui ent.

Be clear about the H-Jecilic question and thus concept)
(i.e., measure
behavioral observation will help answ
2.

tare

If you count behaviors, build in,a totals column on the instrument
that will allow youto quickly estimate mean, median, and percentages.
3.

Draw beforehand, the apace in which you will perform the behaVioral
observat,ion-from a bird's eye view detailingthe amount of feet, persons,
etc.; between you and those whom you will observe. In this manner you can
predict inconveniences and Interferences that might arise during the
observation and plan a more effective observation placent,
4.

Don't look for many behaviors in any one instrument.
you must respect the human limits of observation.
5,

Be modest, for

After completing your instrument, mentally visualize what you might
Practice using
be looking at 'if you followed the steps of your design.
it in an informal situation, too.
6.,

Locate model instruments which can give you ideas for your own,design.
(The library might catalog
The teacher will give you tips in this regard.
BEHAVIORAL
OBSERVATION, P'ALL GROUP
such instruments under GROUP DYNAMICS,
social
scientific research
RESEARCH, and other headings which referred to
that would use this method.)
7,

UESTICtILSLPOGUIDE CONSTRUCTION OF THE BEHAVIORAL OBSERV1

INSTRUMENT

Do.Ittle behaviors you will describe or count contribute to .the research
What concept in your
question that guides all the research you are doing
original question does the instrument measure?
1.

Why are you conducting a behavioral observation? Could you answer
Why does
your original research question with.ut a behavioral observation?
such an observation help you answer your question?
2.

Would it be better to conduct ale observation before a survey or after
plan a better behavioral
a survey? How might s'ev.eyevidence help you
(And, how might a behavioral observation help you plan,a
observation?
better survey?)
3.

QUESTIONS TO GUIDE CONSTRUCTION (CONTINUED)
-ipant in the group you plan to survey? Will such
Are you n
If you
membership bias the behaviors of those persens you will observe?
are a group member, could you find a similar group of which you are Trot a
member so that you could perform a non-participant observation?
4.

If
How did you select your sample population fur the observation?
5.
chose your sample systematically (non-random), what methods did you use
to assure a minimum of bias?

At times, circumstances force us to use economy as our selection of
sample populations, the design of our instrument, the indicators we use to
measure the concepts, etc.. For very choice in these matters that you made
economical and how your
with economy in mind, explain why you needed to
choice reflects economy..
6.

`ADVICE ON CONDUCTING A BEHAVIORAL OBSERVATION

Discuss your presence and purposes with the people you will observe
if it is possible, and will not interfere with the conduct of their normal
behaviors.
If you must observe unobtrusively, be prepared with a coherent,
non-threatening explanation of your actions.
1.

Always ask permission of the authority responsible for the space in
2.
which you conduct your :Jbservation.
Select your sample population beforehand, and think tnrough the kinds
ofTeople you will be observing and the types of settings in which you
Plan fbr any needs that you think of that result
will be observing.
Can you meet the people beforehand
from the type of setting or people.
and discuss your project? Can you find seating for observation in the midst
of the activity?
Etc..
3.

If you can enlist the help of a c ©- observer, it will strengthen the
objectivity of the facts you gather.
4.

Obtain information about what the nature of the meeting of persons you
5.
will observe-pertains to at the time you observe. You should be mentally
prepared for the activities Which occur around you, You should understand
the purposes .of'the project in which the people are. involved so that their
behaviors can.be.undcrstood in the light of their goals.
-E

OHS TO GUIDE THE CONDUCT OF A BEHAVIORAL OBSERVATION

Have you cleared.the observation

ith the necessary authorities.

Have, you pre-selected your sample?

Have you drawn the room and placed yourself as an observer?

Have you developed a coherent explanation of your presence, if that ig
required
,

Is your instrument economical in its design?

Have you limited the indicators observed to those which can b
you in an actual setting?

done by

MiEST10:;S TO GVIHE THE COMCCT OF A BEHAVIO7AL OP,SERVATION

CO::TINUED)

what might occur?
with thy instrumont in informal settings?

Have you practiced

Did you change what you were looking
observation (a No-No!)?

midst of the

7.

8.

.4.;'ou mentally ruheared

Did you observe any one person with an intensity or amount of time
not given equally to other persons in your sample during the observation?
9.

Did your instrument permit the accurate recording of the type
infomation you were seeking?

10.

Could you have positioned yourself differently in order to make a more
accurate observation of the persons in your sample?
11.

How could your observation instrument be more effectively designed
to mearc the concepts you are measuring?
12.

What different indicators could be used to more effectively measure
the concept you are interested in.
13.

NA R1 !--IVE OF REST

STEP

NAME OF RESEARCH METHOD USED

WERE RESEARCH OCCURRED
WHEN RESEARCH OCCURRED

WHY RESEARCH METHOD WAS USED, AND WHY THIS PARTICULAR SETTING WAS CHOSEN
FOR INVESTfGATION

DESCRIBE THE MOMENT TO MOMENT CONDUCT OF YOUR RESEARCH WITHIN THE SETTING.
DETAIL HA YOU USED YOUR INSTRUMENT(S), WHAT YOU SAW OR SAID, WHAT THE-PERSONS
DID WHO YOU WERE INVESTIGATING- WHAT EVIDENC YOU GATHERED, ETC..
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interva=tior to b3in ta3 p7aotico in :roohic fair of J1,itvatioor,1
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of beha,.iorel

m

to be studied and in the: indicators which will allow collection
of evidence to supnort claim or answer question::, and the graphic
design.

(l) - The selection of response reflects previous model answers given
to class but is dequate in light of question being as'ked.
(2)

The selection of response is stereotyped to a degree that reflecs
a lack of soriononeos in the ,Lcmpt to answer (Inestions in an
independent manner.

(1)

The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to help individual think of personally meaningful
resnonses.

C .

Suitability (to purpose)

(4)

The design of the instrument is appropriate for the nature of the
concept to be measured (and the broader question to he answered).

(3)

The design of the instrument is not exactly suited to the nature
of the concept to he measured, but it demonstrates an attempt
to logically respond.
- The design of the instrument is unsuitable to a degree that shows
misunderstanding of the task.

(1) - The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to review student's comprehension of project goals.
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variables?
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Have you prepared

charts,

!!.ranns, or tables

nestion?
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scrio5 Or resParcn
-.7coeares whlc,, will

you to gather

svlence to
vnur research question?

Eave you -,:lanned a

L_J

sntistical results of

1,e .vu

var

system for selecting

1-7=,q777

sa7Tle for vo-dr

behavioral observation?

:lave you described,

statistically) the
nf

instrument for recording

Have you considered the

the information gathered

social significance of

during your behavioral

your question and how a

observation?

E_Ive you written a
a.,-Icription or your

research findtm?

survey?

flHave you written an
OTHER EVIDENCE

analysis of the results

of your research, showing
you used physical
L_ Have
H

definitive answer might
affect or i:prova

Have you conducted you:

trace evidence as a

society?

behavioral observation?

source of information
for your study?

DIHave you explored the

t.a;d yQU uescri

4.^4

0 Have you used

origin of your Question

statistically, the

and its personal meaning

results of your

performance-testing

in your own life and

behavioral observatior?

as a source of

ex9erience?

evidence for your
study?

0 Have you analyzed the
cultural background,
tting, and forces

whiA might influence
your research design?

U Have you used
physical-testing as

a source of information
for your study?

how the results help to
answer your research
question?

To ase.ivoo
ee,,,.1
To infer ess-tli,sli,..s :rem evide-fle.
,

,

cerref_ut,,7

a:b!er

supple:Lertal materials:

jnt-:.-o to Social

Chantor 6

rn. lon-111).

Tbe Science Came. Chaber 10 (esp. pr. 244-15) and Chanter 1:.
uhit uotiviLv (i

Geaereu_

wi.nt

Lac:

,,,idest

Student is given Worksheet 01 after basic discussion of causality.
After completing Worksheet 0 1,
procedures to data collected bv

teacircr discusses concepts and applies

Worksheet 0 2 is completed by students and disc ':scd in conjunction
with the actual data collected by students.

Inclecbent Treieet

should be distributed with worksheet Q 1

am....

.

returncd atter ,.orh sneet Q 2 has been discussed and collected.
Cull
instructions f
the jnderendent Project Pvenorus are contained it Unit 12.

Teacher responsibilities and suggestions for instructor:
Discuss correlation carefully, providing many graphic examples.
Stress, the dangers involved in jumping toe quickly from evidence of
correlition to belief in cause.

in turn, aztect tne other
te, deerene people's eprirtunity Ior
ct educat=: ;:ay tend to cause people to cor=it

T.-)ve-y nay ten:,

(3)

variaDlc,: r-,y be te realt at some cause whicl: has not bcen
revarch7
the overill
struct:ure and S1ZQ
e:
may deternin
c1 hiE, heht anj
lht.
Tno varia'ile may correlate accidentallythere may, on lurther study,
bc ne real connection be :eon them at 311.
in.2J,iiirec by 7IY.

)

'

LCet havinz; measured and described the individual variables mcasured by
te r,ei;earcne-5 the next step is to loc,k ior 0 correlation.
21] IC are several
he :ay c're_i-znulato to

Lne rLircl!,s may eontruct a crosstabil
variables):
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6
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l!01:RI:: OF TV

11
0

JJ

AT0001,

- 16

17 - 20

10

oo

IL

61 or more
=13

is there evidence of a correlation between age and TV watching? If so,
in which they seem to be related?
If not, how do you
en;,Ia1n tb
pattern of data on the cross-tahulation chart?
(lescr1he the wav

A second method of determining whether L-- :o variables are correlated
by creating a scattcalim; this is a graphic display of the inLerreala ionship
between the two variable.

n_ out whether or not eating
Imagine a social scientist is trying to
meat has an effect on people's aggressiveness, their tendency to get into
He conducts a survey to discover how much meat (in ounces) each
fights.
of his subjects eats each week, and then uses a variety of measures (survey,
observation, behavioral tests) to determine each subject's aggressive tendencies.
These measures are combined into a single aggressiveness score for each
subject:

OUNCES OF MEAT EATEN PER WEEK

SUBJECT
1

28

2

0

AGGRESSIVENESS SCORE
7

(ve e

ian

-3

3

56

9

4

8

4

5

34
12
40
56
35
15

5

6
7

8
9

10

2
6
8
8

3

To make a scatterg am, you must first construl. t a graph in which each of
the variables can be plotted. The graph below is an example.

10
9

8
7

AGGRESSIVNESS
SCORE

6

IMMO=
111111111111111NIIMINIMI

1111111=101.1111=

5

4

111111111111111111111MMI

IIINIMIT111111.11RILIM
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

A dot is placed on the scattergraur to correspond with each subject. The
dot on the chart above represents subject #1: it is on the line which indicates
that subject 1/1 had an aggressiveness score of 7, and on the vertical column,
roughly matching the fact that subject #1 ate between 25 and 30 ounces of meat
in the previous week.

DOLS a
dot:,

f

ced on the scattergrom for each of the subjects.
uubj,cts 1 through 5 have been placed:

Below the

10
9
8
7

AGGRESSIVENESS
SCORE

6

2

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

2.

Place dots on the.sca_ ergram above corresponding to cases 6 through 10.

3.

Does the pattern of dots on the scattergram indicate a relationship
between aggressiveness and the amount of meat a person eats?

There are two extreme possibilities for the way dots will arrange themselves on a scattergram (although most real cases fall .-iomewhere in-between
the extremes).
One possibility is that the dots will be randomly spread
all over the scattergram, indicating that there is no relationship between
the variables.
Social scientists refer to this as a 0 correlation (zero
correlation) --thot is, no correlation:

AGGRESSIVENESS
SCORE

10
9

8
7

6

5
4

3
2
1 --

0

0

20

30

40

50

ounces of Meat eaten

60

70

The other extreme is that the dots will all fall into a single row,
t ±traii;ht line, as in the chart below (which compares the age of a person
with the n mher of times he has moved during his lifetime):
a

AGE

60 and above
54-59
48 -53

42-47

36-41
30-35
24-29
184-23

12-17
6-11
0-5
0 1

3 4

2

5

6 7

8

9

10 11 121:,

14 or more

number of times a person-has moved from
one residence to another dating his lifetimeThis is called a "perfect" correlation, or a correlation of 1; with such
a close relationship-between two variables, one can be predicted from the
other.
If, for example, you know a person's age, you can predict with
certainty (from the chart)' how many times he will have moved.
A related possibility is the chart below:

GRADE-POINT
AVERAGE

'4.0

3.5

3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5

1.0
0.5

0

social activity index

Again, the dots here form a straight line; the correlation is "perfect"
but, because as social activity increases, the students' grade-point
averages
declines, tl =I correlation is called a "negative" one--or a -1 correlation.

In doing real
arch, it is very rare to find perfect correlations
(i.e., either +1 or -1 correlations).
What you should watch for is the dots
on a scattergram arranging themselves in something close to a straight line
(or, more likely, a broad stripe).
This will indicate a high (but not
perfect) correlation.
lucre are sophisticated mathematical techniques for
measuring how close the dots come to a perfect straight line, and these
techniques produce a numbera correlation coefficient--with a value between
-1 and +I_
In reading about the results' of social science experiments you
will come across many references to these correlation coefficients: "a
correlation of 0.7," "a negative correlation of -0.87," etc..

UNIT 17

WORKSHEET Q 1

EXAMPLE OF MEASURING COAL-DIRECTED ACTIVITY IN ACADEMIC
RESEARCH WITH THE AFOREMENTIONED MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES;
A WORKSHEET USED FOR STATING A RESEARCHABLE QUESTION IN LEST 101;
INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL SCIENCE
PROPRIATE MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES FOR WORKSHEET
Purposiveness
a.
Coherence

1.

2.

Self-directedness
Suitability

a.

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF

UAL

FOR MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES

Purposiveness

1.

a.

Coherence in rationale

(4) - The meaning of the answer is logically related to the purpose
the question.

- The meaning of the answer is somewhat vague given the purpose
of the question.
(2) - The meaning of the answer is not directed to the question; a
confusion of the question's purpose or meaning may be present
in the student.

The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention concerning the nature of the project, its goals,
methods, etc..
2.

Self-directednes
a.

(4)

Suitability

purpose

The selection of response is appropriate for the nature of the

Oestion.

The selection of response is not exactly suited to the nature of
the question, but it demonstrates an attempt to logically respond.
(2) - The selection of response is unsuitable to question posed in
degree that shows misunderstanding of the question.

(1) - The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to .review student's comprehension of project goals;
also, to provide drill exercise in critical thinking skills of analogy,
inference, and judgement.

AI

UNIT 17

RORKSHEET
QUES
TIONSi
PROCEDURES

1A

PURPOSIVENESS

Coherence

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS

Suitability

SCORE

AP PP
4 - Good

1 B

- Satisfactory

2

2

ID-

provement
Needed
1 - In
adequate

NA - Not
applicable
Her

AP - Actual Points

PP - Possible
Points

UNIT 17

WORKSHEET Q 2

POST-RESEARCH CULTURAL ANALYSIS

After you have collected all the evidence called for in your research
design, you should begin analysis and interpretation of tile evidence. The
procedures to be followed at this stage include the following;
1.

calculate the statistics which describe each
DESCRIPTION OF EVIDENCE:
of the variables you have measured:
minimum, maximum, range, mode,
median, mean. These can be presented in charts (with each statistic
named for each variable) or on graphs (such as bar graphs, line graphs,
or pie graphs).
A.

Have you calculated the basic statistics for each of the variables
you measured?

B.

What results surprised you most?
obtained accurately?

Would you -have predicted the results

Which methods of collecting evidence produced the most useable resul
In which cases were the results obtained difficult to describe
statistically?
D.

2.

How does the description of the results obtained in measuring the
individual variables help to answer your research question?

CORRELATION AMONG VARIABLES:
choose those variables which might, if they
are related to one another, help to answer your research question-that is,
look at pairs of variables which might be connected to each other as
cause and effect
For each pair of variables, construct either a
cross-tabulation chart or a scattergram.

Are there any pairs of variables which are strongly correlated
(either positively or negatively)? Did you, when you began the
experiment, expect that these pairs of variables would be related?

B.

Are there good logical, or theoretical reasons for believing that these
strongly correlated variables aSre causally connected?
Can the strong
correlations be explained in some other way (for example, that both
are caused by some third variable which you did not mearsure)?

C.

Are there pairs of variables which seem, from .the Ar4ta, to be unrelated
or which are weakly correlated? Were any of these pairs ones which
you, at the. beginning of the research, expected to find strong correlations
for? How do you account for the surprising results?

Can you now, using the analysis of the variables you studied, supply
a partial or complete answer to your original research question?
if you can, what data helped you formulate an answer?
If you can't
what additional_ evidence or variables might you have looked at?

CULTURAL ANALYSIS AZ INFERENTIAL REASONING: write an analysis of the data
obtained in your research, inferring the possible reasons why the evidence
you collected took the form it did.
For each significant piece of data,
discuss its possible or probable causes, possible errors in sampling or
measurement, and its relation to other pieces of data.
A.

Does any of the evidence collected indicate clearly that the variables
studied are causally related?
If so, how?

B.

Does the evidence collected indicate the presence of other factors or
conditions which were not a part of your study? Are these factors
ones which could be studied? What evidence do you have of their
existence?

What conclusions concerning your original research question have you been
able
to reach on the basis of,the data collected?

D.

What are the implications of your conclusions for education in general?
Can you suggest, on the basis of your research, beneficial changes?
If no changes occur, what predictions can you make, from your research,
concerning education in the future?

UNIT 17

WORKSHEET Q 2

EXAPPLE OF MEASURING COAL-DIRECTED ACTIVITY IN ACADEMIC RESEARCH WITH
THE AFOREMENTIONED MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES;
A WORKSHEET USED FOR STATING A RESEARCHABLE QUESTION IN LBST 101:
INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL SCIENCE
APPROPRIATE MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES FOR. WORKSHEET
_Purposiveness_
a.
Coherence

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIO

Self-directedness
Economy
a.
b.
Originality
c.
Suitability
FOR MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES

Purposiveness
b.

Coherence in rationale
- The meaning of the answer is logically related to the purpose of
the question.

(3) - The meaning of the answer is somewhat vague given the purpose of
the question.
(2) - The meaning of the answer is not directed to the question; a
confusion of the question's purpose or meaning may be present in the
student.

(1) - The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention concerning the nature of the project, its goals,
methods, etc..
OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS
1.

SUREZ(LENT PRINCIPLES

Economy (lb, le; 2a, b, c, d; 3a(1), (2))

(4) - The selection of response makes its point with a minimum of words, is
not redundant, and is sufficient to satisfy the purpose.
- The selection of response may be redundant, wordy, and incomplete,
but it does-point towards a satisfactory fulfillment of the purpose.
The response must be limited both in length and kind in order to
make further work possible.
- The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
Intervention to help the practice of brevity aad clarity in statement,
and in critical thinking skills of logic and inference.

4

..

Originality

2a, b, c, d; 3c)

(4) - Originality is shown in the ideas discussed
examined.

he possibilities

The:response reflects awareness of the data collected, but does not
speculate on imaginative additional possibilities.
(2) - The response is stereotypic to a degree that reflects a lack of
seriousness in the attempt to answer question in a creative,
independent manner.

- The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to help individual think of meaningful responses.
Suitability (all answers on worksheet)
(4)

The selection of response is appropriate.for the nature of the question.

(3) - The selection of response is not exactly suited to the nature of the
question, but it demonstrates an attempt to logically respond.

The selection of response is unsuitable to question posed in a degree
that shows misunderstanding of the question.
(1) - The response is inadequate to a degree which culls for tutorial
intervention to test student's understanding of the unit activity
and worksheet.

UNIT

17

WORKSHEET

SELFDIRECTEDNESS

PURPOSIVENESS

KEY

SCORE

4

Coherence

0 iyiality

Economy

Suitability

A? PP

'4

Good

3 - Satisfactory
2 - I4provement
Needed

1 - Inadequate

NA - Not

Applicable
Here
. . m ...m.....

AP - Actual
Points

PP - Possible
Points
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UNIT TITLE:

Generk

sbjecrivs:

Compilin results of reearch into
cohoront accounts rhat
procesnes and th,
iritcrrin2 posothie otilibarion of ronoaah iosatit

dosined to

n'har

l'TLr

The srudcnt write accurate responses

1

1.

to an Dutlira which raiides compilation

bf h:in

.h sa.aCH,s:

2. The sraident in

the ponible

of his findings :-er

Concepos developed:
1.

research report

in cultliral activit--;

ioen sta:aa.

Procedural skill objecrives:

U till

hLtd

ulait. posedural skills:
data with various socia".
science rerhoas,
Inferrino
a..

3, cult:ural

:nrovinr education.
Prerequisite canceptr:
1.

quiry merhocis

2.

, _Icepts/indicatorsdefiens

3.

cultural analvsi:

Readings and/or required supplemental materials: Labovitz and Hagedorn,
Introduction
Research (Chapters 6 and 7)
Nck. Agnew and Pvke, The Science Game: An I n t:red
uctica to
in th- ;ehavioral
Sciences, second edition (ChDoters 11-15).
Vorksheet h

General description of unit activity (i.e., what r',e student coot)
The student is given adequate time to compile his results,
clans
during this time (apprcu(imately 1-2 weeks; or 3 class
sessions)
rcviews
various
aspects of the worksheet which guides compilatioil.
Discussion of he Labovitz' and Hagedorn,
and Mck. Agnew and 1:k- nelections
will help with evaluation of data and with the cultural
analysis of
ts,
Representative student work should be used to guide the
rest 0 H:1,!s with
compilation of report. Use small peer groups who
share
the
problems
of compilation
for part of each class.

Teacher responsibilities and suggestions for instructor:
Conct2atrate on showing now trends can be inferred from
statistical analysis
of samples.
Show how the few facts can allow responsible inferences.
Stress
limitations of certainty, but support the evidence that is
gathered,
help
the
student to feel a sense of accomplishment from
the raw data he has gathered,
showing how this data can be compiled into meaningful
graphs, interpretations-,
inferences, etc..

Labovitz and Hagedorn are especially informative
on data analysis, alL-uo
this course will not use their sophisticated statistical
formulas.
Arithmetical.
percentages are enough for the freshmen. tic will learn more of
statistics
in future
courses.
Mck. Agnew and Pi :e are especially informative
on writing the research report
and integrating results into cultural movements
related to the research.
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APProximtelY 1=2

:t=s

to previous and future work;

to next assignment.

ol-05; it

(11t:1

r:

ozpil

it into a ce=unicative report.

FUTURE: The student will evaluate his research work in the next unit. He will
consider how he migat improve on his research design, given the conduct of
his resarch,and how the class itself might be Improved, given the results
he achiev-,-:. with the tAo c

boo in.
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datil Yith the help
At the co:in or your resoarch, you hove
of --iveral inquiry nlethnis that may have included bohaviorni

Lctten artifactuni tetthg.

The outline below will help you org-,ane your report.
Answer c,tch item below, in the order it is asked, and you will hove a
If an item or group of itoms is innpprenrinte because you
completed regorL.
noL do it in yo',1't:

However, this outline mav help you do some tc.:tra
that vou otherwise may have omitted.
1.

rn-;k for your rosearch

Your research question about classroom learning:

Rationale for research:
A.

pre-research cultural analysis

nano the pe-cors, plces, things, and events that were studied
by your question.
Where, when, and how were they studied.

C.

Why was it important to answer your question as far as cultural
improvement is concerne._

D.

TIT.

IV.

List some of the more important smaller questions which helped you
answer your larger question.

How you attempted to answer the question:

research design

A.

What concepts were you measuring?

B.

What were the nominal and operational definitions of the concepts?

C.

What methods did you select to conduct your research?

D.

What sequence of methodological steps did you follow?

'Methodk_.:ogical Steps

Behavioral Observation:
1.

Concepts

2.

Indicators ;behavioral)

3.

Rationale (why indicators measure concept)

4.

Setting (description of population, location, etc.)

o be measured

a.

written description

b.

pictorial description
-)

(CO

a sa

thn smPlo

son?

What nothod
,:eu use to
How frequently did you make nhsel

observation?
--tions?

(tannin g account of what rot did and smobservations
Observational l recordin

SEem (reproduce one You used).

Tabulation of m2aL
ph

(b) percentages

9.

tis

ic==.;

Conclusions (use statistics in discussion) based on be'
observations.

---1

Survey
1.

That did you want to find out by surveying population?
How did your sure __,

qu-- ions build on

results of previous

methods?
3.

What were your survey questions?

4.

What was your s_ vey t

hnique?

(list)

Who did you question?
Was it a sample population
Why did you order question..-

as

you did?
Which ouestions were forced?
choice? open-ended? rating? etc
5.

Narrative (What you did; observations on the meaning of what
occurred, descriptions of setting, etc.)
Tabulation of survey results
a.

graph

b.

percentages (statistics)

Conclusions (use statistics in

uSS_ on)

C:-

7m7-i

:Lc

co=epLi.
oo pc7inio,tic)n or La:,4:

2.

c

Wlla!=

cra

uccccs in per: ormnco tosL wan?

Narrative of each testing situation (running account of what
you did nr.d saw).
6.

ReproduLe performance test outline/artifactual test outline.

7

Tabulation of results

8.

V.

a.

gra-731-,

b.

percentages (statistics

Conclusions (use statistics in discussion).

Research. Conclusions
A.

Conclusions about behavioral observation(s) in no more than 3-5
sentences.

B.

Conclusions about survey(s) in no more than 3-9 sentences.

C.

Conclusions about performance testing, artifactual testing, in no
more than 3-5 sentences each.

D.

Do your conclusions from the above methods enable you to answer your
original question (yes or no).
Tf v9572

answer?

If no, why didn't you get a conclusive answer?

Is there a trend or indication of a possible answer?

(If no to above.

What is possible answer?
VI.

Cultural Analysis
A.

Why do you believe you got the answer you did, given the population
(For yes or no answer.)
you studied?

B.

If you arrived at a conclusive answer or a trend, how might your
results help improve the quality of education?
Why might education be improved?
Where could it be improved?
When could it be improved?
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Clarity

a.
b.
c.

Ecnnomv
ci

a.
b_

Adequacy
Accuracy

Suitability

')T.1-1'iTicwq (Iv QUALITY FOR mFAqURTMFT

a.

Clarity of concert

definitJon, sr te_ment

(4)

The concept is stated in no more than three words; it suggests
behavioral indicators; the nominal and operational definitions
are clearly stated and sufficient in explanatory power.
The
statements are clear.

(3)

Errors in clarity and thoroughness of concept, definition, and
mennins are clear enough to allow correction
statem2nt occur, but t
of basic ideas presented.

./1)

Some major conceptual or definitional element must be added in order
to allow for further work.

_,

(1) - The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
drill...(in the formulation of questions, concoi,
intervention
etc.).
b.

Coherence in rationale

(4) - The meaning of the answer is logically related to the purpose
question.

i

the

(3)

The meaning of the answer is somewhat vague given the purpose of the
question.

(2

The mearling of CA,u answer is not diected to the quetion; a ,Lonfacion
of the question's purpose or meaning may be present in the student.

(I) - The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention concerning the nature of the project, its goals, metho
etc..
2.

Self-dir cc
a.

dness

Economy

(4) - The selection of response makes its point with a minimum of words,
is not redundant and is sufficient to satisfy the purpose.
(3) - The selection of response may be redundant, wordy, and incomplete,
but it does point towards a satisfactory fulfillment of the purpose.

(2) - The response must be limited both in length and kind in order to
make further work possible.
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uostion pond in a
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to a 1!c:;17Lc

fl)
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to pr(
inferen,...J., and in01criL.
3-

also,

of anzilou,

i'erfk-)r:': lucc

0)

The thorou:noss with which each step is carried out satisfies the
scope of the epected data collection.

(3) - There is insufficient thoroughness to satisfy all the needs of the
project stops given the purpose of the inquiry, but the research has
been conducted towards the logieal goal.
(2)

The thornti,hnenr of performance is wanting to the degree that it must
be repeated.

(1) - The reponse is inadequate to the degree that tutorial intervention
is called for in matters of logical planning and performance of the
project stops.
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(6) -

InorotsThnesh
I rh which each steT) is carried out f;stisfies the
scope o! the tstpocteJ data collection.

(70

There is insuffic-ient thoroec'hnoss to sntisf,/ all the noocl. e of the

projecL steps
i von the purpose of the inquiry, but the research has
bran cerducted Lovnr(1, the lo;Jenl
(2)

Tin t hoc .lineee of perforn;encc is wonting to the degree that it must
he repejLvd.

(1) - Thc respom:e Is inadequate to the degree that tutorial intervention
Is eallcd for in r.atters of logical planning and perforInanee of the
project stops.
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WORKSHEET R

REPORTING RESULTS

WORKSHEET

(NES

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS

PURPOSIVENESS

PERFORMANCE

SCORE

.

TIONSi
PROCEDUflS

1arity

Coherence

Economy

Originality

Suitability

Adequacy

Accuracy

KEY

AT PP

4 - Good
IV. E4

A

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

N

NA

'A

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 - Satisfactory

I

2

provement
Needed
NA

NA

NA

NA

1 - In

NA

adequate

NA - Not

applicable
Here.

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

AP

Actu-

al Points

PP

Pos-

sible
NA

Points
NA

NA

NA

NA

_

UNIT 18

WORKSHEET
QUES
TIONS/
PROCEDURES

P-- 0_ V

REPORTING KESULTS

WORKSHEET R

SELF-DIRECTEDNESS

ESS

PERFORMANCE

SCORE

.

Clarity

Coherence

Originality

Economy

NA

NA

Suitability

Adequacy

Accuracy.

AP PP

4 - Good

JIA

C5

NA

NA

NA

CO
C7

(b
C8

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 - Satactory
i
2 - Inprovement
Needed

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

_A

1 - Ins
adequate

A

Not
NA
applicable
Here-

NA

B

NA

NA

NA

NA

1

NA

NA

2

NA

NA

3

NA

NA

A)

NA

NA

AP - Actual Points
PP - Possible
Points

T:IT
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UNIT TITLE:

IDEAS AND RESEARCH 1N SOCIAL SCIENCE

Evnluatin- Your Research

BLUN/ IANGLAL

cncc

Generic skill objectives:

Evaluating the research design and conduct of
to specify ways in which each could be improved.

in order

Procedural skill objectives:

Prerequisite procedural skills:

I.

1.
2.

The student reflects on the
research design and conduct of
his research in order to
suggest improvements

Concepts developed:

Creating research design.
Conducting methodological steps
of research

Prerequisite concepts:

evaluation

Readings and/or required supplemental materials:
See Unit 18

General description of unit activity

what the student does):

The student reviews his`, finished research design and reflects upon
the conduct of his research in order to improve both for himself or for
others who might want to replicate his inquiry into the question he chose.

Worksheet S will guide the review. The student will complete the
worksheet at home and it will be discussed in one of the last classes.
Teacher responsibilities and suggestionS for instructor:
Strive to bring closure to the semester with this worksheet.
Expand
on the questions included on Worksheet S. Help the student get an overview
of the semester course,and especially his research project, by the conduct
of the final discussion.
-k to be handed in/evaluated:

Worksheet S
It will be scored according to the
SELF-DIRECTEDNESS.

c

teria of

_SIVENESS and

TIME FOR CLASSROOM 1'EESENTATION/EXP1

TIME FoR STUDENT COMVEETION OF WORK:

Hem

ork

TIME FOR CLASSROOM REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF WORK:
How does this unit relate
PREVIOUS:

FUTURE:

Whole class.

cvious and future work:

It enables the student to reflect on his research
plan and
conduct of his research.

he

It helps him formulate better methods for his
next experience in
research, even where the question might be different
(in :mother
course).

UNIT 19

WORKSHEET S

EVALUATING YOUR RESEARCH EXPERIENCE

What research design might have been more effective in answering the
question than the one you used?, ($election of methodological steps,
and the ordering of steps.) Why?
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Were there inquiry methods that you might have used which could have
gathered more convincing evidence than you gathered? Why?
Were you able to study the persons and events in an objective manner?
Or, were field conditions such that reliable objective data was difficult
to gather? Why?
Did you get the sense of being a social scientist in your field research?
Why?
If someone wished to replicate your research design, how could he
improve upon the conduct of each methodological step to get better
results?

Now with the experience of having done research, can you reformulate
your original research question in a manner that would allow you to
do further study? What might that question be?

UNIT 19

WORKSHEET S

EVALUATING YOUR RESEARCH EXPERIENCE

APPROPRIATE MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLES FOR WORKS
1.

Purposiveness
Cohcrenco

2.

Self-directedness
Economy.

not aujicable

b.

Originality
Suitability

to this worksheet

c.

OPERATICT:AL DEFINITIC

Performance is

a.

F QUALITY FOR

:AS RE

PRINCIPLES

Purposiveness
a.

)

Coherence
- The meaning of
the question..

le answer is logically relited to the purpose of

The meaning of the answer is somewhat vague given the purpose of the
que t ion.

(2) - The meaning of the answer is not directed to the nuestion; a confusion
of the question's purpose or meaning may be present in the student.
(1) - The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention concerning=; the nature of the project, its goals,
methods, etc..
2.

Self-directedness
Econory

(4) - The selection of response makes its point with a minimum
of words, is not redundant, and is sufficient to satisfy the
purpose.
- The selection of response may be redundant,
incomplete, but it does point towards a sail,
of the purpose.

y, and
'itory fulfillment

(2) - The response must 1)e limited both in length and kind in order to
make
j-her work possible.

(1) - The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to help the practice of brevity and clarity in statement,
and, in the critical thinking 'skills of inference and judgement.
b.

Orif'inal

(4) - The selection of response shows originality in the
to be studied, and in the indicators which will al
evidence to support claim or answer question:

tatement of ideas
collection of

- The selection of response reflects previous model answers given to
class, but is adequate in light of question being asked.

(Cone

'd.)

(2 ) \- The selection of response

lack

of seriousness In
independent manner.

a

..e

41ects
to 3 degree that
attempt to answer questions in an
stereotyp.'

(1) - The response is inadequate to a d
intervention to hem 11 individual
responses.

ree

ihi_ch calls for tutorial
of ner onallv meaningful

Suitability (to purpose)

(4) - The selection of response is appropriate
appropriat for the nature of the question.
(3) - The selection cf response is not exactly suited to the nature of
rcpt to logically respond.
the question, but it demom;trates an
(2) - The selection of response is unsuitable to question posed in a degree
that shows misunderstanding of the question.
The response is inadequate to a degree which calls for tutorial
intervention to review student's comprehension of project goals;
also, to provide drill exercise in critical thinking skills of analogy,
inference, and judgement.

UNIT 19

WORKSHEET S

EVALUATING YOUR RESEARCH EXPERIENCE

SELF-DIRECTEDNE°

PURPOSIVENESS

SCORE

QUESTIONS/

KEY

PROCEDURES
Coherence

OriginaIity\

Economy

Suitability

AP PP

%

4 - Good

3 - SiWfaetory
All answer

2 - Improvement

cor61 by
the crtterii

Needed
Df

PURPOSIVENESS

1

Inadequatu

(Coherence)

NA
an.c
3ELF-

Not

1

,

Applicable

)IRECTEDNESS

Here

AP - Actual Points
PP - Possible
Point

11 I rrilowt Or sTum.:irf

::ordzilurr

LAIV

.A..,c1P,

runos IN FNESS

rERForuittucE

S ELF DT rumTED NOS 3

POINTS
1

ORIGINAL'

COlIFILENCN

EEC; lotrz

ulTABILIII

FQUACY

ACCURACY

liA

A
NA.

NA

r

C-2

NA

NA

i

D-1

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

C-1
NA

Ills

NA

NA

NA

1

NA

NA

ALA

NA

NA

NA

NA

D-2

E

NA

NA

NA

F
G

11 1

NA

I1

NA

AAA

NA

T-1
2
N

1-4
-1

NA

NA

1NA

NA

J-2
-

J-4

tiA

J-5

NA

K -2

NA

AtA

NA

NA

AIe4

NA

NA

NA

ALA

NA

Q1

NA

Q2

NA

R

TOTAL

NA

NA

_
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GLOSSARY/TN

hitTan and non-human behavior is described and recorded.
eanse:
(Unit:

17)

one phenomenon may be said to be the cause of another if i
it in time priority, is strongly associated with it in experience, can
be shown to have a non-t2IITIEHE relation to it, and has a rationale
that makes it plausible_

the body of practices, laws, knowledge which helps individuals in
a society order their lives.
:oncept: a term (one or several words) used by social sci
(Unit 8) an idea they wish to study.

is

controlled experiment: an experiment in which the number of variables is
limited by the experimenter in order to allow him to
(Unit 11)
specify cause,
correlation: a strong relationship between two variable established by
statistical analysis; it may indicate that the two variables are
(Unit 17)
causally related.

criteria:
(Unit 8)

(for definition, measurement, etc. ) :

a standard, rule, or tes

on which a judgment can be based.
a table displaying the relationship between two variables.

crosstabulation:
(Unit 10)

cultural enal.xV:
Unit

studying the language, art, religion, and other folkways
of a culture in order to understand the background for
human behavior.

cultural analysis (pre-research): enables you to expres
knowledge that you have already concern
(Unit 6
of your research interest.

basic beliefs and
g the social world

cultural analysis_ (post-research): allows you to interpret your data, and
in some cases establish the cause of what you investigated;
18)
(Unit
it also allows you to make some inferences about the social
importance of what you find in your research,
data:

informlrion gathered by an inquiry method which is thereby organized
for az

is.

.

2)

the sub - field of a major division of knowledge which uses methods
discipline:
of inquiry other fields in that division use.
(Unit 1)

evaluation: a systematic judging, by criteria, of the results
(Unit 19) steps, and the process of conducting each step.

= the research

the data on which a judgment or conclusion may be based; facts which
evidence:
(Unit 3) serve to substantiate an idea held by the researcher,

would not occur naturally; one
c!perimental setting,: a situation
that
has
been
arranged
by
the
scientist in order to study
(Unit 11)
behavior in a seicari.Cie
something that has been described and recorded with sufficient
thoroughness to permit objective verification by another person.

fac:
(Unit 3)

human behavior:

laulLy method:
(_Unit 5)

(Unit .1)

ions and cultural artifacts of humins in

the observable characteristics of a concept.

indicators(Unit 9)

knowlede:

the overt

a formal system of research distinctive to a division
of knowledge, or a discipline within the division, which
can be used to gather data needed to answer a question or
prove a proposition.

the acquired understanding of civilization now grouped as
humanities, social sciences, natural and physical sciences.
a rule established by generalizing from the facts
discovered in research; a generalized description of
phenomena.

law (princ
(Unit

highest value a variable takes.

maximum
(Unit 12)

measures of central tendency:
(Unit 12)

mean:
(Unit

a collective way to refer to mean, mode,
and median.

the arithmetic average, which is the sum of all the scores
divided by their number.

12)

median
(Unit
12)

minimum:
(Unit 12)

the category or value above and velow which 50 percent of the
total frequency lies, or the middle category dividing the
distribution into two equal parts.
lowest value a variable takes.

value that occurs most frequently in a frequency dist ibu

mode:
(Unit 12)

natural
(Unit 1

ic setting.

nominal defin
(Unit 8

on.

everyday situations which have not been manipulated
or changed by the scientist, in which behavior is
scientifically observed.

a statement which tells I_ople e
will refer to in the research.

c ly what a term

an observer who preserves objectivity by not
non- participant observer:
becoming
subjectively
involved in the events he describes.
(Unit 9)

ietivitv=

reality baF7A on observable, thus

t-AJJ-Jallv

lo

--1L.2na! also, no attitude on the _ art of the ru,seareher =o

biases. into the ob ervatt on,
operational.
(Unit S)

ion:

specifying the observable proeedt.' --the
operas:ions--hieh a researcher must employ to
identify or measure the concept,

a oiler or conclusion held with conLicluoce, LL c noL
by positive knowledge or proof.

Unit 3)

-tsimeasurements.

PhYs.
(Unit J

La cec

analyzing physical artifacts and
measuring physiological signs =,

physical trace evil

pny ical remains s or trace Jf some activity.

11)

population (t1121=12.): the largest number of individuals or units
Interest tothe researcher.
(Unit 10)
all1St-ic1;

(Unit 2)

_erring a future occurrence on the basis of observed
regularities in a phenomenon.

assigning things a numerical value in
ntif
order to measure them, and use the results in analysis.

quantification
(Unit 9

sottings which occur naturally, but where
quasi -exper imental setting:
some
conditions
have been altered by the experimenter.
(Unit 11)
.

the systematic positing of questions each of which elicits
cluesticEaia:
ich can
a different kind of search, and gathering of facts,
(Unit 4)
answer the larger question which guides the research.
1:2216.

the spread e f values a variable takes.

(Unit 12)

(Unit 9)

research:

ystematie method by which one records
the
gathered in inquiry; a recording system enables one to
preserve data in a form which allows the data to be
validated.
systematic inquiry into a questic

(Unit 2)

researchable question:
(Unit 13)

research d
(Unit 14

a question that contains two or more concepts which
when measured can produce data to answer the question;
a researchable question that is well-formulated suggesti
how one may wake inquiries (ie. measure) into the
question.

the selection and ordering of inquiry methods which
will be used in order to answer the question or test the
proposition.

212212:
(Unit 10)
scat
(Uait

a part

ulatien studied in

a

quantifyi_

the

Ludy c

the research.

tmasur

a

behavior.

,-,1zing, and

nis

r cal

subjective (tabiectivity): allowing one's personal feelings, beliefs,
(Units
and 9)
biases to influence the collection and analysis of
data

(intev

survey
Unit 5)

resting
(Unit 5)

var iable
8)

interviewing people to detee their attitudes
and opi_nfons.

measuring the mental, emotional, and physical
performance of human and non-human subjects in a
structured task or environment.
a measurable di the

ion of a concept,

